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High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures are used to execute increasingly complex and dynamic applications. An organization owning an HPC infrastructure may have different application types with a variety of architectures, requiring different software configurations or specific frameworks.

Electricité de France (EDF) is a typical example of an HPC organization. As the world’s largest producer of electricity, EDF has relied on HPC numerical simulation for more than 30 years. Simulation results are used to optimize the day-to-day production or choose the safest and most effective configurations for nuclear refuelling. On a longer term, these results can be used to explain complex physical phenomena, to better schedule the maintenance process or to assess the impact of new vendor technologies. These numerical simulations are performed in a wide variety of fields. Some examples are neutronics, fluid dynamics, mechanics or thermodynamics studies. A part of them consists of tightly coupled codes running with a fixed set of processes, while others are composed of thousands of independent tasks, running the same code with different parameters (bag of tasks). To predict the energy demand of users over the next time periods, large data sets might be analyzed. Such studies are performed with specific cluster computing frameworks (e.g., MapReduce) which use their own scheduling mechanisms. As these studies need to be performed in a secure context, EDF is restricted to use private clusters.

As programming models and user requirements evolve, developed applications have also more dynamic resource demands. As an example, let us take a computational fluid dynamics simulation, often used to analyze the flow of a fluid in certain configurations. When the right conditions are met, turbulence appears in the fluid and, to simulate it, an additional set of equations are added to the whole model. From that moment the computation is more intensive and the application could make use of more resources, e.g., CPU cores, to improve the computation speed. When the turbulence disappears, i.e., the fluid reaches a steady state, the computation amount decreases, making the acquired number of resources inefficient due to communication costs. Ideally, the application could release them. Other applications can also take advantage of the infrastructure’s variable resource availability: bag-of-tasks applications [40] can expand on all the available resources when the infrastructure is under-utilized, and shrink when the user demand increases.

Besides the dynamicity of application resource demand, another problem is the exigence of the users, in terms of ease in the configuration and availability of their software environments or performance objectives, also known as Service Level Objectives (SLOs). The studies performed by EDF require various software libraries. Managing the software configuration for each of them on all the physical nodes is a difficult task for an administrator. Moreover, users might have different performance objectives for their applications. Some users want the application results by a specific deadline, (e.g., a user needs to send her manager the output of a simulation by 7am the next day) or as soon as possible (e.g., a developer wants to test a newly developed algorithm). Other users want to express simple
application execution policies like: "I want to finish my application when a certain performance condition is met", or "I want to add a visualization module to my application so I need more compute power now".

Even if virtualizing the infrastructure and transforming it in a private cloud is seen as an attractive solution to manage the infrastructure resources, it does not completely address the previously mentioned requirements. Making the infrastructure a private cloud has several advantages. One advantage comes from letting users customize by themselves the environments in which their applications run. A second advantage is that resources are time-shared, leading to an increased resource utilization. A third advantage is that applications can provision virtual resources, or virtual machines, dynamically during their runtime. On top of this virtualized infrastructure, recently developed software platforms provide users with support to develop and run their applications with no concerns regarding infrastructure’s resource management complexities (also called Platform-as-a-Service). These solutions, however, provide limited support for users to express or use various resource management policies and they don’t provide any support for application performance objectives.

Finally, as the infrastructure capacity is limited, the real challenge lies in how to share the resources between the user applications. This would not be a problem if the infrastructure capacity were enough for all user requests in the highest demand periods. Nevertheless, this is rarely the case, as expanding the resource pool is expensive. Thus, it is preferable to solve the contention periods when they appear, around deadlines (e.g., conference or project deliverable), rather than acquiring more resources to satisfy this increase in demand. Solving the contention periods is complex as the infrastructure administrator needs to manage hundreds of users, developers working on internal code, or scientific researchers using validated software. We cannot assume that all these users are cooperative or they want to use resources only when they most urgently require to do so. Current systems address this issue through limited resource regulation mechanisms. Usually, they use priorities, or weights, to define the importance of users and their applications. More advanced mechanisms allow administrators to define quotas for resources used by a user. However, such systems do not provide the social incentives for users to adapt their application resource demand in a way that benefits all the infrastructure occupants.

Problem Statement

In the face of increasing application complexity, dynamicity of resource demand and variety of user requirements, it is challenging to design resource management systems that provide efficient and fair resource allocations while offering flexible adaptation support to applications. By resource management system, or platform, we understand the software that manages the compute resources and multiplexes the access of applications to them. By flexible application adaptation we understand the ease to support multiple user objectives and diverse application resource demands. Efficient resource allocations are obtained by maximizing the aggregate usage of physical resources. Finally, fairness is achieved by limiting the resource usage of applications based on the real importance, or value that users have for them.

Requirements

Here we define a set of requirements that must be met in the design of a resource management platform.
Flexible SLO support

Users from a scientific organization have a variety of requirements in terms of what types of applications should be executed on the infrastructure and what performance guarantees or access rights should be ensured for them. To meet all these requirements with minimum user effort, one should design mechanisms which automatically adapt applications together with their resource demands to user-defined objectives. Such mechanisms should be flexible enough to be used for a variety of applications and user-defined objectives. The provided level of flexibility depends on four characteristics: (i) how the resource control is distributed between applications and the resource management system; a resource management system that gives resource control to applications is more flexible as supports many resource demand adaptation policies; (ii) if applications can change the allocated resource amount during their execution; malleable and evolving applications, for example, can achieve better performance if allowed to change their resource allocations; (iii) how does the resource management system provides SLO support to its users; such support might include monitoring and scaling the application during its runtime; (iv) and what is the customization and isolation level of the environment in which users run their applications.

Maximum resource utilization

When providing concurrent access to resources there are two ways of sharing resources: (i) coarse-grained; (ii) and fine-grained. When providing coarse-grained resource allocation, either applications have exclusive access to the physical nodes, or they run in virtual machines with a configuration selected from a specific class, as in the case of Amazon EC2 [7]. This method of allocating resources leads to poor resource utilization, as while some applications don’t use all their provisioned resources, other applications might wait in queues. With fine-grained resource allocation, applications can request arbitrary resource amounts and the infrastructure utilization is improved. Thus, mechanisms should be designed to provide fine-grained resource allocation.

Fair resource utilization

An organization usually disposes of an infrastructure that needs to be shared between users coming from different departments and having different values regarding when to run their applications. Regulating the access of these users to resources can be a complex task for an administrator, as she would need to decide some fair criteria for who gets access to resources. One criteria would be to assign priorities to users. Nevertheless, even if the administrator decides the user priorities, she cannot decide what application is the most urgent for the user to execute and when it should be executed. For example, in a computing center, the infrastructure may become overloaded around important conference deadlines, as scientific users might want to use resources to get results in time for their simulations. In this case, a user with a high priority might abuse her rights and run a less urgent simulation, taking resources from users who really need them. We cannot assume that all users will be cooperative and yield the access to resources when asked by other users. Thus, mechanisms should be designed to ensure a fair resource distribution by giving resources to users who truthfully value them the most. Such fair resource distribution can be ensured by forcing users to communicate the value they have for their applications.
Approach and Contributions

The goal of this dissertation is to design, implement and evaluate a platform for application and resource management that meets the previously stated requirements.

Our approach relies on the use of a proportional-share market [100] to allocate resources to applications and users. To buy resources, users are assigned rechargeable budgets by a banking service in the form of a virtual currency, from which they delegate a part to each of their running applications. Each application runs in an autonomous virtual environment that adapts individually its resource demand to the application’s needs, with no knowledge regarding other participants. The only mechanism that binds these applications is the resource price, which varies with the total resource demand. Thus, the resource management is decentralized, allowing users to define their own resource demand adaptation policies. As it offers to each application the ability to control its own resource allocation, this resource management model can support a variety of applications, each with its own performance objective and possibly its own resource management algorithms. Moreover, the proportional-share market allows applications to run with fine-grained resource allocations, maximizing the infrastructure resource utilization. Finally, due to the budget constraints, users take "better" resource provisioning decisions. Thus, the market mechanism leads to a socially efficient user behavior as resources are fairly distributed between them: contention periods are solved efficiently by shifting a part of the demand from high utilization to low utilization periods.

To support this approach we designed a proportional-share resource allocation model to compute the amounts of CPU and memory to which each VM is entitled to, ensuring fine-grained resource allocation among applications. Then, we proposed two policies which receive a user-defined SLO and budget and adapt the application resource demand to the current resource availability and resource price: (i) a policy that adapts the resource demand (vertical scaling); (ii) a policy that adapts the number of VMs (horizontal scaling). These policies can be combined for better application performance.

We implemented the proposed resource allocation model and application adaptation policies in a software stack. We designed a software stack that is generic and extensible, allowing users to automate the application deployment and management process on virtualized infrastructures. Users have the flexibility to control how many resources are allocated to their applications and to define their own resource demand adaptation policies.

We have implemented and evaluated our approach in two contexts:

– A simulator, called Themis. We used Themis to evaluate the performance of the proportional-share market and the vertical scaling policy for different application SLOs. The obtained results have shown the resource management decentralization cost.

– A real-world prototype, called Merkat. We deployed Merkat on Grid’5000 and used it to test our previously mentioned policies. We used the vertical scaling policy to scale the resource demand of a static MPI application and the horizontal scaling policy to scale two task processing frameworks. We also used Merkat to run multiple static MPI applications that adapted their resource demand to a user-given deadline. The obtained results have shown the performance of Merkat when applications adapt selfishly.
Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 describes the main application models and the organization of distributed systems, concepts which are important in understanding the applicability of our contributions. Chapter 2 covers the state of art. We present the important resource management approaches which are close to meeting our requirements. Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of our contribution. We present our approach and explain our design decisions. Chapter 4 provides a zoom on the resource management mechanisms implemented in our platform. We describe how applications can adapt their resource demand dynamically and how resources are managed on the infrastructure.

Chapter 5 presents the simulation results regarding the performance in large systems. Chapter 6 discusses the applicability of our approach in a real environment by validating it with several use cases of scientific applications. We conclude the manuscript in a chapter that summarizes our contribution and discusses possible future research directions.
Chapter 1

Distributed Computing for Scientific Applications

This chapter gives an insight on the requirements of scientific applications and the different infrastructure architectures. High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures are used to execute increasingly complex and dynamic scientific applications. Designing such applications is required by research fields like molecular dynamics, astronomy, aeronautics, physics, in which in the research process simulation is often preferred to real experimentation. To provide results in useful time intervals, such simulations need large amounts of computing power, which in turn leads to the design of infrastructures capable to provide it. A lot of research efforts were invested in the design of such infrastructures and, thus, different architectures exist, from supercomputers, clusters, and grids to clouds.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 gives a taxonomy of scientific applications while Section 1.2 gives an overview of commonly encountered infrastructure types. Section 1.3 describes the current cloud technology, virtualization. Section 1.4 describes the cloud computing paradigm: it introduces the service and deployment cloud models and, to better understand the internals of our platform, it describes how virtual resources are managed in clouds.

1.1 Taxonomy of Scientific Applications

In this section we give an overview of the scientific application domain. Scientific applications are usually distributed programs, composed of many tasks, or processes. These tasks can be created at the beginning of the program or dynamically during its runtime. We describe the characteristics of these applications by classifying them based on their communication patterns, resource use and on how users interact with them.

1.1.1 Communication Requirements

Based on the communication amount between their processes, scientific applications can be classified as: tightly-coupled or loosely-coupled applications. Let us describe them next:

**Tightly coupled applications** are applications in which tasks communicate frequently.

**Loosely coupled applications** are applications for which the communication time does not represent an important part of their execution.
1.1.2 Resource Requirements

Scientific applications might have different resource requirements in terms of CPU cores, or memory, which may or may not evolve in time. Figure 1.1 illustrates a classification of applications based on their resource requirements. Based on how their resource requirements can evolve during their execution, applications can be differentiated in static and dynamic. Static applications require a set of resources, e.g., CPU cores, that remain constant during their execution. Dynamic applications may change their resource demand during their execution. To further classify applications, Feitelson [66] introduced a taxonomy based on four application types: rigid, moldable, malleable and evolving. Rigid and moldable applications are static while malleable and evolving applications are dynamic. Let us explain these types next:

**Rigid applications** are applications for which the user can only specify a fixed number or resources at submission time (e.g., 4 CPU cores).

**Moldable applications** are applications for which the user can specify different resource configurations at submission time (e.g., 4, 8, or 16 CPU cores). A resource manager selects the most convenient one when the application is selected for execution. Examples of rigid or moldable applications are tightly coupled applications, as they are usually composed of a fixed number of processes, e.g., simulation codes like Gromacs [82] or Code_Saturne [48].

**Malleable applications** are applications which can adapt to changes in their resource allocation. The change in resource allocation can be done by an external entity, i.e., the infrastructure scheduler, based on the resource availability on the infrastructure. If resources need to be reallocated to other infrastructure occupants, the application can shrink and when resources become available again the application can expand. These applications can easily manipulate their resource demand as they mostly rely on a master-worker architecture: a master process submits tasks to workers and waits for them to be processed. To shrink the application, the master can suspend or stop executing some of their tasks and then shut down the workers. If the task execution time is small, stopping and resubmitting the task does not have a large impact on the application execution time. To expand the application it is sufficient to create more workers. Examples or malleable applications are Bag of Tasks [40], composed of many tasks that need to process different data sets. A special class of Bag of Tasks is represented by Parameter Sweep [31] applications: the same task is run with different parameter values taken from a range. Another example consists in MapReduce applications, developed using the MapReduce programming model [56], i.e., a model relying on the map and reduce paradigm from functional programming.
Evolving applications are applications that may need to change their resource demand during their execution, due to changes in their internal state. Such changes, initiated by the application, might be driven by the changing complexity of the computation or by different application phases having different resource demands. An example of evolving application is the computational fluid dynamics simulation with turbulence models [48], discussed in the Introduction chapter.

Malleable and evolving applications Some applications can be both malleable and evolving. Examples of such applications are workflows [107]. An workflow is composed of multiple tasks, or even distributed applications, which might have dependencies between them, requiring a certain execution order. Thus, a workflow has multiple stages, each of them requiring different resource amounts depending on the number of tasks that need to be executed at that specific stage. The total number of tasks and their execution order can be known from the beginning of the execution or it can change in time as each workflow stage might have a different execution branch depending of the output of the previous stage.

1.1.3 Interactivity

Based on the level of interaction between the user and her application, we split applications in two classes:

Interactive applications require frequent interaction from the user, e.g., visualization software.

Passive applications only receive an input from the user at their submission, perform a computation and return the result at the end with no other interaction, e.g., simulation software used in a variety of fields, like molecular dynamics, astronomy, physics. Passive applications are also called batch applications.

1.2 Distributed Infrastructures

Usually, scientific applications receive large input data, which they process and return the output to the user. Splitting the data among multiple processes and executing them on different processors can speed up the computation time, even if it's up to a specific limit, as given by the Amdahl’s law [13]. To obtain this computing power, parallel and distributed computing systems were designed. We discuss in this section three main types of infrastructures used by the scientific community: supercomputers, clusters and grids.

1.2.1 Supercomputers

Supercomputers were designed to provide scientific applications with the needed computation power. These infrastructures are usually used to run tightly coupled applications that require hundred of thousands, or even more processors to give results within reasonable delays. Supercomputers are massively parallel processors (MPPs), composed of large numbers of processors grouped in compute nodes. Each of them has its own memory hierarchy (DRAM, or cache) and high bandwidth network cards to exchange messages with other nodes or performs I/O operations. Each node runs an optimized operating system. Recent trends are to build hybrid architectures composed of CPUs and GPUs (Graphical Processing Units). Although a GPU’s frequency is lower than the one of a CPU, GPUs are designed to run a much larger number of threads and can be efficiently used to handle
a wide number of elementary matrix-vector operations in parallel. If the communication needed to move data from CPU to GPU memory back and forth is not prohibitive, the combination of CPUs and GPUs can reach a decent acceleration at a lower energy cost than CPU-only architectures.

To illustrate the size and speed of a supercomputer, let us take the fastest supercomputer in the world at the time of this writing, according to Top500 [1]. This infrastructure was designed by the Cray company and is composed of 18,688 nodes, interconnected with a proprietary Cray Gemini torus network. Each node has one AMD Opteron 16-core CPU paired with a Nvidia Tesla K20X GPU. This supercomputer, located at DOE/SC/Oak Ridge National Laboratory achieves a performance peak over 17 PFLOPS (Floating-Point Operations per Second) on the Linpack benchmark.

Supercomputers are usually administered by resource management systems, also called batch schedulers. A popular solution is Slurm [193]. To run their applications, users submit requests to the system, which are then queued and run when enough resources for the request become available. We discuss further about these systems in Chapter 2.

### 1.2.2 Clusters

A cluster is composed of a set of individual computers built with commodity hardware, loosely connected through fast local area networks. Usually, clusters are homogeneous infrastructures, as all the machines composing them have the same configuration. The inter-node network is usually built on Gigabit Ethernet, Infiniband or Myrinet technology. Clusters represent a cheaper alternative to supercomputers and are widely used by various universities and companies. Their weak point is the network topology which usually has a lower bandwidth and a higher latency than the proprietary ones used by supercomputers. Clusters provide comparable computational power to supercomputers, occupying a large percentage in Top500 (i.e., over 80%).

Similar to supercomputers, clusters are managed by resource management systems or by cluster operating systems. Popular resource management systems are Moab [64], Torque [160] and Slurm [193]. Opposed to resource management systems, cluster operating systems, like Kerriged [120] and Mosix [20], provide users with a "single-system image", allowing them to use the cluster in the same manner as a personal computer. Users can run their applications on the cluster nodes with no information on where the application runs. An organization can have different clusters, and even different supercomputers, belonging to different departments. To provide more computing power to cycle-hungry applications, clusters are federated and managed by meta-schedulers. Meta-schedulers [171] provide an aggregated view of the federated clusters, allowing applications to be submitted to the optimal cluster for their execution.

### 1.2.3 Grids

Grids [70] were designed with the goal to aggregate and share resources from multiple geographical areas and belonging to different organizations in a controlled manner. Resource sharing relies on the concept of virtual organization, i.e., dynamic groups of individuals and institutions identified by common sharing rules. Such resources could be computational power, like in the case of computing grids, or data storage, like in the case of data grids. Basically, by connecting to the "grid" the user was supposed to have access to resources in way similar to electric grids. Some well-known examples of compute grids are the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) [188] or the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) [88]. Some grids were designed with the goal to provide users with an
experimentation platform, like PlanetLab [22] or Grid’5000 [23]. Grids were mostly used to run loosely coupled applications, composed of thousands of independent tasks. Some projects like BOINC [11] were quite successful in taking advantage of many desktop computers that were remaining idle, i.e., also called a desktop grid. Grids were also used for running workflows or tightly coupled applications, although in this case it is preferable to run the application within a site’s bounds.

Grids are usually managed by grid middleware, designed to provide users with a transparent execution interface and to seamlessly run their applications on other organization resources. These systems implement their own resource discovery and selection policies. Examples of grid middleware are Globus [3], DIET [4], gLite [101] and XtremOS [51].

To give an insight into the organization of a grid, we describe the Grid’5000 distributed platform. Grid’5000 is a distributed platform composed of 9 sites in France and one site in Luxembourg, incorporating more than 20 clusters and 7000 CPU cores. This platform can be used to run a large variety of experiments, from scientific simulations to deployment and development of middleware solutions. Grid’5000 allows users to deploy customized environments on the physical nodes, with administrative rights to install the appropriate software for their applications. Different tools to acquire resources and automate the experiments are provided to users. Grid’5000 resources are managed by the OAR resource manager [129], which allows users to make reservations of different types, including best-effort and advance reservation, from one site to multiple sites. Other tools include network management, e.g., KaVLAN [91], and efficient parallel execution of user commands, e.g., Taktuk [41].

1.3 Virtualization

The use of virtualization in distributed computing introduces multiple advantageous aspects. This section gives a brief introduction in virtualization and defines some common terms.

**Definition 1.1** Virtualization is the process of creating a resource or a whole machine, which is virtual instead of real [156]; the real resource is hidden behind a virtual interface.

A similar concept to virtualization is emulation, which is the process to replicate the behavior of a resource. As opposed to virtualization, in the case of emulation, the real resource might not even exist. To better explain virtualization, let us first introduce some basic notions. Computers are composed of multiple layers of hardware and software that communicate with each other. The main hardware components are usually a central processing unit (CPU), display, keyboard, mouse, storage, memory and network card. The software layer that controls this hardware is the operating system. From the operating system’s point of view the hardware components compose a physical machine. Because of the required level of control, the operating system needs exclusive access to the physical machine.

**Definition 1.2** A virtual machine (VM) is composed of the set of virtual resources.

A virtual machine is defined by its resource requirements, in terms of memory and number of CPU cores, and, similar to a physical machine, it can have I/O and network devices, and a hard disk, also called a virtual machine image, that is backed up by a real file. This file has the layout of a real hard disk and contains all the operating system files.
Definition 1.3 The hypervisor, or the virtual machine monitor (VMM), is the software layer that hides the physical resources from the operating system.

Figure 1.2 illustrates better the concept of virtualization. Through virtualization, multiple operating systems are allowed to run on the same hardware, as each one of them assume that it has full control over the resources. We call these operating systems guests and the physical machine on which they are running a host. We discuss in the remaining of this section the state of the art in virtualization techniques and their capabilities.

![Diagram of physical machine virtualization](image.png)

**Figure 1.2: Physical machine virtualization.**

1.3.1 Virtualization Techniques

Virtualizing the entire physical machine is a concept introduced in mid 60’s, to support multiple operating systems on the IBM’s mainframes, i.e., large multi-processor computer systems, and give concurrent access to users. At that time, however, the concept did not seem appealing enough to be adopted on a large scale, probably due to the high performance overhead and the appearance of desktop computers. Nevertheless, the concept was brought to light again in 1997 by the Disco [24] project, with the same goal: to run multiple operating systems on a multi-processor machine. This time it gained momentum as it started to be used for isolation purposes in multi-tenant datacenters, owned by an increasing number of companies. Thus, it became commercialized by vendors like VMware [184]. Currently, multiple state of the art virtualization solutions are developed.

To better understand these solutions, we first need to describe the main problem in virtualizing the physical machine. This difficulty actually comes from virtualizing a part of the CPU instruction set of the x86 architecture, composed of privileged and sensitive instructions. This architecture is used by the majority of modern processors.

To explain what is a privileged instruction, we first need to discuss about the privilege levels that the x86 architecture provides. As shown in Figure 1.3, this architecture uses 4 privilege levels to limit what user programs can do. To prevent users to have full control over the hardware (for example a program might use the CPU forever), their applications run on the highest level while the operating system runs at the lowest level. Some instructions like I/O operations, operations on system registers or memory management operations can only be executed on the lowest privilege level, otherwise they cause a general protection exception. When the applications need to execute these instructions they give the control to the operating system. These instructions are called privileged and all the other instructions are called unprivileged.

Besides privileged instructions, the x86 instruction set also contains sensitive, but unprivileged instructions, for example instructions that modify the system registers. These
instructions do not generate an exception, but, if executed at a privilege level different than the right one, they might return wrong results.

As the hypervisor needs to have full control over the physical resources, it needs to also run at the lowest privilege level, by pushing the operating system on a higher privilege level, and handle any privileged or sensitive instructions, which might affect its state.

![Figure 1.3: Execution levels on a x86 architecture.](image)

Based on how state of the art virtualization solutions manage these instructions, they can be classified in: (i) full virtualization; (ii) paravirtualization; (iii) hybrid virtualization; (iv) operating system virtualization.

**Full virtualization** Full virtualization technologies provide complete hardware emulation such that operating systems from the virtual machines run unmodified, like on real hardware. Basically, with this technique the operating system "believes" that the hardware on which it runs is real and, thus, multiple operating systems (e.g., Linux, Windows) can reside on the same physical resources. This type of virtualization is advantageous when, for example, legacy applications requiring older operating systems might need to run on a newer operating system.

Full virtualization solutions manage privileged and sensitive x86 instructions as follows. The privileged instructions, as they do not execute at the lowest privilege level, cause an exception. The exception is caught by the hypervisor, which executes some code that emulates the proper behavior of the instruction. The sensitive instructions are replaced "on-the-fly" with instructions that can be executed in the VM through a technique called binary translation. The most popular solutions are VirtualBox [176] and VMWare Workstation [187]. Binary translation, however, brings a big performance penalty on the applications running in the VMs.

To make virtualization easier, recent processor architectures like Intel VT-x and AMD-V [174] include hardware extensions that enable processor virtualization without binary translation, also called **hardware accelerated virtualization**. Basically, these extensions introduce a new mode, called "root", which is used to run the hypervisor and is equivalent to a privilege level of -1. With this new mode, when privileged and sensitive instructions trap, they are caught by the hypervisor which executes them in the root mode. This avoids the overheads brought by emulating privileged instructions and using binary translation. Nevertheless, this transition between the two privilege levels is costly as it requires a certain non-negligible number of CPU cycles. KVM [95], recent versions of Xen (Xen HVM) [21], VMWare ESXi [33] or Microsoft Hyper-V [175] are examples of hypervisors that take advantage of hardware virtualization.
Paravirtualization Paravirtualization is a technique introduced by Xen [21]. It emerged as an alternative to full virtualization before the apparition of hardware-enabled virtualization acceleration extensions. In this case, the guest operating system is modified to replace all the instructions that are difficult to virtualize with hypercalls provided by the VMM. Paravirtualization leads to better performance than full virtualization for two reasons: (i) non-virtualizable instructions are changed to hypercalls, avoiding the overhead of using binary translation or instruction emulation; (ii) the guests are provided with a better interface to some devices, like disk or network card, allowing them to access these devices directly instead of using emulated ones. Modifying the guest operating system, however, has its own drawback, as such modifications might be difficult to apply and maintain.

Hybrid virtualization Hybrid virtualization is an optimization of the hardware accelerated full virtualization technique. It consists in providing guest operating systems with paravirtualized drivers. In this case, the hypervisor uses the hardware extensions to treat sensitive and privileged instructions while providing hypercalls for devices instead of emulating them. Hybrid virtualization was introduced in Xen HVM and in KVM through the virtio package [436].

Operating system-level virtualization This virtualization technique isolates applications in separate containers that share the same operating system, in a similar manner to chroot [36]. In this case, the hypervisor is the host operating system kernel. As the access to the hardware resources is done by the same host operating system, they provide better performance than previous virtualization technologies. Nevertheless, containers do not provide the same isolation guarantees as the other virtualization technologies; as the operating system kernel is shared, it is easier to compromise it and also the other containers. Well known operating system level virtualization solutions are OpenVZ [132], LXC [108], or Linux V Servers [177].

1.3.2 Virtualization Capabilities

Virtualization technologies provide several attractive capabilities: (i) resource control knobs; (ii) suspend/restore mechanisms; (iii) and migration.

Resource control knobs Current hypervisors provide fine-grained resource control capabilities. Basically, the amount of allocated resource for each VM can be changed at user command during the VM lifetime. Let us explain how some state of the art hypervisors, Xen, KVM and VMware ESXi server, control the allocation of different resources:

CPU allocation To control the CPU allocation, state of the art hypervisors rely on two means: proportional-share weight scheduling and CPU capping. For multi-processor systems, VMs can be allocated more than one CPU core. In this case, virtual CPU cores, also called VCPUs, can be "pinned" to the physical cores at user command. Xen provides CPU allocation and virtual CPU core pinning through its credit-based scheduler. The Xen scheduler applies proportional share to distribute the CPU time between the operating system guests and performs load balancing of guest VCPUs across all available CPUs. A guest can be assigned a weight and a cap value. The weight gives the relative CPU time share the guest receives according to the resource contention level. This share is proportional to the guest’s weight and inversely proportional to the sum of all the running guest weights. The cap value sets the maximum amount of CPU time to which the guest is limited even when the host has idle cycles
left. VMWare ESXi also provides CPU time-share tuning, based on limits, proportional shares and reservations. As KVM relies exclusively on the Linux scheduler functionality, it lacks CPU time-share tuning support.

**Memory allocation** The memory allocation is handled through a process called "ballooning". A kernel "balloon" driver is a process that can expand or shrink its memory usage. One is started in each guest operating system. The hypervisor sends commands to this driver to expand or shrink its balloon. When a guest’s memory needs to be shrunk, the hypervisor issues a command to the balloon driver to expand it’s memory usage, i.e., to inflate the "balloon". When the balloon expands, the guest operating system is forced to swap pages or possibly kill other applications to free up memory. The memory pages claimed by the balloon are then handed to the hypervisor, which can allocate them to other guests. When the guest’s memory needs to be expanded, the hypervisor issues a command to the balloon driver to shrink its memory usage, or deflate the "balloon". When the balloon shrinks, the guest operating system receives back the memory pages. Note that the memory cannot be expanded indefinitely. Each VM starts with a maximum amount of memory that is allocated at its boot time, amount which cannot be modified during the VM lifetime.

**Other resources** For more advanced functionalities, cgroups [115] can be used. cgroups is a feature provided by the Linux kernel to limit and account the resource usage of hierarchies of groups of processes. cgroups can be used to limit the resource usage of KVM guests or containers. Important resources that can be limited are: the amount of physical memory, the amount of swapped memory, the total amount of allocated memory (basically the physical and the swap), the relative CPU share and the relative disk I/O bandwidth. The term relative means that groups are assigned weights and proportional fair sharing is applied. Other resources like network bandwidth can also be controlled. For example, network bandwidth can be controlled through high-level network packet filtering rules.

**Suspend/resume** Hypervisors also provide the capability to suspend and resume a VM. This mechanism relies on the fact that the state of a VM, composed of its memory content and metadata concerning I/O accesses and CPU registers, can be saved on local storage. The save process starts by pausing the VM, then it saves its current memory state to the local disk, and finally stops the VM. The time required to save the VM depends on the amount of allocated memory. The restore operation loads the VM’s previous memory state from the file and starts the VM from this saved point.

**Migration** VM migration allows transferring the memory state of a VM between two nodes. Migration is useful to achieve a diversity of scheduling goals transparently for the applications running on the physical nodes: applications can be migrated to perform maintenance on some nodes, or when the nodes are faulty, or even to shut down nodes and minimize the cluster’s energy consumption.

Basically there are two types of migration: cold migration and live migration. Cold migration is done by suspending the VM, transferring its state on the destination node and restarting it. Live migration allows the application to continue running while the state is transferred to the destination. Live migration has a smaller performance degradation than cold migration as the application only perceives an "unnoticeable" down time.

Although there are some research efforts in migrating the VM image [111], current live migration techniques focus only on the memory state, and they assume that the VM image
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is stored on a location accessible to both nodes involved in the process. Thus, a common setting for live migration is a cluster environment in which all the nodes share the same subnet and have access to a shared file system, like NFS [147] for example.

To better understand the impact of live migration on the application’s performance, we give a rough overview of the stages involved in this process. As we do not focus on improving or changing this mechanism, we do not give a full state of the art of these techniques.

The migration process, similar to earlier techniques on process migration [118], is composed of four stages:

**Preparation** The migration process is started and a VM is created on the destination node. Some techniques also involve transferring the CPU state of the VM from the source node to the destination node and starting the VM.

**Pre-copy** The memory state of the VM is transferred to the destination node while the VM continues to run on the source node. If the application writes in memory during this time, memory pages are dirtied and need to be sent to the destination node. This transfer happens in rounds: at the beginning of each round, pages written in the previous round are sent over the network to the destination node. The transfer of dirty pages continues either for a predefined number of iterations or until their number becomes small enough to allow a total transfer of memory with a minimal down time for the application. This technique, called *pre-copy migration* was initially proposed by Xen and also applied to some extent by other hypervisors like VMWare or KVM (which does not apply any condition to stop the transfer of dirty pages and thus the migration might not converge in case of applications that dirty the memory at a fast rate).

**Stop-and-copy** At this point the VM is stopped and its remaining memory, together with the VM execution state are transferred to the destination. This is the period in which the application experiences a down time.

**Post-copy** The VM resumes on the destination node and other operations to finish the migration process might occur.

This process proves to be inefficient for applications performing memory writes, even if is efficient for applications performing many memory reads. This inefficiency comes from the fact that memory pages get dirtied fast and they need to be transferred many times over the network. To solve this issue, other live migration techniques [84] propose to skip the initial memory state transfer and the dirty page transfer from the pre-copy stage. In this case, the VM is started on the destination node and any required memory pages are transferred "on-demand" over the network from the source node; this mechanism is also known as *post-copy migration*.

### 1.3.3 Advantages

We identify three main advantages of use for virtualization techniques: i) customization and isolation of user environments; ii) transparent fault tolerance for applications; iii) flexible resource control.

**Customization and isolation** Virtualization is used in the context of HPC computing to encapsulate applications in controlled software environments, also called virtual clusters,
or virtual workspaces [93]. By encapsulating applications, many application types can be executed on the same physical infrastructure, as each application can have its own software stack, from operating system to libraries, independent of the physical platform they are running on. Also, applications can be executed on sites that do not necessary have the software configuration required by the application [60]. Because virtual environments are isolated one from another, users can be allowed to execute privileged operations without getting special privileges from system administrators and the malicious user behavior can be restrained.

**Transparent fault tolerance** Virtualization can be used to provide proactive and reactive fault tolerance. When failures of current nodes are imminent [61], an application running in a virtual environment can be transparently migrated to different hosts. In this case, using virtualization overcomes the need of installing operating system kernel modules or linking the application to special libraries. Moreover, techniques were proposed to suspend the virtual machines in which the application is running [60], by executing a "vm save" command on each host in synchronized fashion. For synchronization, an NTP server was used. Such techniques were attractive as they are generic and transparent for the application.

**Flexible resource control** There are two capabilities provided by virtualization which can be used in resource management: (i) fine-grained resource allocation; (ii) live migration. Virtualization allows to control the resource allocation of applications in a fine grain manner during the application life-time; physical nodes can be time-shared between multiple virtual machines by controlling the access to node’s resources like CPU, memory and network bandwidth. The live migration capability allows applications to be seamlessly migrated between physical nodes or clusters when the resource allocation does not correspond to the host available capacity or due to administrative decisions (e.g., nodes need to be shut down for maintenance).

Using virtualization for time-sharing of cluster resources was studied by Stillwell et.al [162]. Stillwell et.al. proposed a set of scheduling heuristics to allocate fractional CPU amounts to static applications, usually submitted to batch schedulers, given their memory constraints. Thus, applications that, in the case of batch schedulers, would wait in queues as not enough resources are available on nodes to satisfy their request, could start with a fraction of their requested resources. To enforce fairness, i.e., applications could wait a long time because of their memory requirements while other applications would use too much CPU time, the heuristics use suspend/resume policies. Applications are assigned a priority dependent of their wait time, i.e., time in which they do not get to use the CPU, and applications with the lowest priority are suspended. The results, obtained through simulations, are encouraging.

Other solutions applied virtualization-based time-sharing in datacenters hosting web servers, as these applications have a dynamic resource demand. In this context, the main goal is to minimize the number of active nodes, and reduce the electricity cost. State-of-the-art [80, 186] and commercial solutions [78] were proposed for VM load balancing (we do not give an exhaustive list here, as they are outside the purpose of this thesis).

Besides tuning the resource allocation in a fine-grained manner, virtualization can be used to build distributed virtual infrastructures, like clusters, spread over multiple physical clusters [60], possibly placed at different geographical locations [121]. Priority and load balancing policies can be designed for these infrastructures, by changing on-the-fly their capacity both in terms of virtual machines and resource allocated to each virtual
machine [96, 140, 145, 75]. In the grid context, such dynamic virtual infrastructures can be build for each virtual organization [121] based on the number of applications submitted by users belonging to it. With the emergence of cloud computing, private clusters can be transparently expanded by buying VMs from public clouds [110]. Moreover, the application execution on volatile resources, e.g., desktop grids, can be improved in the same manner [57].

1.4 Cloud Computing

The notion of cloud computing became well-known in the recent years. This notion was used to describe various service delivery and provisioning models. To clarify its meaning, we use for it the same definition as the one provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [114]:

Definition 1.4 Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

In this manuscript, we also rely on the notion of "cloud provider" defined as follows:

Definition 1.5 A cloud provider is the entity that offers the cloud service to interested cloud users over the network.

To provide a cloud service, the cloud provider may manage the computing infrastructure, storage, network and cloud software components, or outsource them to other providers.

Similarly to HPC infrastructures, cloud computing provides network access to a shared resource pool. As clusters were aggregated in the context of grids, clouds can be aggregated too. For example, BonFire [86] and OpenCirrus [18] plan to provide federated cloud testbeds for users to test and develop their applications. Cloud providers can take advantage of the "cloud federation" by acquiring resources from other cloud providers to manage peaks in user requests, and better use their own resources by offering them to other cloud providers. Software stacks are designed to ensure virtual machine provisioning and application execution on multiple clouds [29, 26, 58]. A strong focus is put on providing APIs to ensure interoperability between clouds and Service Level Agreement (SLA) management, both on cloud provider and on federation level. N. Grozev et. al. [77] provide a detailed overview of these recent efforts.

Nevertheless, unlike HPC infrastructures, cloud computing promotes a "pay as-you-go on-demand" resource access model. First, the on-demand resource access allows users to quickly expand or shrink their pool of resources during their application execution. This capability opens up many paths in improving the execution of dynamic applications and allows scientific users to manage demand bursts in their own HPC centers in a fast and easy manner. Then, with the pay-as-you-go model the user is given the possibility and the incentive to make a trade-off between the speed and the cost of their computation. Finally, cloud computing commonly relies on resource virtualization: by using virtual resources, users gain control over the software environment in which their application runs in a secure and easy-to-manage fashion for the infrastructure administrator. This is advantageous both for users and infrastructure administrators as scientific applications have specific software requirements, including specific operating system versions, compilers and libraries that are
difficult to manage on a shared physical infrastructure. All these characteristics position cloud computing as a powerful and yet simple to understand abstraction that allows clouds to fill the gap that grids didn’t manage to address: by offering virtual resources to users, software heterogeneity is overcome, security can be improved and organizational boundaries can be leveled.

In the remaining of this section we give an overview of current cloud service and deployment models. Then, we describe the architecture of an IaaS cloud software stack.

### 1.4.1 Cloud Models

Different cloud models were developed and used in both industry and the scientific community. We describe these models in the following, by classifying them according to what services they provide to users and how they provide them.

#### 1.4.1.1 Service models

Following the same NIST classification, the concept of cloud computing incorporates three service models: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The criteria that differentiates one model from another is the level of control that the user has over the cloud software stack. Figure 1.4 describes these models, and also another recent model, Hardware-as-a-Service (HaaS). One model builds on the abstractions provided by the previous one. To understand their characteristics, we describe each of these models and we give some illustrative examples of cloud providers.

**HaaS clouds** provide users with hardware "on-demand" (e.g., physical machines, storage, network). In a HaaS cloud users have full access to the physical machine and are allowed to do operating system updates and modifications. By using Definition 1.4, Grid'5000 [23] is an example of HaaS provider.

**IaaS clouds** provide users with virtual resources (e.g., virtual machines, virtual hardware, virtual network). Unlike in HaaS clouds, users have access only to virtual resources and have coarse-grained control over their location. For example, the user can select the cluster on which the virtual resources are placed. The user has administrative rights to her virtual machines and can decide what software is installed in them. Amazon Web Services [7] is the most commonly used commercial IaaS cloud
infrastructure. Amazon provides to its users different levels of computing power at different pricing, two storage options, key-based storage - S3 [9] - and block-based storage - EBS [6] - and advanced virtual network management capabilities [10]. Recently, a multitude of open source software stacks for IaaS clouds were developed. Some notable examples are Nimbus [126], OpenNebula [158], Eucalyptus [128], OpenStack [131] and CloudStack [47]. A different solution is Snooze [67], which proposes a hierarchical software stack, solving the scalability issues. These software stacks replicate the main services provided by Amazon, including virtual machine storage and virtual machine management. They also provide interfaces compatible with the one offered by Amazon EC2, basically by implementing a subset of the Amazon’s EC2 API, thus allowing users to run the same tools and applications with minimal modifications.

**PaaS clouds** provide users with runtime environments to execute their applications. A PaaS cloud manages the complete life cycle of applications and hides from the users the complexity of managing virtual resources and installing and configuring the application required software. A PaaS provider can offer a diversity of services: database storage, (e.g., MySQL [59], MongoDB [35]), distributed key-value store (e.g., Redis [141]) or messaging functionality (e.g., RabbitMQ [138]), integrated development environments (IDEs), software development kits (SDKs) and deployment and management tools. An example of commercial PaaS is ElasticBeanstalk [8], which allows users to develop applications in familiar languages, like Java, Ruby or .Net and ensures the application deployment, auto-scaling and monitoring. Other examples, with a strong focus on enterprise applications, are Cloud Foundry [45], Heroku [81], OpenShift [130] and Windows Azure Cloud Services [19]. A research PaaS is Con-PaaS [137], which provides services like MapReduce, Bag-of-Tasks, web and database storage.

**SaaS clouds** provide users with applications that run on the provider’s infrastructure. The user can adjust the configuration of the application to fit her needs, but she has no control regarding the application capabilities or the underlying infrastructure. Google Apps [73] is a well-known example of SaaS.

### 1.4.1.2 Deployment Models

According to how the deployment is made available to cloud users, cloud deployments can be classified in: private, community, public, hybrid.

**Private clouds** provide services that are accessible only to users from the organization that owns the resources, as shown in Figure 1.5. The resource management is done by the organization itself. Examples can be found in a variety of companies or scientific centers which own their own clusters.

**Community clouds** are used by a community of users who share the same goals. As illustrated in Figure 1.6, resources are managed by one or more organizations, which might be geographically distributed. Users from these organizations have access to local cloud resources (the ones of the organization to which they belong) and to resources provided by the other organizations from the community. Scientific clouds provide an example of community clouds. Examples of scientific clouds are FutureGrid [74] and WestGrid [182].
Public clouds are ones in which cloud services are made available to users over a public network without restrictions, as shown in Figure 1.7. In this case, users have to pay a price for each utilization hour, usually using a credit card. Examples of public cloud providers are Amazon Web Services [7], Rackspace [139], Microsoft Azure [19] and more recently HP Cloud [42] and Google Compute [49].

Hybrid clouds are composed of two different types of clouds, as shown in Figure 1.8. A common combination is between a private and public cloud. An organization owning a private cloud might have critical periods in which the user’s demand is higher than the infrastructure. In this case, to serve all user requests, the organization might use resources from public clouds (also known as cloud bursting).
1.4.2 The Architecture of an IaaS cloud

In this section we focus on the architecture of an IaaS software stack. We describe this architecture as IaaS clouds are the building block for the other layers of the cloud computing stack, like PaaS or SaaS.

Figure 1.8: Hybrid cloud model

Figure 1.9: Generic IaaS cloud architecture

Figure 1.9 gives the architecture of a generic IaaS cloud manager. In general, an IaaS cloud manager provides multiple services, which are in charge of VM management, network management, VM image management and monitoring management. Users have accounts on the cloud, which are used for authentication purposes. Some cloud managers also provide accounting and quota management to restrict the user’s resource usage. We describe next the main functionalities of an IaaS cloud manager: VM management, VM resource management, VM image and network management.

1.4.2.1 VM Management

The life-cycle of a VM is composed of a series of steps: VM request specification, VM scheduling, VM deployment and management during its runtime. We describe next these steps.

VM request specification Users submit requests for provisioning and managing virtual resources to the cloud manager through available APIs or by using command line
interface clients. Even if some widely recognized APIs are supported, like EC2 provided by Amazon, or OCCI [117] defined by the Open Grid Forum, cloud managers do not fully implement all the API specifications and provide their own APIs. A request contains information about the VM to be deployed, encoded in a cloud manager specific template. Basic information usually consists of the capacity of the VM (i.e., in terms of memory and CPU), network devices, disk images and hypervisor information. Usually, all user requests are authenticated, to ensure that the user has the rights to issue the command.

**VM scheduling** The user submitted requests are put in a queue. A scheduler deploys the VMs when enough resources are available on the host and by considering provider’s objectives. For example, the OpenNebula’s scheduler might schedule VMs to minimize the number of used nodes, to maximize utilization by spreading the VMs on nodes or to balance the load among nodes. Another example is the OpenStack’s scheduler, which applies filters on the hosts on which the VM is deployed. Filters might include "zone" information, to ensure that VMs are deployed in clusters from specific geographical areas, capacity requirements, co-location and anti-co-location requirements. The scheduler allocates resources to the provisioned VMs based on the user specification. As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, the VM receives a share of CPU time proportional to the weight specified in its template.

**VM deployment** To deploy a VM, several steps are followed. First, the virtual machine image is transferred to the host. Then, the template of the VM is translated to a hypervisor specific description. Software libraries, like libvirt [104], provide a unified hypervisor interface and VM description template, hiding the hypervisor heterogeneity. Finally, a cloud manager component residing on the host instructs the hypervisor to start the VM. When the VM is booted, a contextualization process can be applied [94]. Basically, this process runs some user-defined scripts and configures specific parameters from the VM’s operating system configuration to the values given by the user. Such parameters might include networking information (e.g. the VM’s host name, IP, network gateway, DNS server) or user information (e.g. name or SSH key). For example, in OpenNebula, the contextualization process consists in encapsulating all user specified scripts in an ISO image. A script installed to run at boot time in the VM mounts the ISO image and executes the user defined scripts.

**VM operations** When the VM runs, the cloud manager periodically monitors it, retrieving information regarding its resource utilization. During the VM life-time, users have the possibility to save the VM state, suspend the VM, resume it from the previously saved state, and stop, in a forcibly manner or not, the VM. VM migration is usually not provided by the cloud’s manager APIs as it can interfere with the scheduler behavior. Nevertheless, some cloud managers, like OpenNebula, provide such low level functionalities too, letting users to decide on which nodes their VMs are deployed and migrated.

### 1.4.2.2 Virtual Network Management

A cloud manager also provides means to manage the network connectivity of the VMs. The simplest way to manage the network connection is to assign to each VM an IP from a private range. This can be used either through a DHCP server or by configuring the network interface of the booted VM with an IP from a range that is currently available. The latest method is usually a part of the VM contextualization process. When a new
VM is booted, the cloud manager selects an IP from the specified range that is currently available.

1.4.2.3 VM Image Storage and Management

Users are allowed to customize their VM images and store them in a repository. These images can be made public so that all users can use them, or be accessible only to the user that created them. The repository can reside on a shared file system or be stored on the local disk of the cloud frontend. The first option is preferred when live migration needs to be used, as live migration commonly includes only memory state migration. This also has the advantage of avoiding the copy of the VM image to nodes, which is a costly operation, slowing down the VM boot process. To optimize the VM boot process, "copy-on-write" images can be used. The copy-on-write process avoids creating a full VM image for each new VM, by creating a VM image based on the original backing image. When the processes running in the VMs need to read data from the disk, they access the original image; when they need to write data to the disk, they access the new disk image.

1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the foundation on which this dissertation is based. To understand the issues we address in our work, we analyzed the properties of scientific applications that usually run on HPC infrastructures. We investigated the different requirements in terms of communication, resource allocation and interaction with users. Scientific applications can be loosely coupled, i.e., composed of tasks that do not communicate with each other, or tightly coupled, i.e., composed of tasks that synchronize through frequent messages. Besides static applications, composed of a fixed number of processes, the HPC landscape also contains a variety of dynamic applications, for which resource requirements can evolve in time, sometimes in an unpredictable way. These applications can be either interactive, or passive.

Then, we introduced the existing HPC infrastructures: supercomputers, clusters and grids. We described the main technology used in cloud, virtualization, and investigated its capabilities. Providing users with virtual resources instead of physical ones became attractive from several reasons. First, users have access to customizable environments while the infrastructure administrators are relieved from the burden of installing a diversity of software packages and solving possible configuration conflicts. Then, virtualization provides fine-grained resource control and live migration, making the resource management process more efficient and flexible. The cloud computing paradigm is similar to the resource management mechanisms used on HPC infrastructures, with the exception of an important detail: fast on-demand self-service provisioning of resources. Users can provision virtual resources for their applications any time during their execution and improve their performance. This new concept is useful for the soon-to-become complex and dynamic scientific applications. Finally, as the IaaS cloud represents the building block for this dissertation, we gave a brief overview of how an IaaS cloud infrastructure is managed.

The next chapter describes the environment we considered in our work and discusses the state of the art in dynamic resource management.

---

1Techniques inspired by the Bittorent protocol [169] are used to speed-up the VM image transfer but in this case live migration would not be supported.
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Resource Management Solutions

This chapter analyzes the resource management solutions related to our work. We study solutions that have the potential to meet our previously stated requirements: SLO support flexibility, maximum and fair resource utilization. Before introducing these solutions, however, let us discuss the environment which we target.

This dissertation focuses on managing resources of clusters with homogeneous resources. From the cloud computing perspective, these clusters represent a private IaaS infrastructure. We focus on virtualized infrastructures, as they provide users with the flexibility to configure the right software environment for their application. On this infrastructure we aim to improve the execution of both static and dynamic applications. We assume an environment in which users might not be willing to cooperate, i.e., to relinquish their resources for "free" when another user has an urgent need. We also assume that users might have different performance objectives for these applications, e.g., minimum or maximum expected execution time, and they might value differently their execution.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an overview of resource management models and discusses user expectations regarding infrastructure resource management. Section 2.2 details the currently used and proposed resource management systems, which share a part of this dissertation’s goals, but they lack fair resource regulation among users. It discusses batch schedulers that run applications on the "bare metal", systems designed for dynamic applications and virtual cluster management systems, which multiplex the physical resources through the use of virtualization. Then it gives a summary of solutions used in datacenters to manage web applications. Section 2.3 discusses efforts to provide support for automatic application adaptation in the cloud computing landscape. Section 2.4 discusses related solutions, which address the fair resource utilization aspect while still providing SLO support flexibility. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.

2.1 General Concepts

In this section we introduce some useful concepts for understanding the state of the art in resource management. We classify the resource management models applied in distributed systems and we discuss some terms used to define user requirements.

2.1.1 Terminology

Before describing the state of the art in resource management, let us first define the terms that we use in the rest of this section:
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Figure 2.1: Overview the resource management process.

**resource** By resource we understand a consumable abstraction of a physical device, e.g., CPU, memory;

**resource management system** We define a resource management system as the entity that manages all the resources provided by the infrastructure.

### 2.1.2 The Resource Management Process

An overview of the resource management process is given in Figure 2.2. The infrastructure can be used by multiple users that want to concurrently run applications. An infrastructure administrator manages all the software configuration required by the resource management system and the user applications.

The resource management process involves several steps:

**application submission** To run their applications on the infrastructure, users submit a request to a resource management system. Usually, a request contains the characteristics of the application:

- the executable and the data needed to start the application;
- the required resources using the granularity specified by the resource management system (i.e., number of nodes, number of cores, amount of memory); some resource management systems request users to specify the duration over which resources are allocated to the application tasks at the time at which they have to be allocated;
- constraints regarding the application task execution, e.g., some tasks might require to start after other tasks finish their execution.

**resource allocation and application execution** The resource management system allocates the resources provided by physical nodes to the application tasks and starts the application execution. To start the application execution, the resource management system might need to copy the application data on the nodes. This step is avoided if a shared file system is mounted on all the nodes. When the application finished its execution, the user has access to the produced data.
monitoring To report any failures and account users for used resources, the resource management system monitors both the infrastructure and the applications executing on it.

2.1.3 Resource Management Models

In this section we discuss three different characteristics, which are important in the design of a resource management system: (i) the resource control distribution; (ii) the granularity of resource allocations; (iii) the dynamicity of resource allocations.

Resource control distribution

This characteristic expresses the level of control applications have over their resource allocation. Allowing or constraining the application resource control is important as it can improve or limit the efficiency of the resource management system. Based on the level of resource control provided to applications, we distinguish three resource management models: (i) centralized; (ii) partially decentralized; (iii) and fully decentralized. Figure 2.2 illustrates these types:

**centralized:** In a centralized model the resource management system decides how many resources to allocate to each application based on internal scheduling algorithms. The mapping of application tasks to resources is done serially. Usually, application requests are put in a queue. Then, the resource management system takes each request and checks if resources can be allocated to it, based on requirements in terms of priority, type of resources, size of resources. To support multiple application types, this entity either employs different scheduling algorithms for each application type, or provides a simple rigid interface that matches all requirements. This resource model is useful for an infrastructure designed for a few application types, which do not require a complex scheduling logic. Nevertheless, to support different application scheduling algorithms, a centralized resource management system might require a complicated design.

**partially decentralized:** A partially decentralized model splits the resource scheduling on two levels. A set of agents may take specialized scheduling decisions for their

---

1 We use the term efficiency here to describe how good is the system in optimizing the application performance and resource utilization.
Applications, i.e., they may decide how many resources the application needs or where they should be placed. These decisions are communicated to a global entity that considers them in computing the global resource allocation. When there are different application types executing on the infrastructure, a partially decentralized resource model is better than a centralized one. Each application can apply independently its own resource selection algorithms.

**Fully decentralized:** A fully decentralized model relies on a set of agents that decide how many resources their applications need. There is no entity to regulate the agent’s access to resources and the global resource allocation is the result of the decision process taken by each agent. A fully decentralized model is attractive as it gives full resource control to application agents. A drawback, or rather a difficulty, of this model comes from the need of coordinating agents to reach an efficient allocation.

**Resource allocation granularity**

This characteristic expresses the partitioning level of resources. The partitioning level is important if applications have diverse resource demands, as it can lead to poor infrastructure utilization. Based on the granularity of resource allocations, we identify two types of resource models: (i) coarse-grained; (ii) and fine-grained.

**Coarse-grained:** A coarse-grained resource model allocates fixed units of resources to applications. These units may be physical nodes, or slots corresponding to fixed partitions from the physical node, e.g., 2 CPU cores and 1 GB RAM. This model is advantageous because it is simple to use. Nevertheless, it leads to poor resource utilization: applications might consume less than their allocated slots, leaving resources idle.

**Fine-grained:** A fine-grained resource model allocates arbitrary resource amounts to applications, e.g., an application can request 1 CPU core while another application can request 10% CPU time on one core. A fine-grained resource model is advantageous to use, as it increases the resource utilization. However, to avoid resource fragmentation, isolation and migration mechanisms are needed.

**Resource allocation dynamicity**

This characteristic expresses the capability of the resource management system to change the application’s resource allocation during its execution. Based on the dynamicity of resource allocations, we discuss two types of resource models:

**Static:** In this model the amount of resources allocated to an application is fixed at the start of its execution. After it started executing, the application cannot change this amount. This model was useful in distributing resources to parallel applications running in supercomputing centers. Nevertheless, as currently these applications have more dynamic resource demands, static partitioning becomes an inefficient model.

**Dynamic:** In this model the amount of resources allocated to an application can be changed during the application runtime. This model improves the infrastructure utilization and application performance.
2.1.4 SLO Support

Resource management systems are designed to meet two objectives: to provide maximum satisfaction to users while addressing infrastructure administrator needs, e.g., maximized resource utilization, minimum energy cost, etc. Nevertheless, users requirements can be different in terms of expected application performance: some users might want to finish their application before a deadline, others might want to execute it as fast as possible. In this document we use the term Service Level Objective (SLO) to define the user requirements. Service Level Objectives (SLOs) were used to represent constraints on a service provider and customer behavior [183]. In our context, the provided service is the application execution, the provider is the system managing the infrastructure and the customer is the user. For the users, SLOs describe the performance goals they set for their applications. We mention some examples of SLOs for interactive and batch applications. For example, for a batch application, SLOs may consist of receiving the result before a deadline, or obtaining an execution time as close as possible to the ideal. For an interactive application, SLOs may consist of limits on the total throughput in terms of number of requests served per second.

The capacity of the resource management system to provide SLO support is given by the mechanisms used to ensure that the user-specified SLO is not broken.

2.2 Resource Management Systems for Clusters

In this section we discuss solutions that multiplex cluster resources between multiple applications. As these solutions do not consider the value users might have for their applications, they are "unfair". We study at what extent such solutions are flexible by studying the characteristics of the used resource management model (resource control distribution, resource allocation dynamicity and resource allocation granularity), and what support they provide for different application performance guarantees. Then we analyze the granularity of the resource allocation and the fairness they provide in allocating resources to users.

2.2.1 Batch Schedulers

Batch schedulers are systems used to manage compute resources of supercomputers and clusters. Popular open source solutions are SLURM [193], Torque [160] with its scheduler Maui [112] and OAR [129]. Commercial solutions are, for example, Moab [119] and Tivoli Workload Scheduler [152].

Batch schedulers provide users a "job" interface to submit and run their applications on the infrastructure: users make a request for a number of resources and specify what application to run on them. The submitted requests are placed in the scheduler’s queue and applications are executed on the nodes when enough resources become available.

Batch schedulers are centralized resource management systems, which employ a variety of scheduling algorithms derived from First-Come-First-Served (e.g., EASY [159] or Conservative Backfilling [159]). Their provided interface is generic enough to be used by a variety of applications.

Although in the past batch schedulers supported only static applications, recent efforts are made to improve the execution of dynamic applications. Such applications are difficult to run on infrastructures managed by batch schedulers. Let us take as an example the execution of a bag of tasks application: the tasks of this application are either submitted as individual jobs to the batch scheduler’s queue, leading to a large management overhead,
or are managed through workarounds like pilot jobs [30] 2. Currently, batch schedulers like SLURM, Torque and Moab, provide support for dynamic applications by shrinking and expanding the resources allocated during their execution. SLURM provides partial support as the change is initiated by the user and, to expand its resource allocation, the user needs to submit a new "job" and to merge the acquired resources with the original "job". In Torque and Moab the application provides a script called afterwards by the batch scheduler during the application execution.

SLO support was provided to users through advance reservations and deadline-driven application execution. To obtain an advance reservation, the user specifies the number of nodes, the expected execution time and the start date. The batch scheduler then "books" the resources for the specified time interval. Nevertheless, this technique leads to poor resource utilization, as jobs cannot be scheduled efficiently, leading to periods when resources are idle while jobs wait in the scheduler’s queue. Moab supports deadline-driven execution: the user can specify the absolute deadline, the expected execution time and the number of nodes. In this case, the batch scheduler reserves the resources in a way that optimizes the resource utilization while ensuring that all deadlines can be met.

The resource model employed by batch schedulers is coarse-grained: each application has exclusive access to the physical nodes on which it is running. Although it provides maximum application performance, due to lack of interference from other applications, as some applications do not use all the node’s resources, it can lead to poor resource utilization. Some efforts were made to use time-sharing, as a way to improve the resource utilization: gang-scheduling (i.e., scheduling all processes of a job simultaneously) is a well-known method to share the same nodes between multiple applications [65]. Nevertheless, gang scheduling is costly in terms of performance and thus is rarely used in practice. Recently, however, batch schedulers also include virtualization in the resource management process, e.g., Moab provides a cloud suite.

Resource regulation is done through priority queues and fair-sharing policies. Such mechanisms do not provide the right incentives for users to use resources.

### 2.2.2 Dynamic Resource Management Systems

Several resource management systems were developed to support the execution of dynamic applications on shared infrastructures [165, 97, 98, 122, 83, 153].

**ReSHAPE** ReSHAPE is a centralized resource management framework for MPI applications [165]. ReSHAPE relies on a scheduler to decide how resources are distributed to applications, while each application interacts with it through a specialized API. Supported applications are homogeneous and iterative: they are composed of a fixed number of iterations with each iteration requiring a similar computation amount. Applications use "resize points" in their code to contact the scheduler and indicate their performance. Then, the scheduler decides which application to expand or shrink, based on the application’s performance benefit. Although the solution might improve the resource utilization and application response times, it is also designed for one application type and requires to re-engineer the applications.

**CooRM** CooRM [97, 98] is a partially decentralized resource management framework that supports different application types. Supported applications can be rigid, moldable,
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2 When the job is submitted a specific agent is started on the nodes. Afterwards, this agent communicates with an external scheduler to fetch application’s tasks and execute them.
malleable or evolving. Each application is associated with a launcher that receives from a central scheduler "views" of the system, i.e., a view represents the availability of resources over time. The views offered to applications are: (i) non-preemptive, used by static applications and by dynamic applications to ensure to themselves a minimum resource amount; (ii) and preemptive, only used by dynamic applications to expand/shrink their allocation. Resources belonging to the preemptive view are allocated using a fair-share policy, and can be preempted any time during the application execution. The launcher uses these views and the application's resource selection algorithms to decide to start the application. If the application is dynamic, the launcher updates the application's allocation during the application runtime. Resources are allocated in a space-shared fashion, i.e., one node per application process.

**YARN** Yarn [122] is a partially decentralized system. In Yarn each application has its own application manager that requests resources from a global scheduler. The global scheduler allocates resources to them by considering specific application constraints. Currently, it supports only memory allocation.

**Mesos** Mesos [83] is a framework that allocates resources among applications based on the concept of "resource offer". A central scheduler presents applications with resource offers containing available resources on physical machines. The scheduler decides how many resources to offer while applications can run their own selection algorithms to decide what resources to accept (e.g., an application can choose to run its tasks on nodes that satisfy a data locality constraint). Resources are partitioned in a fine-grained manner through the use of virtualization. Mesos partially decentralizes the resource control, as it allows each application to select the resources on which it runs. The central scheduler, however, decides in the end what resources to give to each application.

**Omega** Omega [153], the "Google's next-generation cluster management system", presents applications with a "replicated" shared view of the cluster, called a "cell state". Each application keeps its own cell state, which is synchronized periodically to reflect allocation changes. Using this cell state, applications can select what resources from the cluster to use, according to locality or resiliency constraints, even by preempting other application tasks. The cell state is kept in a persistent data store and resource selection is done through transactions. If there are concurrent transactions, some of them might fail, depending on the validation policies implemented for the cell state, i.e., a framework with a higher priority has precedence in its allocations. In this case, the framework's scheduler needs to update its cell state and implement retry policies. As there is no central scheduler to decide the mapping of application tasks to nodes, Omega is fully decentralized.

### 2.2.3 Dynamic Virtual Clusters

Due to the features that it provides, virtualization became of interest to use in distributed computing [69, 85, 172] and was ultimately adopted by cloud computing as its base building block. Virtualization provides users with abstractions like *virtual environments* or *virtual clusters* that represent sets of one or more configured and interconnected VMs. Using these

---

3Actually Mesos allocates resources among frameworks. Users might not be aware of Mesos as they submit their applications directly to the framework's scheduler. Nevertheless, from the point of view of the resource management system, a framework can be seen as an application. Thus, for clarity, we use the term application.
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Abstractions in the management of physical infrastructures give more flexibility to users in controlling the environment in which their applications run. Given the recent efforts to improve current virtualization mechanisms and better support HPC workloads, i.e., by virtualizing specialized network devices like Infiniband [72], using virtualization in HPC centers becomes feasible. In this section we summarize the resource management solutions that used virtual clusters.

Haizea Haizea [157] is a centralized lease-based resource management system for VMs. A lease is defined as a set of VMs made available to a user based on a contract that specifies the provisioning terms, like VM resource requirements and the lease duration. Haizea supports different types of leases, from best-effort to advance reservation, and handles the overheads related to VM management. By scheduling the VM deployment before the start time of the lease, the system ensures that the time required for VM management is not charged from the lease period and, thus, it does not delay the execution of jobs for which resources were reserved in advance. This model uses the scheduling algorithms implemented by batch schedulers.

Maestro-VC Maestro-VC [96] is a partially decentralized solution that creates and manages dynamic virtual clusters. This solution relies on a global scheduler that decides the resource allocation for each virtual cluster and local schedulers, running in the virtual clusters, which negotiate their virtual cluster allocation with the global scheduler. Thus, the local scheduler can take resizing decisions, allowing the application to run with less resources, or it can checkpoint the application, thus avoiding losing the already performed computation. If resources need to be revoked from a virtual cluster, the global scheduler notifies the corresponding local scheduler. Unfortunately, this solution does not include policies to decide the resource amount each virtual cluster receives.

Violins Violins [146] are autonomic virtual clusters that are resized and live migrated between nodes, and possibly different physical domains, to meet a certain application resource utilization level. Each application from the system runs in its own VIOLIN. Starting from the assumption that the application resource demand can be dynamic inside the VM, a VIOLIN can be resized in a fine-grained manner. The resource allocation decisions are taken by a global adaptation manager, which retrieves resource utilization from physical nodes and VMs, and decides the resource allocation and placement of each VIOLIN to satisfy the application resource demand. This solution is actually a centralized system, as the main allocation decisions are taken by a central entity, based only on VM utilization metrics. Moreover, they do not consider per-application performance objectives.

ORCA ORCA [76] is a middleware solution for federated domains that relies on three entities: consumers, providers and brokers. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, these entities interact with each other to schedule and share resources. Consumers, which are actually application agents, request and acquire tickets from brokers, entities that aggregate and manage resources from one or multiple providers. In order to actually receive the resources, the consumer needs to present the ticket to the provider, which in turn leases the resources to it. Basically, tickets represent the ownership of the acquired resources, and specify, among others, the identity of the provider to which those resources belong. The lease, instead, represents the actual resource allocation.

This resource model is attractive for federated environments as it allows providers to keep a level of control over their resources. The way leasing is implemented in ORCA allows
a flexible resource model usable by dynamic applications: leases can be renegotiated during their runtime; their duration or the number of allocated units can be changed. Several application agents were designed; these agents change dynamically their resource demand according to application needs. For example, virtual clusters belonging to different virtual organizations could be scaled automatically, with resources from different sites [140].

Nevertheless, this solution boils down to a centralized resource management system. Leases are scheduled by a omnipotent entity at each provider site and the lease abstraction by itself is not enough to ensure an efficient resource management in contention periods. To solve this last issue an attempt to implement a virtual economy was presented in Cereus [90], which uses the notion of re-chargable currency to control the user behavior. Nonetheless, further references on how such policies would be used in a real setting or how application agents would react in an economic setting are missing.

COD COD [32] introduces the idea of isolating different application types in virtual clusters, and controlling the resource allocation of each cluster. In this case, virtual clusters are composed of hardware resources, instead of VMs. Each virtual cluster is managed by a virtual cluster manager, which monitors the state of the service or application running in the virtual cluster. A central manager receives all resize requests from the virtual cluster managers and, based on the virtual cluster priority and its minimum guaranteed resource share, decides the resource allocations. The solution is validated by sharing dynamically a resource pool between three SGE [62]-managed virtual clusters. COD is a partially decentralized solution.

Viocluster Viocluster [145] is a solution to exchange resources between different sites based on the workload they have to process. As the sites might have different software configurations for their physical machines, the exchanged resources are VMs. Viocluster provides a decentralized resource management solution: each domain tries to adapt its resource demand to the needs of the applications running in it by negotiating resources with other domains through the use of a broker, which can be seen as a cooperative entity. The negotiation is done through contracts that specify policies to borrow and lend resources. The authors validate this solution by simulating two PBS [167]-managed clusters that exchange resources to satisfy their peak demands. Unfortunately, the solution is not further refined and it lacks priority differentiation mechanisms.
Self-tuning virtual machines  "Self-tuning virtual machines" [134] is a project developed to run deadline-driven applications in controlled virtual environments. Although this solution does not target virtual cluster management, it is close to the goals of our work as it runs scientific applications in VMs in an autonomous decentralized manner. Applications run in single VMs on a node. Each virtual environment has allocated an amount of resource, which allows it to meet the application's deadline while "best-effort" applications use the remaining resources. The resource amount is determined by profiling the application. Using this profile, a feedback controller tunes the CPU allocation of the VM such that the application running inside makes enough progress in its computation to meet its deadline. In this way, more applications can run on the infrastructure. A global admission control is used to avoid overloading the system. The system is fully decentralized: applications are altruistic and adapt with no knowledge one from another.

2.2.4 SLO-driven Dynamic Resource Management in Datacenters

In this section we analyze solutions designed for datacenters, i.e., a cluster built from commodity hardware, usually used to host enterprise applications, and web servers. Although these solutions target web servers, they share a part of this dissertation goals, regarding maximum resource utilization and flexibility by supporting dynamic applications and SLO requirements. These solutions rely on the use of performance models to obtain estimations and predict the application resource allocation. In this case, resources are allocated to VMs in a fine-grained fashion as applications like web servers can have varying CPU and memory utilization. Optimal resource utilization is obtained by providing each application with a sufficient number of resources to minimize the risk of violating its SLO while reducing the number of used nodes. VM migrations are employed to move the VMs either reactively [186], or proactively [154].

The work of Xu  In [189] the authors proposed a partially decentralized architecture to share the datacenter among multiple web servers. Each application runs in a VM managed by a local controller. The local controller uses fuzzy-logic to learn the relationship between resource usage and application workload and to predict future resource demands. This relationship is stored as a set of IF-THEN rules in a database and updated whenever new usage patterns appear. Based on this set of rules, the controller is able to output the resource demand according to incoming workload. These demands are then sent to a global datacenter controller that allocates resources to optimize the infrastructure's profit.

1000 islands  Zhu et.al. [198] presented 1000 islands, an autonomic resource management framework. This framework relies on a hierarchical set of controllers which predict the application performance, scale the VM resource allocation, and migrate VMs between nodes. The controllers can adapt at three different time scales. The smallest scale is used to adjust the resource allocation per VM. Then, when the current node on which the VM was hosted can not provide the required capacity, VMs is migrated to more suitable nodes. Finally, the last time scale, and also the largest, is used to migrate VMs between groups of nodes, i.e., clusters.

AppRaise  AppRaise [181] is a hierarchical resource management framework. Each application has its own controller which manages multiple VMs, depending of the number of application components. The controller estimates the resource utilization targets for its VMs using control theory algorithms and communicates them directly to controllers
managing node resources, i.e., node controller. The information about node controllers is retrieved from a system database. Each node controller applies arbitration policies in resource contention periods. Load balancing policies are missing, although the authors say they can be easily integrated.

iSSe  iSSe [79] is a project which scales the application resource allocation in two ways: (i) first it scales up and down the resource demand of each VM; (ii) and if the first scaling is not sufficient, it scales the number of VMs. Here the idea is to perform fine-grained resource allocation by re-distributing resources among the VMs belonging to the same application before taking resources from other applications. Like previous works, iSSe supports only web applications. Furthermore, the solution is incomplete as it misses load balancing policies between nodes.

The work of Maurer  In [113] the authors propose an architecture based on "escalation levels", which divide the actions involved in the resource management process. At the lowest escalation level, the resource configuration of the VM is changed. If this action is not possible, application components are migrated to other available VMs. Then, new VMs are deployed, new nodes are turned on, if nodes are available they are turned on or VMs from public clouds are rent. Although the idea is interesting, in the end, the authors address only the first escalation level by proposing rules to scale the resource allocation of the VM based on utilization thresholds. Policies to mediate resource conflicts between multiple applications are missing (e.g., before renting VMs from public clouds, the allocation of other existing VMs could be shrunk).

Friendly virtual machines  "Friendly virtual machines" [197] is a fully decentralized system. Multiple "altruistic" applications, running each in its own VM, share the resources from the same node by adapting their resource demand based on a "feedback signal" received from the system. As a feedback signal, the authors use the virtual clock time (i.e., "the time interval between two clock cycles") of the VM: if a resource like CPU or memory is contended the virtual clock time increases. When the resource contention is high the application decreases its resource demand, i.e., if the application is multi-threaded it can reduce the number of threads, and when the resources are underutilized the application increases its resource demand. The resource adaptation strategy of each application relies on additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease policy: the application increases incrementally its resource demand and decreases it exponentially.

2.2.5 Summary

Table 2.1 summarizes the solutions to manage cluster resources. We outline several characteristics that are important in meeting our previously defined requirements: SLO support flexibility, resource allocation efficiency and resource utilization fairness. As these solutions, with the exception of [157], provide support, in the worse case in a limited form, for dynamic resource allocation, we did not include this requirement. We will not further discuss it. Let us summarize now how these requirements are met by the previously introduced solutions:

SLO support flexibility  The SLO support flexibility provided by a resource management system is given by four characteristics: (i) resource control distribution model; (ii) resource allocation dynamicity; (iv) the applied isolation unit, i.e., the isolation level the users see for their applications.
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### Table 2.1: Summary of virtual cluster solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>SLO support flexibility</th>
<th>Unit of isolation</th>
<th>Resource allocation granularity</th>
<th>Resource regulation mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch schedulers</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>priority classes quotas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESHAPE [165]</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CooRM [97, 98]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarn [122]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesos [83]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>framework</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega [153]</td>
<td>fully decentralized</td>
<td>framework</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haizea [157]</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>lease pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maestro-VC [96]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>framework</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violins [146]</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCA [76]</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>virtual economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD [32]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>framework</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viocluster [145]</td>
<td>fully decentralized</td>
<td>framework</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu.et.al [189]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 islands [198]</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppRaise [181]</td>
<td>partially decentralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iSSe [79]</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer et.al. [113]</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly virtual machines [197]</td>
<td>fully decentralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-tuning virtual machines [134]</td>
<td>fully decentralized</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although several solutions employ a centralized model, a majority of solutions rely on a partially decentralized one: an application "agent" changes the resource allocation of its application, by negotiating with a central entity that holds the control over the infrastructure’s resources. This aspect leads to supporting different user performance objectives and resource demand adaptation policies.

Another aspect in which we are interested in, is the isolation unit these solutions provide to users. We focus on the isolation users see when submitting their applications on the infrastructure: if they can run their applications in a controlled customizable environment, or they share the environment configuration with other users. From this perspective, only Haizea, Orca and Violins can isolate applications from each other, while the other solutions focus on isolating frameworks, used by multiple users. In this last case, users are obliged to submit applications to predefined environments, set up for a specific application type. This limits the flexibility of supporting different applications on the infrastructure.

Maximum resource utilization The maximum resource utilization requirement is given by the resource allocation granularity. Most of the solutions used in HPC clusters employ a coarse-grained resource model. This model provides better performance for scientific applications, as there is no co-location interference, but may lead to poor resource utilization. Other solutions, used in datacenters, or in HPC clusters, like Violins, or ORCA, are closer to our goals as they propose a fine-grained resource model, meeting our efficiency requirement.

Resource utilization fairness The resource utilization fairness requirement is given by the mechanisms used to limit the user resource demand. The solutions mentioned in Table 2.1 either do not provide and resource regulation mechanism, or they mostly rely on the use of priorities, also called weights, and quotas to allocate resources among users. These mechanisms are not fair as they do not give any incentives to users to put truthful value on the resources. Users might always want the highest priority for their application and to execute it as fast as possible, even if other users might urgently need resources. In ORCA, the authors have tried to integrate a virtual economy, but details regarding its real-world validation are missing. Finally, in the "Friendly virtual machines" project fairness is given by the application altruism.

2.3 Cloud Auto-scaling Systems

As clouds bring the "elasticity" feature, useful for dynamic applications, it is important to see what support current private and public cloud providers offer to users for implementing elasticity policies and automatically scale their applications.

2.3.1 Commercial Clouds

Amazon EC2 provides an auto-scaling service, as part of their IaaS offering, accessible through a web service API or command line interface [5]. This service relies on the concept of "auto scaling group". An auto scaling group is defined by a launch configuration, a set of user configured parameters and a set of policies. The launch configuration specifies the virtual image used to create the VMs and the VM hardware configuration. The auto scaling groups are homogeneous: all the VMs provisioned for the group have the same launch configuration. The user can specify for these groups a minimum and a maximum VM size and deployment preferences, e.g., availability zones. The policies used to scale the
groups rely on "metric alarms": the user chooses metrics from the ones made available by a monitoring service, the value to be observed, e.g., average, the observation period and the threshold that triggers the alarm. When the alarm is triggered an action is taken.

Microsoft Azure provides an auto-scaling feature, called "Auto-scaling Application Block", as a part of the Enterprise Library Integration Pack for Windows Azure [19]. This feature is similar to the functionality provided by the Amazon EC2’s service but it misses availability zone support. Nevertheless, besides scaling the number of VMs it allows updating the VM instance type too. This service relies on two types of rules: constraint and reactive rules. Constraint rules are used to specify a number of running VMs at each hourly interval; this number is independent of the application state. Reactive rules cope with changes in application state based on user defined metrics. Nevertheless, they seem focused more on web applications.

enStratus [63] provides a cloud platform with auto-scaling functionality for RackSpace [139], similar to Amazon EC2’s auto-scaling service. StarCluster [161] is a solution for configuring and managing virtual clusters for scientific applications on top of Amazon EC2. StarCluster provides auto-scaling for SGE-based clusters, by monitoring the cluster queue.

### 2.3.2 Open-source Clouds

In the Open-source cloud landscape there are a few solutions that provide partial support for auto-scaling. The Nimbus Phantom protocol [135] provides a partial implementation of the Amazon auto-scaling service, but currently it has limited flexibility as there is no support for "alarm triggering". On top of it, Keahey et al. [92] have developed an auto-scaling service. The service is capable to deploy VMs on multiple cloud providers, monitor them and re-deploy them automatically in case of failures. The high availability of the service is ensured by Zookeeper [87]. The authors mention that customized scaling policies can be supported, policies that can increase/decrease the number of VMs based on application performance metrics and user specified preferences regarding the providers to be used. The Carina Environment Manager [109], built on top of OpenNebula, provides support for automatic application deployment and auto-scaling. Each application runs in an environment, managed by an "environment manager" that applies scaling policies. Policies can be specified in Ruby and are similar to Amazon’s EC2 metric alarms. Scalr [151] is an open-source cloud platform with auto-scaling functionality for web applications. Users can select the desired monitored metrics and the thresholds used to trigger the scaling through a web interface.

### 2.3.3 PaaS

At the cloud PaaS layer there are many solutions both commercial and research. To better understand the state of the art at the PaaS cloud layer, Table 2.2 gives an overview of the main solutions and outlines their auto-scaling support.

These systems provide runtime support for applications hiding from users the complexities of managing the underlying resources. Nevertheless, these solutions usually provide closed environments, forcing users to run only specific application types (e.g., web, MapReduce). If new programming frameworks appear, the PaaS provider needs to develop first the necessary support on its infrastructure, and then offer to the users the possibility to use it. Finally, these solutions offer poor auto-scaling support: only a few major commercial platforms allow users to define rules to scale automatically their applications. In this last
2.3.4 Summary
Auto-scaling is an important feature for cloud systems, which was highly regarded by the scientific community due to the increasing dynamicity of scientific applications. Current PaaS solutions that provide auto-scaling and auto-scaling services offered by the commercial provides rely on the "infinite capacity illusion", which, with the increasing user base, becomes more difficult to maintain.

2.4 Value-aware Resource Management Systems
In this section we investigate multiple systems that provide abstractions that allow users to communicate to the system the satisfaction they might get from a certain application performance, or result. Previously presented systems used resource management models that provided limited means to users to express the value they might have for their applications. These systems mostly relied on priorities and resource quotas to establish the resource distribution among users and their applications. These mechanisms, however, cannot enforce a rational user behavior, and, thus, provide limited fairness. By beeing aware of the user’s value for her application and ensuring that this value is correct, a system can take resource allocation decisions that can lead to a better user satisfaction.

2.4.1 Utility Function-based Systems
The concept of utility function was borrowed from economics, where it is used to specify the preference, or valuation of the buyer for the acquired resources. This valuation, mathematically expressed as a function of some application performance metric, i.e., execution
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time, tells how satisfied the user is if the performance metric is met. Utility function-based systems use these functions to ensure a fair resource allocation, assuming that users are cooperative and communicate them truthfully.

Lee et.al. proposed a scheduler that considers utility functions, and schedules applications to maximize the aggregate utility [103]. The utility function expresses the user’s satisfaction as a function of the time elapsed from the application submission. Users could "shape" their own utilities as piecewise linear functions.

In the context of datacenters, utility functions were applied by Walsh et.al. [180] to manage the node allocation between multiple applications (e.g., web servers). Walsh et.al used two types of utilities: (i) a service level utility; (ii) and a resource level utility. The service level utility maps the user satisfaction to application performance. For example, for a web server the user can have a value of 1200 for a response time between 0 and 30 milliseconds, which decreases linearly with the increase in the response time. The resource level utility translates this user valuation in required amounts of resources using a performance model of the application. For example, to obtain a response time less than 30 milliseconds, 3 nodes would be required while for a response time of 70 milliseconds only one node is required. The value of this function varies in time, according to the application’s workload, i.e., number of requests it needs to process per second. Walsh applied this idea in a software prototype, called Unity. Each application has an application manager that predicts the workload (i.e., requests per second) demand and computes its own resource level utility. This function is transmitted to a global entity that periodically computes the number of servers allocated to every application such that the sum of all utilities is maximized.

The same idea was applied by Bennani [123]. In this case the global entity sends all possible node configurations to the applications managers, which compute the current utility and return the result. Then, the global entity chooses the configuration that maximizes the weighted sum of all utilities.

Van [125, 173] improved the solution of Walsh [180] by using classes of VMs instead of nodes, adding a provider objective (i.e., maximize the number of nodes that can be turned off) and optimizing the number of VM migrations. Their solution relies on Entropy [80]. Entropy is a VM manager that expresses the VM placement in a cluster as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem and uses a Constraint Solver to obtain the optimal VM-to-node mapping.

2.4.2 Lottery Scheduling

Lottery scheduling [179] is a well-known implementation of the proportional-share policy for operating systems. Proportional-share was used by operating systems schedulers to share resources between a dynamic number of tasks. Given that each task has an associated weight, the worse resource share (e.g., CPU time) it receives over a period of time is proportional to its weight and inversely proportional with the sum of weights of other running tasks. For example, let’s take two applications $A$ and $B$ that want to use the CPU resource of a physical node. The application $A$ has a weight of 1 and the application $B$ has a weight of 2. In this case, $A$ receives 33% CPU time and $B$ receives 66%. Proportional-share policies lead to dynamic resource allocation for applications: their resource share varies in time according to the resource contention. Thus, starvation is avoided and resource utilization is maximized. Starvation is avoided as each task receives a share of the contended resource. Utilization is maximized, as all the resource amount is divided between the running tasks (if some tasks do not use their share it gets redistributed between the others).
Lottery scheduling relies on two interesting abstractions: tickets and currency, which provide hierarchical resource management capabilities. In this policy applications are funded with tickets that can be issued in different currencies, used to manage priorities among groups of tasks. These currencies are converted afterwards to a "base" currency, used by the scheduler to compute the resource share for each task; the resource share that each task receives is proportional with its number of tickets issued in the base currency. This is achieved by holding a "lottery" at each scheduling period. The lottery starts with selecting a random number. Then, to determine the winner, the algorithm traverses a list that keeps all the tasks and sums the number of tickets hold by each task. The winner of the lottery is the task for which the sum goes above the initial random number. Support for space-shared resources (i.e., memory) was also introduced through "reverse lottery": the more tickets a task has the lower the probability of loosing a resource unit is.

Lottery scheduling leads to flexible resource allocation, as lottery tickets can be "inflated", (thus, increasing the application’s resource share), or "deflated" (thus, reducing the application resource share) or exchanged (allowing for cooperative resource management among applications).

### 2.4.3 Market-based Systems

The idea of applying market-based mechanisms dates back to 1968, when Sutherland applied an auction to distribute compute time on the PDP-1 computer to users [166]. Users were assigned different amounts of currency, which they used to bid for a time slot by marking the desired amount to be spent on a board. The slots were reserved in advance to the users with the highest bids and a telephone message was sent to them to inform them of their reservation. Since then, a variety of solutions were proposed to use a market to schedule jobs on clusters [68, 178, 163, 38, 191, 37, 17, 155], to schedule jobs on grids [25], to run parallel applications [142], to allocate storage in peer-to-peer networks [50], database storage [164] or network bandwidth [102].

Compared with previous resource management models, a market has two advantages in managing distributed resources:

**Increased user satisfaction** A market can lead to an overall increased user satisfaction in two ways. First, a market allows users to express their value for acquired resources in a fine-grained manner and enforces these values afterwards. As opposed to traditional priority-based systems, which force users to assign predefined priorities to them, this aspect allows users to better express the urgency of their applications and, thus, it also allows the system to make better scheduling decisions for them.

Second, a market introduces the notion of cost and gives users incentives to take judicious decisions regarding the resource allocation they desire for their application. Other systems that do not use the notion of market, rely on the use of priorities. In such systems, users are inclined to cheat regarding the priority of their application: users that are assigned high priority by the administrator could run less urgent applications in periods with high resource demand, as they do not have any incentives not to do so. Knowing how much users truthfully value their resource allocations allows the system to decide the most efficient resource distribution.

**Decentralized resource control** A market provides decentralized resource control: users and providers are autonomous entities, which act independently of each other to meet their own performance objective. It is true that a centralized solution can be designed to support these objectives too, but such a solution could prove to be
complex and difficult to maintain. Even if it might not lead to an efficient global solution, a market opens up the possibility to support a variety of objectives for both users and providers at a low complexity cost: users and providers communicate through prices, which is a generic enough mechanism to allow each of them to meet their own objective.

In the rest of this section we analyze two commonly used market models: commodity markets and auctions. These types of markets differ one from another in the way the market clearing price is computed. This market clearing price expresses the fact that the user demand matches the resource supply.

2.4.3.1 Commodity Market-based Systems

In commodity markets the resource price is established using demand and supply functions and both consumers and providers buy and respectively sell at this price. These market types rely on algorithms to adjust the resource price to reduce the excess demand close to zero, also called tatonnement algorithms [34]. These algorithms either use estimations of the excess demand, as in G-commerce [185], or they rely on the participants to send their demand as a function of price like in On-Call [127]. In this last case, the solution would be impractical in a large-scale system.

One particular case is Libra [155], which brings a different model: it applies a proportional-share policy on each node to allocate CPU proportionally to the application’s deadline while a global pricing mechanism, based on the infrastructure utilization, is used to balance supply with demand. Admission control ensures that the jobs accepted in the system do not lead to deadline misses for the other jobs. What it is interesting here is the use of the proportional-share policy that maximizes the infrastructure utilization, as opposed to a case in which jobs are allocated exclusive-access to nodes. Aneka [192] implements a dynamic pricing model too, but this time by using advance reservations as a substrate resource allocation model. Unfortunately, there is one aspect that these works did not considered: as the price is set at the beginning of the execution, applications coming in the system in a low demand period will be charged with a small price, while urgent applications coming later, might not get all the resources they need for their execution.

2.4.3.2 Auction-based Systems

Auctions are encountered in a large variety of situations from real life, from selling real properties to travel tickets. An auction is an economic mechanism to allocate a set of items among a group of interested entities. This process begins by having all the participants, also called bidders, submit their bids to the auctioneer. Then the auctioneer decides two things: (i) which bidders get the resources; (ii) and how much they should pay for them. Auctions are simple-to-implement mechanisms that clear the market fast; they allow users with the most urgent demand to get their resources with smaller delays than in a commodity market.

Based on the visibility of the bids and the policy used by the auctioneer to decide the resource price, there are a variety of auction types. If all the bids are visible to the bidders than the auction is "open-bid", otherwise they are called "sealed-bid". Sealed-bid auctions are more frequently applied in distributed systems as they are faster than open-bid auctions and provide better incentives to users to declare truthful information.

Auction-based resource allocation Auctions were used to efficiently allocate distributed resources to users [37, 17, 194]. In the cloud computing landscape there are
two efforts of allocating VMs through an auction. Zaman et. al. [194]) uses a combinatorial auction, i.e. auctions which allow users to submit the same bid for combinations of resources, to allocate combinations of VMs from different classes. SpotInstances [89], a service introduced by Amazon to lease its unused capacity to users, also relies on an auction: users submit bids for VMs and their VMs are provisioned to them as long as the VM price is below the bid. In this case, the user decides when to run her application on resources and how to cope with price volatility, e.g., the user risks to be outbid at any-time. Nevertheless, their auction model is not public.

Combinatorial auctions were used for clusters to allocate sets of nodes like in Mirage [37], or CPU time like in Belagio [17]. The users specify how much they want to bid, the time duration and the desirable combinations of nodes. The infrastructure scheduler selects the users which get the resources and the amounts allocated to each of them.

**Auction-based job scheduling** At the application level, multiple attempts were made to use auctions to schedule "jobs", usually static MPI applications, on clusters [163, 191] or to run bag-of-tasks applications on grids [2]. In this case, users submit jobs with associated bids to a scheduler, and the scheduler decides which job gets to run based on the output of the auction. No attempts are made to change the application allocation in time. The output of such mechanism is an increased overall user satisfaction. This comes from the fact that the bids assigned by the users to their applications reflect the valuation the application execution has for them. An auction, which assigns resources to the highest bids, ensures that the most valuable applications are running on the infrastructure.

**Spawn** Spawn [178] represents a first step in giving more flexibility to users in designing applications that adapt dynamically their resource demand to the market fluctuations. Spawn [178] considers tree-like dynamic applications that are funded by users at a specific rate, funds which are then distributed down the tree, among the application’s tasks. Each task uses its funds to bid for a CPU time "slice", with a variable size, on the nodes. Basically, each node runs a "sealed-bid second-price" auction (i.e., the price at which the resource is sold is the bid of the next-highest looser bid). The funding mechanism gives freedom to applications to adapt their resource demands to the market conditions: when the infrastructure is free, the applications can expand and when the infrastructure is contended the applications shrink. Nevertheless, as interesting as this aspect may be, besides price volatility, Spawn suffers from scaling limitations, as auctions are run on each node. All tasks are required to communicate bids to a node, and then wait for the node to accept or reject their bid.

**Popcorn** Popcorn [142] is similar to Spawn regarding the concept of assigning budgets to applications and letting them adapt to price fluctuations. Popcorn provides a paradigm to write parallel applications in Java by splitting their computation in "computelets" for which the program buys CPU time on nodes participating in a market (the access to the market was done through a web page).

**REXEC** REXEC [38] is a market-based decentralized system to execute serial and parallel applications on a cluster. This solution implements a different type of "auction", derived from the traditional proportional-share resource allocation policy. Contrary to other auction types, this mechanism allows a direct resource allocation to the participants in the auction proportional with their bid. Users specify a maximum rate their application is willing to pay for CPU time and each node "sells" its CPU time on the market using a
proportional-share policy: the CPU time each buyer receives is proportional with its rate and inversely proportional with the sum of all competing rates, i.e., the total rate of the node. Applications are submitted to the nodes with the minimum total rate. Intuitively, applications with higher rates receive higher shares.

**Tycoon** Tycoon [100] uses the same proportional-share allocation model as REXEC: a traditional proportional-share scheduling algorithm runs on each node, augmented with the notion of cost. To run their applications in Tycoon, users first need to create accounts on each node on which their application runs and specify two values for it: a "bid" and a time interval. The bid divided over the time interval represents the user's willingness to pay for CPU time and it can be modified over time. As in this situation the user is required to submit a bid for each node eligible to run her application, the authors propose a "Best Response" algorithm, which distributes a user specified budget over a set of nodes based on user's preferences (i.e., weights).

**The Dynamic Priority Scheduler from Hadoop** A dynamic priority scheduler is proposed for Hadoop [149], which uses the same auction type to distribute map/reduce slots between users. In Hadoop, jobs are composed of map and reduce tasks. A scheduler decides the mapping of these tasks to slots, i.e., a partition of the physical node. The original schedulers of Hadoop allow priority management among groups of users by deciding to allocate the slots to the job’s tasks based on the queue it was submitted. Sandholm et.al. extended this concept by assigning a queue per user and allowing the user to tune its priority dynamically. This can be done by assigning to each user a "queue priority budget", and allowing her to spend it over time by changing its spending rate, i.e., the user’s willingness to pay for a slot and for a time period. The queue priority budget and the spending rate allow the user to control how many slots get assigned to her jobs over time, and thus, to control the job execution time.

### 2.4.4 Summary

We investigated in this section several mechanisms that might allow resource management systems to be more aware of how much users value their applications.

Utility functions allow users to specify their valuation as a function of the application performance. Although utility functions allow designing flexible resource management systems, there are several drawbacks in using them. First, utility-based managers still rely on a global scheduler that decides the resource allocations for each application, and as a consequence, these systems are centralized. Moreover, selecting the optimal configuration is a complex problem, limiting the solution space to the ones that rely on coarse-grain allocation. Finally, such systems do not ensure proper resource regulation among users. Resource allocation fairness is translated in maximizing the minimum application utility, or the sum of all utilities. Nevertheless, this system-wide objective relies on users to be cooperative, or altruistic, and communicate their real utility.

Lottery scheduling allows a flexible and modular resource management through the concepts of tickets and currencies. This opens the door for dynamic application adaptation policies, as applications can adjust their resource demands dynamically in time by inflating/deflating their ticket amounts or cooperate with each other to reach a maximum resource utilization. Nevertheless, in this context, there is no explicit control on the ticket inflation or deflation, and efficient resource utilization can be achieved only in an environment where users are altruistic and trust each other.
Market-based resource management is a well-studied topic in the context of distributed systems. Works that apply market mechanisms focus on providing better user satisfaction than traditional resource management systems, usually batch schedulers. This goal is met by a market as it forces "selfish" users to put a right value on the resources their applications consume, and to communicate these values to the resource management system. For example, a user will put more value on the execution of a highly urgent application than on the execution of any other tasks. A resource management system that is aware of these values can decide which applications should run such that users benefit the most from their execution, i.e., the user social welfare is maximized. Thus, markets meet our "fair resource utilization" requirement.

We investigated two commonly used market implementations: commodity markets and auctions. Commodity markets set the resource price based on the demand and supply, through the use of tatonnement algorithms. For urgent applications requiring fast access to resources, this process might prove slow. In contrast to commodity markets, auctions clear the market fast. Thus, a variety of solutions applied them for job scheduling and resource allocation. In this case, either the user submits a bid for her job, and the allocation is decided at the job start, or the user submits the bid for the set of resources, also static during the requested user interval. From these solutions we investigated the ones that can be applied for dynamic resource sharing among applications. However, the systems applying it neither consider application adaptation, nor user SLOs. Thus, more work remains to be done to fulfill our "flexibility" requirement.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we analyzed the current state of the art in managing cluster resources. We started this analysis from envisioning a resource management system capable of meeting three objectives: SLO support flexibility, resource allocation efficiency and fairness. We defined the SLO support flexibility as the capacity to support different application types and SLOs, resource allocation efficiency as the capacity to maximize the resource utilization and fairness as the capacity to regulate the application access to resources.

We analyzed multiple existing management systems for clusters capable to provide dynamic resource allocation to applications. We consider this capability as a first step in SLO support flexibility.

We investigated batch schedulers, which rely on the job abstraction to allocate resources to applications. These systems use a coarse-grained resource allocation model, where the node is the basic resource allocation unit, mostly to provide maximum performance for applications running on the infrastructure. These systems suffer from important limitations regarding the SLO support flexibility, as they have poor support for dynamic applications, poor isolation among applications and limited SLO support.

Besides batch schedulers, we investigated multiple dynamic resource management frameworks. These frameworks address the dynamicity aspect of applications, improving their performance, and they also decentralize the resource control, allowing applications to adapt autonomously and leading to a flexible resource management. Nevertheless, they lack isolation among applications and SLO support.

Moving in the cloud landscape, we investigated the use of virtualization technologies in resource management. By virtualizing the infrastructure, applications can run in customized and isolated environments and thus the resource management becomes more flexible. In this context we surveyed multiple works. These solutions have the potential to meet our objectives as they can support different application types and allocate resources
among them dynamically. Nevertheless, either they focus on one SLO and application type, e.g., web servers, or they leave the policy space largely unexplored. This is also the case of cloud computing providers, which offer PaaS services, as they do not regulate the application access to resources and do not provide SLO support.

Besides these resource management systems, which rely mostly on traditional methods to allocate resources, we analyze two main methods used by a resource management system to make sound resource allocation decisions and to distribute resources among applications based, not only on their SLO, but also on how much users actually value their execution. These two methods are: (i) the use of utility functions; (ii) and the use of currency.

The utility function-based systems assume a cooperative behavior among applications and do not provide sharing incentives to users. Users might overstate their utility in order to get higher resource allocations. Moreover, current implementations rely on a centralized resource manager and require the application to communicate its utility function each time its resource demand changes. Needless to say, such implementations might suffer from scalability issues.

In contrast to utility function-based mechanisms, the use of currency as a mean to express user’s or application’s value for resources can lead to a flexible and scalable resource management. Market-based methods, as they rely on currency as a communication mechanism, treat each application as a selfish entity, seeking to follow only its own objective. Contrary to previous resource management systems, market-based solutions address the fairness requirements concerning resource utilization. Although many market-based solutions exist, they focused more on how to allocate resources among users and analyzing the satisfaction users get from using them. Our goal is to use the characteristics provided by markets to allow applications to adapt independently while providing fair resource utilization. Autonomous application adaptation was not a focus of previous market-based solutions.

Based on these reasons, we propose a solution which uses a market-based resource allocation policy to ensure a fair resource regulation mechanism while providing flexibility to users to design dynamic resource demand adaptation policies and meet their SLOs. At the same time, the market-based resource allocation policy provides fine-grained resource allocation, maximizing the infrastructure utilization. We introduce this approach in the following chapters.
Chapter 3

A Market-based SLO-Driven Cloud Platform

This chapter details our approach. We have outlined in Introduction the main requirements users and infrastructure administrators would have from a resource management platform: flexible SLO support, maximum resource utilization and fairness. The objective of this thesis is to investigate and propose methods to achieve these requirements. To meet this objective we propose a SLO-driven cloud platform that manages applications through autonomous controllers which allocate resources to them dynamically. We designed this platform to manage private shared infrastructures.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 gives a brief overview of the proposed platform. Section 3.2 details the main design principles and Section 3.3 presents an overview of the platform’s architecture. Section 3.4 summarizes the chapter.

3.1 Overview

Our system relies on the use of an IaaS cloud to manage the hardware resources of the private infrastructure. The IaaS cloud provides users with isolated and controlled software environments, allowing them to install all the required software dependencies for their applications with no involvement from the administrator.

The key characteristic of our system is the use of a market mechanism to provision virtual machines and regulate the amount of resources applications can get. Market-based approaches were applied in a variety of contexts in distributed systems ranging from clusters, grids, peer-to-peer systems and to clouds too. Users are assigned currency amounts, which reflect the priority the user has in the system. Users can distribute these currency amounts between their applications, reflecting the true importance their execution has for the user. To run applications on the infrastructure, users start a virtual platform composed of a set of virtual machines and a controller that manages it. The controller manages the total cost of executing the application and provisions VMs from the market by submitting bids for them.

Using a market has two advantages. First, it allows users to take better decisions regarding how much resources their application uses, improving the overall user satisfaction. Second, the market provides a decentralized resource regulation mechanism that allows each application to control its own resource allocation according to its user-assigned priority. Basically, resource demand adaptation policies can be designed using the price as a feedback signal while virtual currency distribution policies ensure a fair adaptation.
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The way our system implements the market approach and how applications adapt on it is a unique contribution: our system provides fine-grained resource management and allows users to design vertical and horizontal resource demand adaptation policies to meet their SLOs given the current resource load and the priority the application has for its user.

3.2 Design Principles

We describe now the main design decisions we took in implementing our system. Our system relies on four design principles:

- each application runs in its own private virtual platform, which can scale up and down according to the application resource needs;
- the access to resources is controlled using market-based allocation policies;
- the resource allocation is done using a proportional-share algorithm;
- the implementation is modular and extensible.

3.2.1 Autonomous Private Virtual Platforms

To support different application types and user-defined objectives, our system runs each application in its own virtual environment, called a virtual platform. Users can install whatever packages are needed for their application with no interference from the infrastructure’s administrator.

**Definition 3.1** A virtual platform is an autonomous entity composed of one or more virtual clusters and a controller, also called application controller, that manages them on behalf of the application.

**Definition 3.2** A virtual cluster is a group of VMs that have the same resource configuration and use the same base VM image.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture of a virtual platform. To meet user-defined objectives, the application controller running in the virtual platform interacts with the application, adapts dynamically the virtual platform resource demand to the infrastructure load and the application’s performance and reconfigures the application. Each virtual cluster has a monitor that sends application performance metrics to the application controller.

From this point of view, systems like VIOLINS [144] are similar to ours. In their case, however, there was one central entity that took decisions regarding the allocation of all virtual platforms. As in our system each virtual platform controls its own resource allocation, different user-defined resource demand adaptation policies can co-exist on the infrastructure. Although different policies could be implemented in a centralized resource control solution, such a solution would require extensive modifications each time a new policy or a new application would need to be added. With this principle in mind, we can position our system on top of the IaaS cloud layer.

3.2.2 Market-based Resource Regulation Mechanisms

To ensure a fair resource utilization, our system uses a market. Using a market to manage resources of a distributed infrastructure was a well-studied problem in the context of clusters and grids [190]. Markets are efficient in automatically balancing the user demand with the infrastructure resource supply. The reason why markets became so popular in the distributed systems community is due to the notion of cost, which makes users more aware of how many resources to acquire for their own use. By using a market, users have incentives to assign the right priorities to their applications; thus applications with urgent resource needs can get resources in time even in high load periods, while applications with less urgent resource needs run in low load periods. Moreover, markets provide decentralized resource control, which is advantageous, as we have already explained while introducing the previous design principle.

Figure 3.2 details how the market is implemented by our system. To run applications on
the infrastructure, users are assigned budgets by a bank in the form of a virtual currency. We use a credit as a currency unit. This currency is internal to the organization and is controlled by the infrastructure administrator using an open loop policy. The currency is rechargeable, meaning that the charges incurred by the market return to user accounts after a while. The currency management acts as a mechanism to manage the priorities among users over long time intervals. Users distribute budget amounts to their applications, reflecting the maximum cost the user is willing to support for running her application, or the true priority the user has for her application. Resources like CPU and memory have a price set through market policies. Limited by its budget amount, the application and the virtual platform in which it is running adapt their resource demand to meet user-defined objectives. In our system each virtual platform adapts its resource demand considering the current resource prices. The resource price is dynamic and fluctuates based on the resource demand. To implement this dynamic resource pricing mechanism our system uses an auction. The implementation details of this auction are given in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Fine-grained Resource Allocation

To provide fine-grained resource allocation at a low complexity, our system uses a proportional-share auction. This type of auction is derived from the classic proportional-share allocation mechanism used by operating-systems schedulers to allocate CPU time to user tasks proportional to their priorities. In our system, the proportional-share auction is applied to allocated CPU and memory resources to VMs. By using a proportional-share auction, VMs can receive a share from the infrastructure capacity proportional to their submitted bids and inversely proportional with the sum of all running bids. These resource allocations are fractional and dynamic, as they vary in time according to the total infrastructure demand.

3.2.4 Extensibility and Ease of Use

We designed our system to be generic enough to allow developers to implement other resource demand regulation mechanisms with minimal modifications to the system components. To ease the user’s task of running and scaling elastically her application, our system provides a set of predefined controllers and resource demand adaptation policies. Moreover, a generic and simple API allows users to design their own controllers with policies different than the ones provided. We discuss further details regarding the proposed resource demand adaptation policies in Chapter 4.

3.3 Architecture Overview

We applied these design decisions in the architecture of a platform composed of four main components, as described in Figure 3.3. Users interact with our system through a generic interface, composed of a set of CLI tools and APIs that can be remotely called. The Application Management System automates the execution of applications on the infrastructure. This component handles the tasks of provisioning virtual clusters and deploying applications on them, and also monitoring and scaling elastically the applications. The VM Scheduler implements the resource regulation algorithms needed to limit the amount of resources allocated to each application. The Virtual Currency Manager implements the credit distribution policies and is thus in charge of limiting the amount of resources that a user can use over long time intervals. Finally, the IaaS Cloud Manager handles all the operations regarding virtualization of physical resources.
Figure 3.3: System Overview.

We validated this architecture in two contexts:

**in simulation** We implemented a skeleton of this architecture in CloudSim, an event-driven Java simulator. The resulted prototype is called Themis. We simulated the performance of the system in terms of user satisfaction when each running virtual platform has to adapt its resource demand to cope with a user-given SLO. We compared the performance achieved with our system with two other well-known policies: FCFS and EDF. FCFS is a policy used by current cloud resource managers while EDF is a policy that allocates resources to applications by knowing their SLO (i.e., deadline).

**on a real-world testbed** We implemented the architecture in a real prototype, called Merkat. As an IaaS Cloud Manager we used OpenNebula. We tested Merkat on the Grid’5000 testbed with different scientific applications, reproducing real life scenarios found in an organization like EDF.

### 3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed a platform for dynamic resource allocation and application management on clouds. Our system relies on the concept of autonomous virtual platforms to isolate applications and scale them dynamically according to their load and user requirements. We build our system to be easily extensible by users with their own resource demand adaptation policies. To regulate the resource amounts users get in contention periods, our system uses a market, ensuring that the most urgent applications get the resources they need. Moreover, users are forced to behave correctly through virtual currency management.

We designed predefined application controllers and resource demand adaptation policies, which can be used by users that are not willing to design their own resource demand adaptation policies. These controllers are designed for static and dynamic applications. We detail in the next chapter the design of these policies, together with the resource management model.
Chapter 4

Resource Allocation Model and Dynamic Application Adaptation

This chapter introduces the resource management model we use in this dissertation. As we previously mentioned, we consider that a resource management system should meet three requirements: SLO support flexibility, resource allocation efficiency and fairness. To meet these requirements, we investigate an approach that relies on the implementation of a market to allocate resources to all running virtual machines on the infrastructure and lets applications to dynamically adapt their resource demand. In this chapter we describe the resource management algorithms that implement the market. We detail the resource allocation policy and we illustrate how applications can adapt themselves to meet different user SLOs.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives an overview of the resource management process and Section 4.2 describes the theoretical principles behind it. Then, Section 4.3 discusses the design of the resource allocation algorithms. Finally, Section 4.4 describes how applications can adapt their resource demand.

4.1 Overview

In our system, resources are shared among applications through a market implemented using a proportional-share auction policy. By using a market users assign more realistic priorities to their applications: if the system is too loaded, a user that doesn’t need to run her application immediately will postpone its execution until a less loaded period, when the execution cost is lower.

Users are assigned budgets of credits, which they use to run their applications on the infrastructure. Each user can execute one or more applications on the infrastructure. In order to do so, a user has two possibilities: (i) to submit a bid for each VM, using the VM Scheduler interface, and manually start her application; (ii) to estimate how much budget she would need to run the application and start a virtual platform which manages this cost and bid for VMs on behalf of the user during the application runtime.

4.1.1 The Proportional-share Market

As we mentioned before, our market is based on a proportional-share auction. This auction involves three steps: (i) VM bid submission; (ii) VM allocation computation; (iii) price computation. Let us focus on these three steps:
**VM bid submission** To provision VMs, a bid needs to be submitted for their resources: CPU and memory. The initial VM bid and the execution cost of the application can be computed based on past price history and the user’s current budget. In our implementation we compute the VM bid based on the current resource price. The bid submitted for a VM is persistent: it can be specified once and is considered by the VM scheduler at each time period during all the VM life-time. Nevertheless, the value of the bid can be modified during the VM runtime to cope with price fluctuations.

**VM allocation computation** Based on the value of this bid, and the other concurrent bids, the VM Scheduler allocates an amount of CPU and memory to the VM. These amounts are proportional with the value of the bid and the infrastructure capacity, and inversely proportional with the sum of all existing bids. To keep the correct CPU and memory amounts allocated to each VM, the VM Scheduler migrates them between physical nodes. We describe the allocation and migration process in Section 4.3.

**Price computation** Auctions introduce the notion of price, forcing users to pay for the resources they consume. Each auction has its own strategy to compute the resource price. For example, the price may be the bid of the highest looser, as in the case of second price sealed bid auctions. Our approach relies on the use of a proportional-share auction. In this auction, the resource price is computed as the sum of all bids divided by the total infrastructure capacity. If this price is smaller than a predefined price, i.e., reserve price, than the reserve price is used.

Now, as we previously stated, each virtual platform is managed by an application controller. The application controller receives from the user its SLO and a renewable budget. The application controller is capable to take independent decisions to alleviate the issues that may arise during the execution of an application, like SLO violations, on the market-based IaaS. An application controller might provision or release VMs, suspend or resume them, or change the bid submitted per VM. The application controllers run in an uncoordinated fashion, the only mechanism binding them together being the resource price.

### 4.1.2 Application Resource Demand Adaptation on the Market

When running the application on the infrastructure, it is not sufficient just to acquire resources at the beginning of its execution. Infrastructure resource availability or application resource requirements might change. Moreover, when provisioning resources from a market with a dynamic price, the user also needs to cope with the price volatility. If the price increases, the current user budget might not be enough to cover the cost of the acquired resources. If the price decreases, more resources could be provisioned, or the user could spend less for the already acquired resources. To optimize the user’s budget, we propose two adaptation methods:

**Vertical scaling**: We propose a method to adapt the bid for each VM to keep the application resource allocation at a level that allows the application to meet its SLO at a given user budget. This is advantageous not only for the user running the application but also for the other users too, which can run more applications on the infrastructure. Applications that might take advantage of this method are static applications, which cannot change the number of processes during their runtime. Nevertheless, this method is useless when the cost to keep the application desired allocation becomes higher than the user’s supported cost. The user would waste its budget as the
application would not meet its SLO anyway. In this case, the application controller might suspend the VMs and resume them when the cost becomes affordable again.

**Horizontal scaling**: We propose a method to adapt the number of VMs. Applications that might take advantage of this method are dynamic applications. For example, in the case of a bag-of-tasks, the application controller would release some of its VMs when the price becomes higher than the user’s supported cost, and acquire the VMs when the price becomes affordable.

Note that these methods do not ensure full SLO satisfaction, as the probability of having the SLO violated highly depends on how contended the infrastructure is and how much the user’s budget is. To provide better guarantees, these policies can be combined with price prediction and statistical resource guarantees [148]. This combination will provide users with hints regarding the initial budget they should spend for their applications and will help the application controller to take better bidding decisions.

### 4.2 Resource Model

In this section we explain the motivation behind using a proportional-share auction in managing VMs. Then, we detail the theoretical aspects of this auction model and its design and implementation.

#### 4.2.1 Terminology

Before describing the resource model let us first define the terms that we use in the rest of this section:

- **node capacity** We define the node capacity as a resource vector \(< c = CPU, m = memory >\). A node with \(n\) cores has assigned a maximum CPU capacity \(c = n \times 100\) resource units. Thus, an application with \(n\) processes can consume 100% CPU time on each of the other cores. Regarding the memory capacity, a node has a maximum capacity, \(m\) resource units, which is the total available physical memory from which we deduct an amount reserved to the hypervisor. For example, a node with 4 cores and 8GB of RAM for which we consider that one memory unit equals 1MB, would have a maximum capacity of \(< c = 300, m = 7292 MB >\) if 900MB is reserved for the hypervisor use.

- **infrastructure capacity** is defined as the sum of all node capacities.

- **reserve price** Each resource unit acquired from the infrastructure has a reserve price. This price is fixed by the infrastructure administrator, e.g., 1 credit per resource unit, and it is used when the infrastructure is underloaded, i.e., the total user demand is less than the infrastructure capacity.

- **resource price** Each resource unit is acquired at a price established by the market. This price is computed based on a proportional-share auction.

- **VM maximum allocation** \(alloc_{\text{max}} = < c = CPU, m = memory >\) specifies the maximum allocation a VM should receive. A user can set \(alloc_{\text{max}}\) based on how much she estimates that her VM will use. For example, if the user uses the VM to execute a sequential task which consumes at maximum 900 MB of RAM, she can specify an \(alloc_{\text{max}}\) of \(< max_c = 100, max_m = 900 MB >\).
VM share $share \triangleq < c = CPU, m = memory >$ specifies the allocation that a VM receives after the VM scheduler applies the auction to compute all the VM allocations while considering the total infrastructure capacity. We discuss in Section 4.2 this auction model.

VM allocation $alloc \triangleq < c = CPU, m = memory >$ is the allocation enforced by the hypervisor on the node on which the VM resides. This allocation is obtained from the VM share, capped to the VM maximum allocation, as described in Section 4.3.1.

VM bid $b = < b_c, b_m >$, the bid assigned to a VM, represented by a vector with two values: a bid for each of the VM’s allocated resources. This bid is set by the user or by the virtual platform application controller.

4.2.2 Motivation

Our resource model relies on a proportional-share auction. We have three reasons in applying a proportional-share auction to allocate resources to virtual machines:

**Fine-grained resource sharing:** Current IaaS or virtual cluster based solutions share resources in a coarse-grained manner: users run their applications in fixed-size virtual machines. The virtual machine resource configuration is selected from different "classes" that the resource provider makes available, e.g., in the case of Amazon EC2 [7], or is predefined by the user at VM boot time, e.g., in OpenNebula [158]. We believe that resource utilization can be improved by allowing users to change the resource allocation of their VMs during their runtime. This is useful especially in contention periods as applications not using all resources allocated to a VM can release them for better use, or applications not capable to shrink their number of VMs can run with less resource per VM. Proportional-share policies can provide fine-grained resource sharing by allocating fractional resource amounts to VMs, proportional to their bids. This capability is currently provided by hypervisors. Nevertheless, current IaaS cloud managers provide poor support for it: users don’t have any automatic means to dynamically tune the resource allocation of their VMs.

**Low implementation complexity:** Implementing an auction for fine-grained divisible resources is challenging due to its complexity. If each user wants to provision bundles of resources, that is VMs with different arbitrary maximum allocations, applying an auction to determine the set of winners usually becomes complex. Thus, a market mechanism capable to allow users to provision VMs with arbitrary resource allocations at a low complexity, like the proportional-share auction, is desirable.

**Ease of use:** A resource allocation policy should be easy to understand and use, in order to allow users to design adaptation policies for their applications. Usually, an auction establishes from the group of bidders a set of winners and a set of losers. While the winners get the resources they bid for, which are in our case the VMs, the losers might starve as their bids are too low. Or, even worse, their VMs might be shutdown without warning, if they were already running on the infrastructure. An example of such an auction is the Amazon Spot Instances [89] provisioning model. In the proportional-share auction model, starvation is avoided because even the users with the lowest bids get a resource share, and in high price periods, instead of killing the requests, only their resource shares decrease. Thus, instead of anticipating the moment their VMs are killed, users can use the decrease in resource share as a signal
regarding the infrastructure contention. Based on this signal they can increase their bids or suspend the VMs if their budget does not allow.

4.2.3 Principles

We define and apply the proportional-share auction on our infrastructure as follows. We consider the infrastructure as a huge physical node. A resource auctioneer gathers requests for a resource type in terms of bids and determines the resource amount that should be reserved on a physical node for each request. In this section we assume that a user makes this request to get virtual machines and run her application in them. Nevertheless, in our system these requests are made by the application controller.

Currently there are two auctioneers: one for CPU cycles and one for memory. To provision a single VM the user needs to send a bid to both auctioneers and to provision a set of VMs the user needs to bid for every VM. As this is highly inconvenient for the user, we provide her with an interface to submit simultaneously a set of bids for a set of VMs. Section A details this interface.

To compute the resource allocation for all VMs, the resource auctioneer applies the following rule:

**Definition 4.1** Given a set of resource bids $b_i(t)$, with $i \in \{1..n\}$ for a time interval $t$ and a resource with a capacity of $C$ units, the auctioneer computes a resource share of $a_i$ resource units over this time interval for each bid $i$, equal to:

$$a_i(t) = \frac{b_i(t)}{p(t)}, p(t) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i(t)}{C}$$

(4.1)

where $p(t)$ is the price for a unit of that resource.

Inversely, to obtain some guarantees that a VM $i$ will receive an allocation for the next time interval equal to $a_i(t+1)$, by knowing the current resource price $p(t)$ and assuming that this price doesn’t change in the next time interval, the bid $\hat{b}_i(t+1)$ can be computed. This bid is computed as follows:

$$\hat{b}_i(t+1) = \frac{a_i(t+1)}{1 - a_i(t+1)/C} \cdot p(t)$$

(4.2)

The allocation obtained for this bid can be different from the previously requested $a(t+1)$, as other VMs might be started or stopped at the same time interval as $i$. To provide higher resource allocation guarantees several works use statistical methods [148] and admission control [150].

Note that each user pays the same price for a resource unit, but the number of resource units that it receives depends on her bid. The resource price and shares are recomputed and enforced at every time interval $t$.

4.3 VM Management

This section describes our approach of implementing the proportional-share auction to allocate resources to VMs on the infrastructure. VMs are provisioned and managed by the VM Scheduler service. Figure 4.1 gives a generic overview of the service’s architecture. The VM scheduler performs the following functions: (i) it collects data regarding node and VM resource utilization; (ii) it deploys the VMs on the physical nodes; (iii) it enforces the VM
resource allocations computed for the current time period; (iv) it migrates VMs between the nodes. Migration is required as VMs receive a resource share that changes in time, due to other VMs being started or shut down. To enforce the VM resource allocations, the VM scheduler starts a control daemon on each physical node. This daemon receives allocation commands from the VM scheduler and transmits them to the node’s hypervisor.

Figure 4.1: VM Scheduler overview.

4.3.1 VM Allocation

To request a VM, a user, or an application controller, submits to the VM Scheduler a bid vector (a bid for each of the VM’s allocated resources) together with the maximum resource amount allocated for the VM. Thus, the request for one VM has the following form: $<< b_c, b_m, alloc_{maxc}, alloc_{maxm} >>$. This request is persistent: the system will keep the VM running and allocate resources for it until the user explicitly requests to stop the VM. The bid request is accepted by the system under the following two constraints: (i) the bid value for each resource needs to be higher than the reserve price; (ii) the VM maximum allocation should not exceed the node capacity.

Based on the requests received from the users, the market scheduler computes the VM allocation as described by Algorithm 4.1 in two steps: (i) it computes the VM allocation considering the infrastructure as a physical node; (ii) it corrects the allocations to fit the VMs on the nodes. The allocated amount depends on the VM’s bid and the VM maximum allocation.

The algorithm receives as input the list of currently running and submitted VMs and a resource capacity vector (for CPU and memory) and computes the VM allocation. The capacity can be of a physical node or of the entire infrastructure. A simple algorithm would compute the VM resource allocations using only Equation 4.1. Nevertheless, in this case resources remain idle even if there are applications which might use them. Some VMs might not use their entire share, because their maximum VM allocation is less than it. At the same time, other VMs could use more resources than their share.
Algorithm 4.1 VM resource allocation using proportional share.

1: \textbf{ComputeVmAllocations}(vms, capacity)
2: \texttt{alloc} $\leftarrow \emptyset$  // The allocation vector for all VMs.
3: \texttt{avail} $\leftarrow <0,0>$  // Remaining node available capacity.
4: \textbf{for} \( r \in \{\text{cpu, memory}\} \) \textbf{do}
5: \hspace{1em} \texttt{avail}[r] $\leftarrow$ capacity[r]
6: \hspace{1em} \texttt{currentVms} $\leftarrow$ vms  // temporary copy of vm list
7: \textbf{for} \( \text{vm} \in \text{currentVms} \) \textbf{do}
8: \hspace{2em} \texttt{alloc}[\text{vm.id}][r] $\leftarrow$ 0
9: \hspace{2em} \textbf{while} \texttt{avail}[r] $>$ 0 \textbf{and} \texttt{currentVms} $\neq \emptyset$ \textbf{do}
10: \hspace{3em} \texttt{sumbids} $\leftarrow$ 0
11: \hspace{3em} \textbf{for} \( \text{vm} \in \text{currentVms} \) \textbf{do}
12: \hspace{4em} \texttt{sumbids} $\leftarrow$ \texttt{sumbids} + \texttt{vm.bid}
13: \hspace{3em} \texttt{price\_local} $\leftarrow$ \frac{\texttt{sumbids}}{\texttt{avail}[r]}
14: \hspace{3em} \texttt{avail}[r] $\leftarrow$ 0
15: \hspace{2em} \textbf{for} \( \text{vm} \in \text{currentVms} \) \textbf{do}
16: \hspace{3em} \texttt{alloc}[\text{vm.id}][r] $\leftarrow$ \texttt{alloc}[\text{vm.id}][r] + \frac{\texttt{vm.bid}}{\texttt{price\_local}}
17: \hspace{3em} \texttt{diff} $\leftarrow$ \texttt{alloc\_max}[\text{vm.id}][r] - \texttt{vm.alloc\_max}[r]
18: \hspace{3em} \textbf{if} \texttt{diff} $>$ 0 \textbf{then}
19: \hspace{4em} \texttt{alloc}[\text{vm.id}][r] $\leftarrow$ \texttt{vm.alloc\_max}[r]
20: \hspace{4em} \texttt{avail}[r] $\leftarrow$ \texttt{avail}[r] + \texttt{diff}
21: \hspace{3em} \texttt{currentVms} $\leftarrow$ \texttt{currentVms} \{\text{vm}\}
22: \textbf{return} \texttt{alloc}

Let us take the following example. We consider 1 node, with a capacity of $<\text{cpu}=800, \text{memory}=10>$ (the node has 8 cores) and 2 VMs: the first one has a maximum allocation of $<\text{cpu}=200, \text{memory}=5>$ and the second one has a maximum allocation of $<\text{cpu}=400, \text{memory}=5>$. Now, if the first VM has a bid of 20 credits for each resource and the second VM has a bid of 10 credits, with Equation 4.1, the first VM would receive a share of $<\text{cpu}=533, \text{memory}=6.66>$ while the second VM would receive a share of $<\text{cpu}=267, \text{memory}=3.34>$. Needless to say, this resource distribution is not efficient: the first VM does not use all its share while the second VM could use more than what it gets.

To avoid this case, the available resource capacity is distributed between the virtual machines by also considering the VM maximum allocation. The result is \texttt{alloc}, a vector containing the actual resource allocation each VM gets. In our example, \texttt{alloc} $=<<\text{cpu}=200, \text{memory}=5>,<\text{cpu}=400, \text{memory}=5>>$.

4.3.2 VM Migration

As the system load or the bids change in time, to ensure an allocation corresponding to the submitted bids, VMs might need to be migrated between nodes. Otherwise, some nodes might not be able to accommodate the new VM resource demands while other nodes might have idle resources. This process is called load balancing.

Motivation

To illustrate the need of load balancing, Figure 4.2 describes a situation in which the VM allocation changes from one scheduling period to the next one. In this example we consider 3 physical nodes with a capacity of 100 CPU units and 10GB RAM which host two applications: one application runs in 3 VMs while the other one in 2 VMs. Each
VM has a maximum allocation of 100 CPU units and 20.48 RAM units. The VMs of the first application run at a bid of 10 CPU credits and 20 RAM credits, while the VMs of the second application run at a bid of 30 CPU credits and 60 RAM credits. Using Equation 4.1, this configuration leads to an allocation of 33 CPU units and 20.48 RAM units for the first application and 100 CPU units and 20.48 RAM units for the second one. Thus, the VMs of the first application are placed on the first node while the VMs of the second application are placed on the second node. Nevertheless, the application running in the last 2 VMs finishes and the VM scheduler re-computes the VM allocations: this time, each VM from the first node is allocated its maximum allocation. As the current node cannot accommodate the VMs anymore, two of them need to be migrated to the other nodes.

Figure 4.2: Migration example: (a) shows the initial configuration; (b) shows the migrations needed to ensure the ideal VM allocation.

Nevertheless, there are cases in which the VM Scheduler cannot allocate to each VM its ideal allocation, and thus an allocation error needs to be supported for each VM. This case is explained in Figure 4.3, which considers the previous scenario but with a slight modification: the VMs of the first application run at a bid of 12 CPU credits instead of 10 CPU credits. Thus, the first three VMs receive an allocation of 37.5 CPU units while the last two VMs receive an allocation of 93.75. As these "ideal" allocations cannot be enforced, the VM allocations need to be recomputed. To solve this issue, the VM scheduler applies the proportional-share algorithm, described by Algorithm 4.1, on each physical node. Thus, after applying the algorithm, the first three VMs receive 33.3 CPU units while the last 2 VMs receive 100 CPU units. The difference between the ideal and the real VM allocation is the allocation error.

To explain the allocation error, we give the following definitions:
Figure 4.3: Vm allocation error example.

\( alloc^r \) is the resource allocation a VM receives from the capacity of the current node, proportional to the bids of all the VMs running on this node.

\( alloc^i \) is the resource allocation the VM receives from the capacity of the infrastructure, proportional to the bids of all the running VMs. This is the ideal allocation of the VM.

**Definition 4.2**

The allocation error of a VM is:

\[
e_r = \frac{alloc^i - alloc^r}{alloc^i}
\]

Algorithm 4.2 illustrates how this error is computed for the running VMs. The algorithm calls the \textit{ComputeVmAllocations} method (explained in Algorithms 4.1) to compute the ideal allocations VMs get from the total infrastructure capacity, and the allocations VM would get from their current placement on the physical nodes. Then, the algorithm applies Equation 4.3 to compute the allocation error for the CPU and memory resources of all running and submitted VMs.

**Algorithm 4.2** VM error computation.

```plaintext
1: ComputeErrors(vms, nodes)  
2: e ← ∅  // Vector of errors  
3: capacity ← \( \sum_{node \in nodes} node.capacity \)  
4: \( ai \leftarrow \text{ComputeVmAllocations}(vms, capacity) \)  
5: for node ∈ nodes do  
6: \( ar \leftarrow \text{ComputeVmAllocations}(vms, node.capacity) \)  
7: for vm ∈ vms do  
8: for r ∈ \{cpu, memory\} do  
9: \( e[vm.id][r] \leftarrow (ai[vm.id][r] - ar[vm.id][r])/ai[vm.id][r] \)  
10: return e
```

**Load Balancing**

The load balancing process is done with the goal to minimize the allocation error supported by the VMs, and thus to obtain for each VM a resource allocation as close as possible to the ideal allocation. As having a high number of migrations leads to a performance degradation for the applications running in the VMs, the load balancing process tries to make a trade-off between the number of performed migrations and the VM allocation error.
Algorithm 4.3 details the load balancing process. The algorithm receives the list of current nodes, \( \text{nodes} \), running VMs, \( \text{vms} \), VMs to be booted at the current scheduling period, \( \text{newvms} \), and three thresholds: (i) maximum allocation error supported for the VMs, \( E_{\text{max}} \); (ii) maximum number of migrations performed by the algorithms, \( M_{\text{max}} \); (iii) maximum number of iterations performed by the algorithm, \( N_{\text{iter}} \). The first two thresholds limit the number of migrations performed by the algorithm. The last threshold ensures that the algorithm stops: a solution is generated even in cases in which the VM allocation error cannot be reduced below \( E_{\text{max}} \). Based on this information the algorithm computes a migration plan, containing the VMs to be migrated and their destinations, and a deployment plan, containing the nodes on which new VMs should be deployed.

To select the VMs to be migrated at each scheduling period, the algorithm relies on a tabu-search heuristic [71]. Tabu-search is a local-search method for finding the optimal solutions of a problem. Tabu-search works starting from a potential solution and trying to find the best solution incrementally. The algorithm is composed of a series of iterations; at each iteration an improved solution is searched by altering the current solution. To avoid being stuck in a suboptimal solution, tabu-search uses a list that memorizes the last changes.

Algorithm 4.3 tries to reduce the maximum allocation error among all the VMs when its value is above the threshold \( E_{\text{max}} \) by moving VMs from their original nodes to other, more suitable, nodes. Note that, as each VM has two allocated resources, the allocation error is a vector. Thus, to reduce the error to a scalar value, the algorithm computes the maximum between the vector values. For example, if a VM has a memory allocation error which is higher than the CPU allocation error, the algorithm tries to find a node which gives a better memory allocation. The starting solution of the algorithm is computed from the current VM-to-host mapping by placing the newly requested VMs. These VMs are first placed on the nodes with the largest available resource amount.

At each iteration the algorithm tries to improve the solution by moving the VM with the maximum allocation error that is not in the tabu list to the physical node that minimizes it and with enough capacity to host the VM (Lines 15-20). The move is registered in the tabu list to avoid reversing it in the next iterations (Line 21). If the move improves the maximum allocation error and the number of migrations required by the current solution is below \( M_{\text{max}} \), then the move is applied to the current solution (Line 30). Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds in performing additional moves until there is no improvement for the last \( N_{\text{iter}} \) iterations. Finally, the migration and deployment plan are computed (Lines 35-40).

### 4.4 Virtual Platform Resource Demand Policies

We define two methods used by virtual platforms to adapt their resource demand on the proportional-share market. We call these two methods vertical and horizontal scaling. Vertical scaling is done by adjusting the VM bids and horizontal scaling is done by provisioning/releasing VMs. Besides these methods, in cases in which the application runs with a low budget, virtual platforms can use suspend/resume policies to avoid high price periods.

#### 4.4.1 Motivation

One use case for these resource demand adaptation methods is adapting the application resource demand to market conditions so that the user’s SLO is met with a minimum
Algorithm 4.3 VM placement algorithm.

1: **ComputePlacement**\((nodes, vms, newvms, N_{\text{iter}}, E_{\text{max}}, M_{\text{max}})\)
2: \(\text{migrationPlan} \leftarrow \emptyset\)
3: \(\text{deploymentPlan} \leftarrow \emptyset\)
4: \(n\text{Iterations} \leftarrow 0\)
5: 
6: \(\text{for} \ vm \in \text{newvms} \ \text{do}\)
7: \(\quad \text{node} \leftarrow \text{find less loaded node from nodes}\)
8: \(\quad \text{node.vms} \leftarrow \text{node.vms} \cup \{vm\}\)
9: \(\quad \text{solution}_{\text{old}} \leftarrow \text{nodes}\)
10: \(\quad \text{solution}_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \text{nodes}\)
11: \(\quad \text{tabu\_list} \leftarrow \emptyset\)
12: \(\quad e = \text{ComputeErrors}(vms, \text{nodes})\)
13: \(\quad e_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{e_{ic}, e_{im}\} \quad \text{// Find maximum between CPU and memory errors}\)
14: \(\quad \text{while} \ n\text{iterations} < N_{\text{iter}} \ \text{and} \ e_{\text{best}} > E_{\text{max}} \ \text{do}\)
15: \(\quad \ (vm, e_{\text{max}}) \leftarrow \text{find vm with} \ e_{\text{max}} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{e_{ic}, e_{im}\}, \ vm \notin \text{tabu\_list} \)
16: \(\quad \text{source} \leftarrow \text{vm.node}\)
17: \(\quad \text{destination} \leftarrow \text{find node which minimizes} \ e_{\text{max}}, \ \text{node} \notin \text{tabu\_list}\)
18: \(\quad \text{source.vms} \leftarrow \text{source.vms} \setminus \{vm\}\)
19: \(\quad \text{destination.vms} \leftarrow \text{destination.vms} \cup \{vm\}\)
20: \(\quad \text{tabu\_list} \leftarrow \text{tabu\_list} \cup \{(vm, \text{source})\}\)
21: \(\quad e = \text{ComputeErrors}(vms, \text{nodes})\)
22: \(\quad e'_{\text{max}} \leftarrow \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{e_{ic}, e_{im}\}\)
23: \(\quad n\text{Migrations} \leftarrow 0\)
24: \(\text{for} \ node \in \text{solution}_{\text{old}} \ \text{do}\)
25: \(\quad \text{for} \ vm \in \text{node.vms} \ \text{do}\)
26: \(\quad \quad \text{if} \ \text{vm.node} \neq \text{node} \ \text{then}\)
27: \(\quad \quad \quad n\text{Migrations} \leftarrow n\text{Migrations} + 1 \quad \text{// Count the total number of migrations required to reach the current solution}\)
28: \(\quad \quad \quad \text{if} \ e_{\text{best}} - e'_{\text{max}} > 0 \ \text{and} \ n\text{Migrations} < M_{\text{max}} \ \text{then}\)
29: \(\quad \quad \quad \text{solution}_{\text{best}} = \text{nodes} \quad \text{// Keep the best solution so far}\)
30: \(\quad \quad \quad e_{\text{best}} \leftarrow e'_{\text{max}}\)
31: \(\quad \quad n\text{iterations} \leftarrow 0\)
32: \(\quad \quad \text{else}\)
33: \(\quad \quad n\text{iterations} \leftarrow n\text{iterations} + 1\)
34: \(\text{for} \ node \in \text{solution}_{\text{old}} \ \text{do}\)
35: \(\quad \text{for} \ vm \in \text{node.vms} \ \text{do}\)
36: \(\quad \quad \text{if} \ \text{vm.node} \neq \text{node} \ \text{then}\)
37: \(\quad \quad \quad \text{migrationPlan} \leftarrow \text{migrationPlan} \cup (vm, \text{vm.node})\)
38: \(\quad \quad \quad \text{for} \ vm \in \text{newvms} \ \text{do}\)
39: \(\quad \quad \quad \text{deploymentPlan} \leftarrow \text{deploymentPlan} \cup (vm, \text{vm.node})\)
40: \(\quad \quad \text{return} \ (\text{migrationPlan}, \text{deploymentPlan})\)
resource cost. These policies use the dynamic resource price as a feedback signal regarding the resource contention and respond by adapting the application resource demand given the user's SLOs. We envision at least three cases in which these policies can be applied.

The suspend/resume policies can be applied by applications with low budget to avoid high contention periods. For example, a user might want to run a best-effort application and, thus, she might want to pay for resources only the reserve price.

The vertical scaling method can be applied by static MPI applications, which may run under a user-given time constraint. To optimize the user's budget, an application controller might tune the bid for its VMs. When the infrastructure is under-utilized it might decrease its bid as there is no point in paying extra for the used resources. When the infrastructure is contended, it can use the "saved budget" and increase its bid to ensure an allocation which is "just enough" to meet the user's deadline.

The horizontal scaling method can be applied by maleable or evolving applications. For example, let us take the case of a malleable application: a user might want to run best-effort bag of tasks on the infrastructure. In this case, the only thing the user would need to do is to assign to its application a budget which is enough for it to get, let's say, 100 VMs at the reserve price. When the infrastructure is under-utilized, the application controller will expand the application by increasing the number of VMs up to 100, while in contention periods it will shrink the application by shutting down VMs. In the case of an evolving application, the application controller will interact with the application and receive signals regarding when to expand its resource demand.

### 4.4.2 Basic Policies

To run static applications on the proportional-share market, two basic policies can be applied:

**suspend the application execution** This policy is as follows. The application controller checks periodically a suspend condition. This condition specifies when the application controller cannot ensure a user defined virtual platform metric (e.g., application execution time, VM allocation), due to the market conditions and user's budget limitations. If this condition is true, to avoid cases in which all application controllers would suspend at the same time, which would lead to price oscillations, the application controller delays it suspend for a random wait time interval. At the end of this wait time interval the suspend condition needs to be re-checked to avoid suspending the application when the price drops.

**delay the application execution** This policy is used by the application controller to start or resume the execution of the application. The application controller computes the initial payment for obtaining a specified amount of allocated resources, e.g., 25% CPU time for each of its VMs, by using the current market price. If this payment is greater than the budget limit, the application controller postpones the execution/resume of the virtual platform with a random amount of time.

### 4.4.3 Example: Best-effort Execution of a Static Application

As an example of how these policies can be used by an application controller, let us consider an user that wants to execute a static MPI application with $n_{vms}$ VMs at a rate of $b$ credits (meaning that the application receives $b$ credits at the beginning of its execution, and at each scheduling period afterwards) on the infrastructure. This budget is distributed equally
between all the *nvms* VMs. The user doesn’t have any SLOs for her application; thus the application is best-effort and she assigns a low budget for it.

**Algorithm 4.4** Best-effort application execution

1: $T_{\text{wait}} = 600$
2: bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
3: while bid ≥ $b$ do
4:    sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
5:    bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
6: start virtual platform
7: while application is not finished do
8:    $<\text{alloc}>$ ← get allocation metrics for VMs
9:    $a_{\text{min}}$ ← find minimum value from $<\text{alloc}>$
10:    bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
11: if $a_{\text{min}} < 0.25 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$ and bid ≥ $b$ then
12:    sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
13:    $<\text{alloc}>$ ← get allocation metrics for VMs
14:    $a_{\text{min}}$ ← find minimum value from $<\text{alloc}>$
15:    bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
16: if $a_{\text{min}} < 0.25 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$ and bid ≥ $b$ then
17:    suspend application
18: if application is suspended then
19:    bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
20: while bid ≥ $b$ do
21:    sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
22:    bid ← compute initial payment($p$, 0.25 · $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, *nvms*)
23: restart application

Algorithm 4.4 describes the steps taken to execute the virtual platform. The application starts when the price is low enough to allow each of its requested VMs to get a maximum allocation, $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$. After the application starts, when the price becomes too high to allow each of its requested VMs to receive at least 25% of their maximum allocation, the VMs are suspended. After the application is suspended, the algorithm invokes again the resume policy, to re-start the application when the price drops.

### 4.4.4 Vertical Scaling

To minimize the cost of execution a user’s application with a given SLO (e.g., application execution time, number of requests processed per time interval, etc.), we provide an algorithm that adjusts the resources for each VM based on information regarding the application’s performance and allocation. Basically, this can be achieved by adjusting the VM bid, and we called this policy *vertical scaling*.

This algorithm is useful for static applications, which can run with less resource per VM if the user’s SLO allows (e.g., batch applications), or for applications with dynamic resource demand per VM (e.g., web servers).

Algorithm 4.5 presents this bid adaptation policy. The algorithm receives as input: (i) the current resource bids (*bid*) and past bid history *history*; (ii) the budget to be spent for the next time period (*bid*$_{\text{max}}$) (iii) the VM allocation; (iv) the VM share *share*; (v) application performance values ($v$, $v_{\text{ref}}$) and thresholds ($v_{\text{low}}$, $v_{\text{high}}$). Algorithm 4.5 presents the vertical scaling policy. Its output is the resource bids for the next time period. The given thresholds, together with the application allocation act as an alarm: when the application performance metric traverses them the algorithm takes an action regarding
Algorithm 4.5 Vertical scaling policy

1: \textbf{VerticalAdaptation}(bid, bid_{min}, last\_bid\_change, bid_{max}, alloc, alloc_{min}, alloc_{max}, share, v, v_{ref}, v_{low}, v_{high})
2: resources ← \{cpu, memory\}
3: \(T \leftarrow \frac{v_{ref} - v}{v}\)
4: \textbf{for} \(r \in \text{resources} \) \textbf{do}
5: \textbf{if} \((v < v_{low}) \text{ and } \text{alloc}[r] > \text{alloc}_{min}[r] \text{ or } (\text{share} > \text{alloc}_{max})\) \textbf{then}
6: \hspace{1em} bid_{tmp}[r] ← \max(\text{bid}[r] / \max(2, 1 + T), \text{bid}_{min})
7: \textbf{if} \text{last\_bid\_change} < 0 \textbf{then}
8: \hspace{1em} \(\delta \leftarrow |\text{bid}[r] - bid_{tmp}[r]|\)
9: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \frac{\delta - |\text{last\_bid\_change}|}{\delta} < 0.1 \textbf{then}
10: \hspace{1em} \delta \leftarrow \delta / 2
11: \hspace{1em} bid_{tmp}[r] ← \max(\text{bid}_{tmp} - \delta, \text{bid}_{min})
12: \hspace{1em} bid[r] ← bid_{tmp}[r]
13: \textbf{if} \((v > v_{high} \text{ and } \text{alloc}[r] < \text{alloc}_{max}[r]) \text{ or } (\text{alloc}[r] < \text{alloc}_{min}[r])\) \textbf{then}
14: \hspace{1em} bid_{tmp}[r] ← bid_{tmp}[r] \cdot \max(2, 1 + T))
15: \textbf{if} \text{last\_bid\_change} > 0 \textbf{then}
16: \hspace{1em} \delta \leftarrow |\text{bid}[r] - bid_{tmp}[r]|\)
17: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \frac{\delta - |\text{last\_bid\_change}|}{\delta} < 0.1 \textbf{then}
18: \hspace{1em} \delta \leftarrow \delta / 2
19: \hspace{1em} bid_{tmp}[r] ← bid[r] + \delta
20: \hspace{1em} bid[r] ← bid_{tmp}[r]
21: // bids are re-adjusted due to budget limitations
22: \textbf{if} \text{bid[memory]} + \text{bid[cpu]} > \text{bid}_{max} \textbf{then}
23: \hspace{1em} w ← 0
24: \textbf{if} \text{alloc}[r] ≥ \text{alloc}_{max}[r], r \in \text{resources} \textbf{then}
25: \hspace{1em} w[r] ← 0
26: \hspace{1em} bid_{max} ← bid_{max} - bid[r]
27: \textbf{else}
28: \hspace{1em} w[r] ← 1 - \frac{\text{alloc}[r]}{\text{alloc}_{max}[r]}, r \in \text{resources}
29: \textbf{for} \(r \in \text{resources} \) \text{ with } w[r] \neq 0 \textbf{do}
30: \hspace{1em} bid[r] ← \frac{\text{bid}_{max}}{\sum w[r]} \cdot w[r]
31: \textbf{return} bid
the VM bid. When the performance value (e.g., estimated application execution time) is above the upper threshold, $v_{\text{high}}$ (e.g., 95% of application reference execution time), or when the application receives an allocation below its specified minimum, the resource bids are increased. To optimize the cost per VM, when the allocation for one resource reaches the maximum, the bid increase for that resource stops. When the performance value drops below the lower threshold, $v_{\text{low}}$ (e.g., 75% of application reference execution time), the resource bids are decreased. To avoid cases in which the application receives a resource amount that is too small to allow it to make progress in its computation, its resource allocation is kept above a minimum value $^{1}$.

The value with which the bid changes is given by $T$ (line 2), and it represents the "gap" between the current performance value and the performance reference value. A large gap allows the application to reach its reference performance fast. To avoid too many bid oscillations the algorithm uses the value of the past bid change, i.e., $\text{last\_bid\_change}$ in its bid computation process. For example, if the bid was previously increased and at the current time period the bid needs to be decreased with a similar value, the bid oscillates indefinitely. Thus, the algorithm decreases the current bid with half of its value (lines 10, 18).

When the current budget is not enough to meet the performance reference value, bids are recomputed in a way that favors the resource (i.e., CPU or memory) with a small allocation, i.e., the resource with a small allocation represents a bottleneck in the application’s progress. We consider that having lower application performance is still useful for the user, e.g., a scientific application finishing 90% of its computation before its deadline. Thus, the bids are increased using a proportional-share policy, where the resource "weight", $w[r]$ is the difference between the actual and maximum allocation of the VM (line 27). If there is a resource with a maximum allocation, the bid distribution becomes straightforward: the algorithm already decreased the bid for this resource, thus the other resource receives the all remaining budget (line 22). $^{2}$

For further cost optimization, when the application performance is not met due to price constraints, the application can be stopped by using the suspend policy. Nevertheless, as applying these policies depends on the application type, we haven’t included them in the algorithm.

### 4.4.5 Example: Deadline-driven Execution of a Static MPI Application

To give an example of how the vertical scaling policy can be used by an application controller, let us consider a user that wants to execute a static MPI application with $nvms$ VMs and a budget $b$, renewed at a time interval $t_{\text{renew}}$ with $r$ credits. The SLO requested by the user is to finish the application execution before a deadline. The reasoning behind this policy, is that as long as its deadline can be met, the application can reduce its allocation to minimize its execution cost.

#### Application Model

We consider the following application model. The application is composed of a fixed number of tasks. Each task requires one cpu core and a specified amount of memory. We don’t model the communication between tasks. To finish their execution the applications need to perform a certain computation amount (e.g., 1000 iterations). There is a large number of

$^{1}$Note that in this case the application controller might just as well suspend the application. This decision can be taken in a loop external to the algorithm.

$^{2}$In this case the application controller could decide to suspend the application.
iterative applications (e.g., Zephyr [195]) that follow this model. These applications have a relatively stable execution time per iteration. The execution time of an iteration can be tuned by modifying the resource allocation that each task receives. For example, if each task receives one full core, one iteration can take 1 second. Nevertheless, if the resource allocation drops at half, the same iteration can take 2 seconds.

**Terminology**

Before explaining how an application controller uses the previously defined policy we give some definitions of the terms used.

When submitting her application, the user needs to provide the ideal execution time of the application, $t_{\text{ideal}}$, the ideal execution time per iteration step, $t_{\text{ref,ideal}}$ and the total number of iterations the application needs to perform, $n_{\text{steps}}$.

The terms that define the application performance are:

- $n_{\text{current}}$ - the number of iterations the application has performed;
- $t_{\text{step}}$ - the execution time per iteration step;
- $t_{\text{ref}}$ - the reference time per iteration step: $t_{\text{ref}} = \frac{t_{\text{deadline}} - \text{now}}{n_{\text{steps}} - n_{\text{current}}}$;

The terms used in computing the risk of not meeting the deadline are illustrated in Figure 4.4:

- $t_{\text{submit}}$ - the time at which the application is submitted;
- $t_{\text{start}}$ - the time at which the virtual platform is started on the infrastructure, and thus the time at which the application is started;
- $t_{\text{deadline}}$ - the remaining time until the deadline set by the user; this value is initially set to $\text{deadline} - t_{\text{submit}}$; during the application execution is computed as $\text{deadline} - \text{now}$, where $\text{now}$ represents the current time. If the execution time per iteration step is higher than $t_{\text{ref}}$ then the application risks to miss its deadline.

Figure 4.4: The time in which the application can start or resume.
$t_{\text{grace}}$ - the time interval in which the application can be started or restarted without any risk of not meeting the deadline; When starting the application $t_{\text{grace}}$ is computed as $t_{\text{deadline}} - t_{\text{ideal}}$, as seen in Figure 4.4(a). After the application started executing, $t_{\text{grace}}$ - computed as $t_{\text{deadline}} - t_{\text{refideal}} \cdot (n_{\text{steps}} - n_{\text{current}})$ as noticed in Figure 4.4(b). As $t_{\text{grace}}$ is used now for resuming the application, we are interested in knowing in how much of the remaining time to deadline the remaining computation can be finished.

Algorithm

Now, let us describe the application controller behavior. Algorithm 4.6 gives the main steps executed by the application controller. The application controller starts the application when the resource price is low enough to afford a given allocation for each application VM.

During the application execution, to keep the application execution time below a given deadline, the controller adapts the VM bid. The bid is adapted at each application monitoring period, based on the value of $t_{\text{step}}$. If the $t_{\text{step}}$ is faster than the reference $0.75 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$, the bid is decreased. Otherwise, if $t_{\text{step}}$ is larger than the reference $0.95 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$ the bid is increased. We use these thresholds to avoid too many bid oscillations, and thus, resource re-allocations.

The maximum limit at which the bid can be increased is given by $\text{bid}_{\text{max}}$, by distributing all the application’s budget over the remaining time to deadline. We apply this distribution to avoid cases in which the application will run out of credits in the middle of its execution. As we assumed that the application receives a budget renewed with $r$ credits every $t_{\text{renew}}$, the total budget the application receives until its deadline is: $(b + r \cdot (t_{\text{deadline}}/t_{\text{renew}}))$.

As part of this adaptation policy, the application controller checks 3 conditions: (i) if it needs to stop the application execution; (ii) if it needs to suspend the application; (iii) if it can restart the application execution when the application is suspended. These conditions are checked as workload variation on the infrastructure leads to high prices. In this situations the application cannot meet its deadline and it is useless to spend more budget for its execution. The first condition becomes true when the application misses its deadline (Line 13). The second condition happens due to high price periods (Line 24). In a high price period the application controller cannot afford to keep the reference execution time per step, $t_{\text{ref}}$, and thus it suspends the virtual platform. Finally, the third condition is true when the price drops at an affordable value. If the application cannot resume in $t_{\text{grace}}$ time then the controller stops its execution (Line 39).

4.4.6 Horizontal Scaling

Some users, instead of scaling vertically the resource allocation of a VM, may prefer to set a fixed allocation for it and to scale the number of VMs instead. For example, an elastic framework (e.g., Condor, Hadoop) might make better use of VMs with fixed CPU allocations (e.g., 1 core per VM). Such a framework might expand its resource demand when the infrastructure is free and shrink it when the infrastructure is contended. In this case it would be more convenient to give a hint to the user on how many VMs she can provision in the next time period of the application execution. Algorithm 4.7 describes the method to obtain this hint. Because the proportional-share allocation policy does not provide allocation guarantees, to keep an allocation for each VM closer to the maximum allocation the resource bid needs to be adjusted to resource price fluctuations. This bid value depends on the user’s available budget and the prices for two resources (CPU and memory).
Algorithm 4.6 Deadline-driven application execution

1: $T_{\text{wait}} = 600$
2: bid $\leftarrow$ compute initial payment($p$, $0.75 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, nvms)
3: while bid $\geq b$ do
4:   sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
5:   bid $\leftarrow$ compute initial payment($p$, $0.75 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, nvms)
6:   $t_{\text{grace}} \leftarrow t_{\text{deadline}} - t_{\text{ideal}}$
7:   $p \leftarrow$ get current price
8:   if $t_{\text{grace}} < 0$ then
9:     stop application
10: last bid change $\leftarrow$ bid
11: start virtual platform
12: while application is not finished do
13:   if $t_{\text{deadline}} < 0$ then
14:     stop application
15:     get $t_{\text{step}}$, $n_{\text{step}}$
16:     compute $t_{\text{ref}}$
17:     ($<\text{alloc}>$, $<\text{share}>$) $\leftarrow$ get allocation metrics for VMs
18:     $t_{\text{step}}$, $n_{\text{current}}$ $\leftarrow$ get application execution time per step and current number of steps
19:     alloc $\leftarrow$ compute min $<\text{alloc}>$
20:     share $\leftarrow$ compute min $<\text{share}>$
21:     bid$_{\max}$ $\leftarrow$ ($b/t_{\text{deadline}} + r \cdot t_{\text{renew}}$)
22:     bid $\leftarrow$ VerticalAdaptation(bid, bid$_{\min}$, last bid change, bid$_{\max}$, alloc, alloc$_{\min}$, alloc$_{\max}$, share, $t_{\text{step}}$, $t_{\text{ref}}$, $0.75 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$, $0.95 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$)
23:     last bid change $\leftarrow$ bid
24:     if $t_{\text{step}} > t_{\text{ref}}$ and bid $\geq b$ then
25:       sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
26:       get $t_{\text{step}}$, $n_{\text{step}}$
27:       compute $t_{\text{ref}}$
28:       bid $\leftarrow$ VerticalAdaptation(bid, bid$_{\min}$, last bid change, bid$_{\max}$, alloc, alloc$_{\min}$, alloc$_{\max}$, share, $t_{\text{step}}$, $t_{\text{ref}}$, $0.75 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$, $0.95 \cdot t_{\text{ref}}$)
29:     if $t_{\text{step}} > t_{\text{ref}}$ and bid $\geq b$ then
30:       suspend application
31:     else
32:       last bid change $\leftarrow$ bid
33:     if application is suspended then
34:       bid $\leftarrow$ compute initial payment($p$, $0.75 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, nvms)
35:     while bid $\geq b$ do
36:       sleep for random period between 0 and $T_{\text{wait}}$
37:       bid $\leftarrow$ compute initial payment($p$, $0.75 \cdot \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$, nvms)
38:       $t_{\text{grace}} \leftarrow t_{\text{deadline}} - t_{\text{refideal}} \cdot (n_{\text{step}} - n_{\text{current}})$
39:       if $t_{\text{grace}} < 0$ then
40:         stop application
41:       restart application

Algorithm 4.7 VM upper bound computation

1: GetUpperBound($P$, $\text{nvms}_{\text{max}}$, bid$_{\max}$, alloc$_{\max}$)
2: resources $\leftarrow$ {cpu, memory}
3: find maximum value of $N \in [1, \text{nvms}_{\text{max}}]$ for which $\sum_{r \in \text{resources}} \frac{P[r] \cdot \text{alloc}_{\max}[r] \cdot N}{1 - \frac{\text{alloc}_{\max}[r]}{\text{capacity}(r)}} < \text{bid}_{\max}$
4: $\text{nvms} \leftarrow N$
5: bid[$r$] $\leftarrow$ $\frac{P[r] \cdot \text{alloc}_{\max}[r] \cdot N}{1 - \frac{\text{alloc}_{\max}[r]}{\text{capacity}(r)}}$, $r \in \text{resources}$
6: return (nvms, bid)
The algorithm receives the resource prices, $P_r$, the requested number of VMs by the user, $nvms_{max}$, and the user budget, $bid_{max}$. The output of the algorithm is a number of VMs, such that each VM might receive an allocation close to a maximum for all its resources at the current price. The value of the bid for each resource can be easily computed from Equation 4.2 by replacing $a_i$ with $N \cdot a_{max}$, where $N$ is the number of VMs and $a_{max}$ is the maximum allocation per VM. To find the upper bound on the number of VMs, the algorithm performs a binary search between 1 and $nvms_{max}$ by checking at each iteration if the sum of bids the controller needs to submit is less than its budget.

Algorithm 4.8 Horizontal scaling adaptation policy

1: if $v > v_{high}$ then
2: $nvms \leftarrow nvms + 1$
3: end if
4: if $v < v_{low}$ then
5: pick vm to release
6: $nvms \leftarrow nvms - 1$
7: $(N, bid) \leftarrow \text{GetUpperBound}(nvms, bid_{max}, alloc_{max})$
8: if $N < nvms$ then
9: release $(nvms - N)$ VMs
10: else
11: request new $(nvms - nvms_{old})$ VMs
12: return $nvms$

The user can compute the number of VMs required to meet its application performance goal using the output of the Algorithm 4.7. To illustrate the use of this policy, Algorithm 4.8 describes a straight-forward method that scales horizontally the application. The algorithm provisions VMs as long as a reference value (e.g., execution time, number of tasks) is above a given threshold and releases them otherwise. To ensure that the VMs receive a maximum allocation given the user’s budget constraints, the maximum number of VMs for the next time period is computed using Algorithm 4.7.

4.4.7 Example: Elastic Execution of a Task Processing Framework

To illustrate the use of a horizontal policy, we consider a user that wants to execute bag-of-tasks applications on the infrastructure. The SLO for this application type is to minimize the workload processing time.

Application Model

To manage the bag-of-tasks execution the user uses a task processing framework (e.g., Condor) for which it assigns budget at a rate $b$. The framework has its own scheduler that manages the framework’s resources. This scheduler receives application submission requests, keeps them in a queue and dispatches them to nodes when resources become available. At any time, the user can retrieve information about the number of running and queued tasks.

Algorithm

To minimize the workload completion time for this framework, we designed a horizontal policy that scales elastically the framework’s resource demand. The policy, summarized by Algorithm 4.9, uses Algorithm 4.8 to provision/release VMs. It provisions extra VMs as long as there are tasks in the framework’s queue and the framework’s budget, $b$, is enough.
If the controller cannot afford the current number of VMs or no tasks are left in queue, the controller releases them.

Algorithm 4.9 Condor horizontal scaling

1: \( ntasks = \text{get queued tasks} \)
2: \((\text{bid, nvms}) = \text{HorizontalAdaptation}(\text{nvms, } b, \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}, ntasks, 0, 5)\)

4.4.8 Hybrid Scaling

In cases in which applications can scale their demand both horizontally and vertically, a combination of the Algorithm 4.5 and Algorithm 4.8 can be applied.

Algorithm 4.10 illustrates a possible combination. The application scales its resource demand first vertically. Then, when the vertical scaling cannot meet the SLO, the algorithm switches to the horizontal scaling policy. There are two cases when the switch happens. The first case is when the reference value cannot be met and the allocation of its VMs is already at maximum. In this case the policy increases its VM number incrementally until the upper bound is reached. The second case is when the actual value is "better" than the reference value and the allocation of its VMs, or its bid, reaches its minimum. In this case the policy decreases the VM number until the lower bound is reached.

Algorithm 4.10 Hybrid scaling adaptation policy

1: \( \text{HybridAdaptation}(\text{nvms}_{\text{old}}, \text{bid}_{\text{min}, \text{max}}, \text{alloc}, \text{alloc}_{\text{min}, \text{max}}, v_{\text{low, high}}) \)
2: \( \text{if} \ (v > v_{\text{high}} \text{ and } \text{share}[\text{cpu}] > \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}[\text{cpu}] \text{ and } \text{share}[\text{memory}] > \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}[\text{memory}]) \) or \( (v < v_{\text{low}} \text{ and } ( (\text{bid}[\text{cpu}] = \text{bid}_{\text{min}}[\text{cpu}] \text{ and } \text{bid}[\text{memory}] = \text{bid}_{\text{min}}[\text{memory}]) \) or \( (\text{alloc}[\text{cpu}] < \text{alloc}_{\text{min}}[\text{cpu}] \text{ or } \text{alloc}[\text{memory}] < \text{alloc}_{\text{min}}[\text{memory}]) ) \) then
3: \( \text{return HorizontalAdaptation}(\text{nvms}_{\text{old}}, \text{bid}_{\text{max}}, \text{alloc}_{\text{max}}, v, v_{\text{low, high}}) \)
4: \( \text{else} \)
5: \( \text{bid} \leftarrow \text{VerticalAdaptation}(\text{bid, bid}_{\text{min}}, \text{bid}_{\text{max}}, \text{alloc}, \text{alloc}_{\text{min}, \text{max}}, \text{share}, v, v_{\text{ref}}, v_{\text{low, high}}, v_{\text{high}}, \text{history}) \)
6: \( \text{return } (\text{bid, nvms}_{\text{old}}) \)

Of course, this simple policy might not prove effective in cases when a fast adaptation is needed. Nevertheless, it illustrates how the vertical and horizontal policies can be combined.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have discussed the design of the resource management policies currently implemented in our approach. To share resources among applications, we use a proportional-share auction to allocate CPU and memory for all provisioned VMs. This policy provides fine-grained resource allocation, improving the infrastructure utilization, and an easy to use and understand interface for users, allowing them to design simple adaptation policies. Nevertheless, the proportional share that each VM receives might change in time, due to other applications running in the system or due to the VM’s own resource demand. To ensure a proportional share for each of the resources allocated to a VM, VMs need to be migrated between nodes. To solve this problem, we proposed a migration algorithm, based on a tabu-search heuristic, which keeps the number of VM migrations below a given threshold while tolerating a certain allocation error for VMs.
On top of the proportional-share market, applications can adapt in two ways: (i) vertically, by changing their bids (which are re-considered at each scheduling period) to cope with fluctuations in price; (ii) horizontally, by changing their resource demand (i.e. number of virtual machines) to cope with modifications in their workload (e.g. changes of computation algorithms, additional started modules, etc.). We have illustrated each adaptation type with an application example. We applied the vertical adaptation policy to a static MPI application to change its resource demand in order to meet a deadline with a minimum execution cost. Then, we applied the horizontal adaptation policy to a task processing framework to expand its resource demand when tasks are submitted to it, and to shrink its resource demand when tasks finish processing.

We discuss in the following chapters the applicability and limitations of this resource management through experimental evaluation in a simulated (Chapter 5) and real (Chapter 6) environment.
Chapter 5

Themis: Validation through Simulation

In this chapter we describe the evaluation of our proposed resource model through simulation. The goal of the simulation is to understand the behavior of our system when applications adapt their resource demand. Simulation is often used as a tool to develop and validate new algorithms in the context of distributed systems. Researchers use simulations to validate these algorithms on more comprehensive scenarios than it would be possible, or too difficult to model in reality. In our case, due to time and resource limitations, running a prototype in a real environment for days, or possibly weeks, and with a large number of nodes, would have been unpractical. Thus, we needed a simulator to model the entire software stack and run larger workloads.

Let us summarize here the characteristics of our solution. Users have budgets of credits and want to run multiple applications on the infrastructure. To run their applications, users assign credit amounts to them and an SLO. As their budgets are re-charged, users don’t loose the credits if their application doesn’t meet its SLO. We consider that these credit amounts express how much users value the execution of their application on the infrastructure. Unlike other market-based solutions, in which, to run applications users assign bids for them \([38, 163, 142, 2]\), in our system applications behave strategically, adapting their resource demand to meet their SLO, at a minimum cost for the user.\(^1\)

The system allocates resources through a proportional-share policy, unknowingly of the application SLOs. Intuitively, as each application adapts independently of the others, our system might not be as efficient as a centralized one.

To understand the behavior of our system we implemented Themis,\(^2\) a simulation prototype. With Themis we address the following questions:

− How does the system perform in terms of user satisfaction when their applications behave strategically and adapt their resource demands?

− What is the performance overhead of the application adaptation, considering that application adaptation leads to VM operations?

The first question is important as user satisfaction should be considered in evaluating the efficiency of the system [39]. Other metrics like application wait time, or number of broken

\(^1\)We explained in Chapter 3 that, in reality, each application runs in a virtual platform managed by an application controller. For simplicity, in this chapter we assume that the application and the application controller represent the same entity.

\(^2\)Themis means "law". Themis was the goddess of justice in Greek mythology.
SLOs do not reflect how satisfied are users with using the system as this satisfaction is given by how much a user values the application execution. The second question is important as the number of VM operations might affect the performance of the system and make it unusable.

To answer these questions we modeled three types of users, which expect different results from their applications, i.e., partial and full, and in different conditions, i.e., to a deadline or as fast as possible. We assigned to each user a utility function expressing the satisfaction the user gets from executing her application. We measured the total satisfaction the system can provide for each user type, the number of VM operations and we analyzed the overall application behavior. Simulations with a real workload trace show that even with simple adaptation policies and using only current knowledge, the system behaves well in terms of application performance and number of VM operations (e.g., migrations, suspend/resume).

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 details our prototype. Section 5.2 describes our experimental setup while Section 5.2.4 gives an overview of the simulated application adaptation policies. Section 5.3 presents and discusses our results while Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Prototype

We implemented Themis using CloudSim [27]. We describe next CloudSim and our implementation.

5.1.1 CloudSim

CloudSim is an event-based cloud simulator, implemented in Java, which can be used to implement a variety of policies, from VM scheduling to application dynamic VM provisioning. To better understand CloudSim, Figure 5.1 gives an overview of it. Users can model applications and workload submission scenarios. At the top level, users use Brokers to create applications and model the workload submission scenarios. In CloudSim applications are composed of Cloudlets. A cloudlet has a predefined length, specified in millions of instructions per second, (MIPS). To be executed, cloudlets are assigned to VMs; this as-
assignment can be done either using a one-to-one mapping, or a many-to-one mapping. Each VM has its own cloudlet scheduler, which shares the processing resource among cloudlets. VMs can be created, destroyed or migrated.

At the IaaS layer, CloudSim can simulate one or more Datacenters. In the latter case, a Cloud Coordinator manages the datacenter access and can be used to design load-balancing and inter-cloud provisioning policies. To monitor specific datacenter performance parameters, e.g., energy, utilization, Cloud Coordinators use Sensors.

Each datacenter has its own VM allocation (provisioning) policy that assigns VMs to hosts. Each host is assigned a predefined resource capacity, that is processing (i.e., CPU, expressed in MIPS), memory, storage and network bandwidth. A host can have multiple cores, each with its own MIPS capacity. Each resource is managed by a provisioner, which allocates an amount of resource to each VM. The processing provisioner can apply a variety of allocation policies to distribute the processing capacity among VMs. Currently implemented policies are space-shared and time-shared allocation.

At the bottom level, CloudSim provides the capability to model the network behavior. In CloudSim entities\(^3\) can send messages to inform each other of specific events, e.g., a broker that wants to create a VM sends a message to the datacenter which allocates resources for the VM. The message latency is modeled using a network topology based on a matrix. This matrix, which contains latencies between different CloudSim entities, can be loaded when the simulation is started.

### 5.1.2 Themis

Figure 5.2 describes the architecture of Themis. At the beginning of the simulation, a datacenter is created and a Global Manager entity is started. The Global Manager entity uses a XML description file to start the simulation. The simulated environment is composed of

---

\(^3\)An entity in CloudSim is an instance of a class.
a datacenter, its VM allocation policy, and multiple applications, created dynamically during the simulation run. Applications are created according to their submission times, taken from a workload trace, and are destroyed when they finish their execution. Each application task is a cloudlet. In our simulation, there is no distinction between the application and its application controller. The application applies the resource demand adaptation policies by itself and interacts with the datacenter to change the bids for its VMs. The VM allocation policy is run periodically and applies Algorithm 4.3 to compute the VM allocations and the deployment and migration plan. When VMs are deployed or resumed, the datacenter informs the corresponding applications by sending them a message.

The XML description file, depicted in Figure 5.3, contains the following information:

- type of VM allocation policy (Line 2). Besides our resource model, we have implemented several other "traditional" policies, e.g., FCFS (First-Come-First-Served) and EDF (Earliest Deadline First).

- datacenter characteristics (Lines 3-8). The datacenter capacity is specified: number of nodes and node capacity composed of number of cores, core processing capacity, memory, storage, bandwidth. Besides the total capacity, the user can specify the reserve price for each resource.

- scheduling interval (Line 9). This interval is used by the datacenter to allocate the VMs to nodes.

- a parameter specifying if the workload should be generated or read from a file (Line 10). Currently, Themis has two execution modes: (i) workload generation - it generates the workload for the simulation and it runs the simulation afterwards; (ii) workload execution - it runs the simulation using the workload specified in a file.

In the workload generation mode, i.e., the generate parameter is set to yes, Themis can use a swf log file to generate a workload based on realistic traces, usually taken from supercomputing centers, or it can generate a synthetic workload. If the workload is realistic, the file type is set to trace, otherwise is set to file.

In the workload execution mode, the generate parameter is set to no, a repeat parameter specifies the number of applications to be read from the file and the start position. A scaled parameter is used to change the application inter-arrival factor and obtain different contention levels.

- Generated workload characteristics (Lines 12-23). When the workload needs to be generated, there are different parameters that need to be specified, depending of the workload type, i.e., realistic or synthetic. In both cases, applications have a deadline and a budget. The deadline is generated by multiplying the application execution time with a deadline factor. The deadline factor is generated using an uniform distribution with a value between a specified minimum and maximum (Line 12). The budget is generated afterwards, starting from a base budget (Line 21) chosen using an uniform distribution. This base budget is divided over the deadline factor to express the value the application has for the user. Applications with tighter deadlines have higher value than applications with loose deadlines. Other parameters, like application execution time (Line 17), number of application tasks (Line 18), VM maximum allocation (Line 16), inter-arrival time (Line 19), number of times the batch is re-submitted (Line 20), are specified when the generated workload is synthetic.
− Resource demand adaptation policy (Line 20). We designed several resource demand adaptation policies. To measure their performance, the Themis user can specify which policy type should be used in the simulation, e.g., deadline, performance.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In this section we discuss the experimental setup. As CloudSim does not model the cost of VM operations, we discuss how we express it in Themis. Then we detail the expected user behavior and the workload we used in our evaluation. Finally, we discuss the chosen evaluation metric.

5.2.1 VM Operations Modeling

We implemented in CloudSim a model for several VM-related performance overheads:

Resource allocation We add a performance overhead when the allocated memory is less than the total demanded memory. We assume pessimistically that the application’s performance degrades proportionally with the allocated fraction.

VM boot/resume We simulate the VM boot and resume times separately. The VM boot time is modeled by sending the application a message that the VM was created with a delay of 30 seconds. The VM resume time is modeled by assigning to the VM a processing capacity of 0 for 30 seconds.

VM migration We compute the migration time as the time to transfer the VM memory state by using the available network bandwidth of the current host. When computing the available network bandwidth, we consider all the suspend and resume operations.
that occur on the considered host at the current scheduling period. We assume that the bandwidth is shared fairly between all the requests. Finally we model the migration performance overhead as 10% of CPU capacity used by the virtual machines in which the application is running. We chose this overhead as previous work found that migration brings 8% performance degradation for HPC applications [124].

5.2.2 User Modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Type</th>
<th>Required Time</th>
<th>Required Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>full-deadline</td>
<td>deadline</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial-deadline</td>
<td>deadline</td>
<td>partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full-performance</td>
<td>as soon as possible</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: User types.

After studying the needs of HPC users from an organization (e.g. at Electricité de France), we determined two classification criterias: the required time of their application results and the required application results.

Based on the required time of their application results, we found that there are two classes of users:

**Deadline users:** they want the application results by a specific deadline. For example, a user needs to send her manager the output of a simulation by 7am the next day.

**Performance users:** they want the results as soon as possible but they are also ready to accept a bounded delay. This delay is defined by the application deadline too. For example, a developer wants to test a newly developed algorithm. She wants the results as fast as possible, but if the system is not capable to provide them, she might be willing to wait until the morning.

Based on the required application results, we also found two classes of preferences:

**Full results:** to provide useful results the application needs to finish all its computation before its deadline.

**Partial results:** some users might value *partial* application results at their given deadline; for example, for a user who implemented a scientific method and needs to run 1000 iterations of her simulation to test it, finishing 900 iterations is also sufficient to show the good method behavior.

We combined these classes and obtained three user types, as shown in Table 5.1. We think that these categories are broad enough to be representative for other organizations as well. We omitted the *partial-performance* category as it did not seem realistic.

5.2.3 Evaluation Metrics

The performance of a resource management system can be measured in different ways. Traditional metrics include application wait time, resource utilization or number of missed deadlines. Nevertheless, these metrics do not reflect accurately the total user satisfaction. The satisfaction the system provides to its users, or the total value, is an important metric in showing how well resources are managed.
This satisfaction can be computed if the system knows the value users have for the execution of their applications. To quantify the total user satisfaction, the aggregate user satisfaction can be used. In a market-based system which uses an auction for application scheduling, the user satisfaction can be reflected in the bid she submits to the system [39]. For example, a user who submits a high bid will be more satisfied of the outcome of using the resources than a user who submits a low bid, as her application is also more urgent. In our case, however, applications receive budgets from users, not bids. Thus, we model the user satisfaction as a function of the budget assigned by the user to its application and the application execution time, i.e., a utility function. As there are three different user types, we obtain three utility functions.

Nevertheless, before discussing the signification of utility functions, we define the following terms. \( t_{\text{exec}} \) is the application execution time. \( t_{\text{deadline}} \) is the time from the submission to deadline. \( t_{\text{ideal}} \) is the ideal execution time, i.e., if the application runs on a dedicated infrastructure. \( \text{work}_{\text{done}} \) represents the number of iterations the application managed to execute until it was stopped and \( \text{work}_{\text{total}} \) represents the total number of iterations. \( B \) is the application’s budget per time scheduling period and per task. \( B \) is assigned by the user and reflects the application’s importance.

Table 5.2 summarizes the used utility functions. The full-deadline user values the application execution at her full budget if the application finishes before deadline. Otherwise, we express her dissatisfaction as a "penalty", which represents the negative value of her budget. The partial-deadline user is satisfied with the amount of work done until the deadline. Thus the value of the application execution is proportional with this amount. The full-performance user becomes dissatisfied proportional to her application execution slowdown. We bound the value of her dissatisfaction at the negative value of her budget.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Type</th>
<th>Utility Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>full-deadline</td>
<td>( B, \text{ if } t_{\text{exec}} \leq t_{\text{deadline}}, -B \text{ otherwise} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial-deadline</td>
<td>( B, \text{ if } t_{\text{exec}} \leq t_{\text{deadline}}, B \cdot \frac{\text{work}<em>{\text{done}}}{\text{work}</em>{\text{total}}} \text{ otherwise} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full-performance</td>
<td>( B, \text{ if } t_{\text{exec}} = t_{\text{ideal}}, \max(-B, B \cdot \frac{t_{d}+t_{i}-2t_{\text{exec}}}{t_{d}-t_{i}}) \text{ otherwise} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Utility functions.

### 5.2.4 Application Policies

To meet the SLOs of these three user types, we derive a set of application-specific policies. To ensure the best chance to finish its execution before a deadline, an application starts as soon as the price drops enough so the application can afford a minimum allocation for each VM (e.g. 25% of cpu time). Then, during its execution it applies the different policies according to its SLO. These policies are the following:

**Full-deadline:** This policy is used by full-deadline users. The policy is actually the Algorithm 4.6. Let us remember it here. Applications start when the price is low enough to ensure a good allocation. During their execution they adapt their bids to keep a low price in low utilization periods and to use as much resource as their SLO allows in high utilization periods. If the application cannot pay for the resources needed to meet its SLO it suspends its execution. In this way it leaves resources for other applications and avoids wasting credits for nothing. The application resumes if the price drops enough to allow it to finish its execution within the deadline. If, during its execution, the application sees it cannot miss the deadline it stops.
Partial-deadline: This policy is designed for partial-deadline users. It is similar to the previous policy as it also uses Algorithm 4.5 to scale vertically according to its SLO. Nevertheless, there are two differences: (i) the application suspends only when a minimum allocation cannot be ensured (e.g. 30% cpu time or 30% physical allocated memory); (ii) as any work done at the deadline is useful, the application does not stop its execution when it sees it cannot meet its deadline anymore.

Full-performance: This policy is designed for full-performance users. The policy is similar to the full-deadline policy as it follows the same algorithm. Nevertheless, during its execution, the application, instead of tracking a performance reference metric, tries to keep a maximum allocation given its budget. When the application cannot have a minimum allocation at the current price, the application suspends.

5.3 Experiments

We measure the performance of our system in terms of user satisfaction, number of successfully finished applications and number of VM operations.

To evaluate the system performance we use a real workload trace. Real workload traces are preferred to synthetic workloads as they reflect the user behavior in a real system. Such traces are archived and made publicly available [16]. As a workload trace, we chose the HPC2N file. This file contains information regarding applications submitted to a Linux cluster from Sweden. The cluster has 120 nodes with two 240 AMD Athlon MP2000+ processors each. We assigned to each node 2 GB of memory. The reason behind choosing this trace is the detailed information regarding memory requirements of the applications. Nevertheless, we also considered the case in which applications don’t have any memory information. In this case we assign a random amount of memory, between 10% and 90% of the node’s memory capacity. We ran each experiment by considering the first 1000 jobs, which were submitted over a time period of 18 days. We scale the inter-arrival time with a factor between 0.1 and 1 and we obtain 10 traces with different contention levels. A factor of 0.1 gave a highly contended system while a factor of 1 gave a lightly loaded system.

We consider that all applications executed by Themis have a deadline and a rechargeable budget. As we couldn’t find any information regarding application deadlines, we assigned synthetic deadlines to applications. The budgets assigned to applications are inversely proportional to the application’s deadline factor.

5.3.1 User Satisfaction

To measure the total user satisfaction we run the 10 obtained traces for each of our policy. Figure 5.4 describes the proportional-share market performance when each of the different SLO policies are run in terms of total user satisfaction and, for clarity, number of successfully finished applications (i.e., their deadlines were met). Figure 5.4(a) shows the percentage of finished applications for each policy. It is interesting to see that in all cases, the percentage remains almost the same. Nevertheless, fewer applications finish in the case of partial-deadline users, as applications are not stopped before their deadline. Figure 5.4(b) describes the total satisfaction that our system provides to users when applications use the each of the three different policies. The best satisfaction is provided by the partial-deadline policy, as users still gain a positive value from getting the results at their deadline, despite of not having all of them. The worse satisfaction is provided by the full-performance policy, as users are also more demanding: they get dissatisfied really fast and they perceive a negative value if their jobs don’t finish at their deadline.
Figure 5.4: Proportional share market performance in terms of: (a) percentage of successfully finished applications and (b) total user satisfaction.

Figure 5.5 describes the proportional-share market performance for our 10 traces, compared to two traditional resource allocation policies: FCFS and EDF. The first policy is usually applied by IaaS cloud managers to schedule VMs: it keeps the requests in a queue and schedules them when resources become available. The second policy is used to minimize the number of missed deadlines. Cloud managers cannot practically apply this model without limiting their support to a predefined set of application goals (e.g., meeting deadlines). Nevertheless, we choose it for comparison purposes: we compare our system with a centralized SLO-aware system. We did not include the full-performance users because, as we have already seen, they are too demanding and the provided satisfaction is poor.

We notice that, again, for partial-deadline users the satisfaction provided by the proportional-share mechanism is overall better than for the other two mechanisms. This comes from the fact that each user perceives positively the fact that her application finished. Nevertheless, when full-deadline users run their applications, the system shows poor performance. What is interesting here is that, when the contention is not high, despite reaching almost the same number of finished applications as EDF, our system performs better in terms of user satisfaction. Nevertheless, its performance degradation increases with the system load.

The performance gap between our mechanism and EDF can be explained as follows. First, as the inter-arrival time decreases, EDF is capable to take better scheduling decisions: thus more applications with smaller deadlines, and in the same time higher budgets, get to run on time. This provides better user satisfaction than our system and FCFS. Second, our system is decentralized: each application acts selfishly and independently from each other in order to meet its own application SLO while with EDF, the central scheduler executes the applications in the order of their deadline, i.e., the application with the smallest deadline is executed first.

To illustrate why this uncoordinated behavior can be bad, let us take the case of an application that suspends and resumes at price fluctuations. When multiple applications suspend, the other running applications receive a higher resource allocation and they drop their bids. This leads to a favorable condition for the suspended applications to resume again, as they notice a price decrease on the market. When the other applications resume, the previously encountered condition repeats leading them to another suspend.

The performance degradation is the "price" payed by the nature of our system, that allows applications to behave selfishly.
Figure 5.5: Proportional share market performance in terms of: total user satisfaction for the full-deadline (a) and partial-deadline (b) users and percentage of successfully finished applications for full-deadline (a) and partial-deadline (b) users.
5.3.2 Application Adaptation Overhead

As the application adaptation algorithms lead to VM operations, we measure their costs. We keep the same settings from the previous experiment. To perform this experiment we selected the full-deadline policy, but any other policy would have been appropriate too. We record the number of migrations and suspend/resume operations during the experiment run.

Figure 5.6 describes the average number of VM operations per hour performed by the VM allocation algorithms. We counted a maximum of 201 VM migrations/hour for a system of 120 nodes, when the system is highly loaded. In the same time there was a maximum of 12 VM suspends/hour (note that this is not the total number, but the average recorded per hour). We notice that the number of VM operations increases with the system load, but in highly loaded periods it decreases. This is explained by the fact that when there is a high load, many applications don’t resume their execution.

This fact can be seen in Figure 5.6(b). The highest number of application suspends happened at an inter-arrival factor of 0.6: 268 applications, from which 140 resumed their execution. The number of suspended and resumed applications decreases with the high load, as when there is a lot contention more applications don’t even start their execution.

Figure 5.6: Number of (a) VM and (b) application operations.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented Themis, a simulation-based prototype of our solution. We have implemented Themis in CloudSim and used it to run a real workload trace. We have analyzed the performance of the implemented proportional-share market mechanism when different user types want to run applications on the infrastructure. We considered a scenario in which each application has its user-given SLO and adapts continuously to meet it, given the infrastructure resource availability.

Our results show that: (i) despite an uncoordinated selfish behavior, compared to centralized resource management policies our system can achieve reasonable performance, measured in terms of user satisfaction; (ii) given the scale of the system, VM operations remain in reasonable bounds. Early results obtained with Themis were published at two international conferences [53, 55] and a workshop [52].
The main issue of this mechanism comes from the selfish application behavior which leads to a performance degradation (or also known as the Price of Anarchy), compared to when applications collaborate or when they operate under strict, centralized control.

The following chapter discusses the real-world validation of our approach.
Chapter 6

Merkat: Real-world Validation

This chapter describes the evaluation on a real testbed of the architecture proposed in Chapter 3. We have implemented our market-based approach in a prototype called Merkat\(^1\). We designed Merkat to answer to three requirements: SLO support flexibility, efficiency in resource allocation and fairness in resource utilization.

Let us summarize its architecture here. In Merkat, users run their applications in autonomous virtual platforms. These virtual platforms adapt their resource demands by following an application performance objective. The core of a virtual platform is an application controller which takes the resource adaptation decisions. The resource demand of each virtual platform is limited through the use of a market: resources have a dynamic price and users can support limited costs. The applied resource model follows a proportional-share policy. To implement this approach, Merkat is composed of four components: an Application Management System, a VM Scheduler, a Virtual Currency Manager and an IaaS Cloud Manager. We implemented in Merkat two application controllers: (i) an application controller for static MPI applications; (ii) and an application controller for malleable task processing frameworks.

We deployed Merkat on Grid'5000 and tested it with several scientific applications. Our evaluation shows that:

− Merkat allows efficient resource utilization by sharing resources among applications in a fine-grained manner;
− Merkat is flexible enough to allow users to specify different performance objectives for different application types;
− Merkat provides fair differentiation between users with different valuations for their applications, leading to better user satisfaction than traditional resource management systems.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 describes the Merkat’s architecture and how applications are managed. Section 6.2 gives some implementation details of our prototype. Section 6.3 describes what applications Merkat currently supports while Section 6.4 details the experimental setup. Finally, Section 6.5 gives the results of our experiments and Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.

\(^1\)Contrary to popular belief, Merkat does not come from switching the "a" and "e" in the word market. It comes from "meerkats", small animals from Africa which form social groups.
6.1 Architecture of Merkat

Figure 6.1 describes the architecture of Merkat. Merkat relies on three services: an Application Management System, a VM Scheduler, a Virtual Currency Manager. These services are built on top of an IaaS cloud manager, which provides basic functionalities for managing VMs and users. Users and administrators can interact with these services through a set of CLI tools or by using the XML-RPC protocol. Merkat is designed to be generic and extensible to support a variety of workloads and resource provisioning policies.

![Diagram of Merkat architecture]

Figure 6.1: Interaction between our system Components.

6.1.1 Components

In this section we describe the Merkat’s components.

6.1.1.1 Application Management System

The Application Management System is in charge of executing applications on the infrastructure. This component is composed of an Application Manager and a set of independent application controllers. The Applications Manager acts as an entry point for running applications on our system. Each application runs in a virtual platform, composed of one or more virtual clusters, according to the application components, and managed by an application controller. Each virtual cluster can have its own virtual cluster monitor.
To start an application on the infrastructure, a user submits a request containing a virtual platform template to the Applications Manager. The virtual platform template contains information regarding the application controller, adaptation policy parameters and the virtual cluster configuration. We discuss the content of a virtual platform template in Section 6.1.3. Based on the information contained in the virtual platform template, the Applications Manager creates a new application controller (i.e., a daemon process) and delegates to it further application management responsibilities.

To be able to provision VMs, each application controller needs to have an account registered with the Virtual Currency Manager and a budget of credits. The Applications Manager creates this account when the user submits its request. The account is charged periodically by the VM Scheduler based on the resource consumption of the application’s virtual clusters. When the application execution ends, the Applications Manager requests the Virtual Currency Manager to destroy the associated account.

The responsibility of an application controller is to manage the user’s application. An application can have one or more components, requiring different software configurations. Thus, for each application component, the application controller deploys a virtual cluster, starts the application component in it and scales it according to user defined policies. Policies can be defined to target user SLOs while optimizing the user budget. As these application components might have different performance metrics, a different virtual cluster monitor running user specific monitoring policies can be started in each virtual cluster. This virtual cluster monitor sends periodically application performance metrics to the application controller. The user can interact with her application controller during its execution to modify any adaptation policy parameters or to retrieve statistics regarding the application execution.

Algorithm 6.1 Application controller main loop.

1: vmgroups = deploy remaining virtual clusters
2: if application needs resume then
3: ResumeApplication()
4: else
5: StartApplication()
6: for vmgroup in vmgroups do
7: if vmgroup['poll'] == 'yes' then
8: StartMonitor(vmgroup)
9: while not stopped do
10: (vclusterId, state, message) = get message from monitor
11: if application is running then
12: ProcessMonitorMessage(vclusterId, message)
13: if NeedsReconfiguration() then
14: ReconfigureApplication()
15: if NeedsSuspend() then
16: SuspendApplication()
17: send suspend message to Applications Manager
18: wait for a poll period
19: transfer files from virtual clusters to user’s file system
20: send shutdown message to Applications Manager

The main controller loop is illustrated in Algorithm 6.1. Users can automate the deployment and management of their applications by writing custom application controllers. These application controllers might include complex policies like prediction, profiling and learning modules to determine the allocation that the application needs for its execution.
and use this information in changing the number of provisioned VMs. The main callbacks used for tuning a controller are underlined in Algorithm 6.1.

As an example, let’s take a user who wants to execute a fluid dynamics simulation (e.g., the flow of water in the reactor of a nuclear plant) and stop it as soon as it reaches a stable state (i.e., the execution time per simulation time step drops considerably). This user can write a simple controller by implementing the \texttt{ProcessMonitorMessage} callback illustrated by Figure 6.2. This callback simply compares the performance value read by the monitor, $t_{exec}$, with a threshold, $T$. The value of this threshold can be specified in the virtual platform template. If the performance value drops below this threshold, then the application manager shuts down the application.

\subsection{Virtual Currency Manager}

The Virtual Currency Manager manages the virtual currency and distributes it among users and their applications. Virtual currency is desirable in closed environments, i.e., private infrastructures shared by the users belonging to the same organization, as it provides incentives to users to request only as many resources as needed. Price inflation is bounded as there is no external currency introduced. The Virtual Currency Manager distributes the currency among users by retrieving the list of user accounts from the IaaS Cloud Manager and allocating an amount of credits to each account proportional to a priority defined by the infrastructure’s administrator. In managing credits assigned to users, two decisions need to be made:

\textbf{Deciding the system’s total credit amount.} Deciding the total credit amount in the system is important. If the credit amount is too big the resource prices become too inflated and the system will not be able to ensure any SLO guarantees at all. If the credit amount is small and new users arrive, current users might be funded at a rate too small to allow them to run highly urgent applications. Setting this amount can be done by the infrastructure administrator based on the number of users in the system and the price history. For example, if the administrator sees that the price was too high for long periods of time, or there are too few users in the system, it can reduce the total credit amount.

\textbf{Deciding a credit circulation model.} As we target a closed environment, our system applies a rechargeable currency model [90]: the payments users make for resources are redistributed after a fixed time interval to their accounts. The time interval value establishes the user behavior: if the time interval is small, we obtain a weight-based system and users don’t have any incentives to take judicious resource allocation decisions. If the time interval is too long, we have to deal with user starvation. The administrator can decide the time interval based on past observations. We use this model to regulate the users’ resource demand over long periods of time.

The Virtual Currency Manager also manages the credits assigned by users to their running applications. The amount of credits assigned to the application limits the priority...
of the resource demands the application makes. Users have two options: (i) set their application accounts to be renewed automatically; (ii) or renew them manually. Automatic budget renewal policies are used to avoid cases in which the application’s budget gets depleted in the middle of its execution: if specified by the user, the Virtual Currency Manager performs at each predefined interval a transfer from the user account to the application account.

6.1.1.3 VM Scheduler

The VM Scheduler is in charge of allocating VMs on the infrastructure and limiting the resource consumption in terms of memory and CPU for every VM according to infrastructure load and VM bid. The used algorithms are described in Chapter 4. To regulate the resource consumption, the scheduler applies a periodical auction. To ease application management, the scheduler exposes an API for virtual cluster management.

The scheduler is designed to be generic enough to support different allocation policies. To meet this goal, the allocation policies are decoupled from the VM management code. New policies can be integrated by implementing the following callbacks:

- `schedule(vmlist, newvms)`: This method receives a list of currently running VMs and a list of VMs submitted during the previous scheduling period. The goal of this method is to produce the CPU and memory allocations for each running and submitted VMs, together with a migration and deployment plan.

- `chargeByVmgroup()`: This method computes the payment for each virtual cluster. This payment is sent to the Virtual Currency Manager.

- `setPrice()`: This method computes the price for each resource type, i.e., CPU and memory.

- `computePayment(allocation)`: This method provides the caller with a hint on how much she should pay for the specified allocation, in terms on number of VMs and allocation for each VM. In the current resource model, the payment is computed by considering the current resource price.

To ease the development of adaptation policies, the VM Scheduler also provides additional information that helps the application controllers to take more informed decisions: (i) the current resource price; (ii) estimations regarding the cost of the virtual cluster if a certain allocation (i.e., number of VMs and resource amount required by each VM) is specified; (iii) and estimation of the allocation (i.e., number of VMs) obtained at the current bid.

The VM Scheduler interacts with the IaaS Cloud Manager to boot/shutdown VMs or to perform operations on them like suspend/resume or live migration (i.e., if load balancing is needed). When suspending or resuming the virtual clusters we don’t use any synchronization mechanisms [12]. We acknowledge that such mechanisms could be integrated. For now it is up to the user to implement additional application-specific mechanisms in its own controller.

6.1.1.4 IaaS Cloud Manager

VMs are allocated on the infrastructure by using an IaaS Cloud Manager. The IaaS Cloud Manager supports the following operations:
- user management and authentication;
- VM operations: boot, migrations, suspend, resume and shutdown;
- VM image management;
- VM network management;
- VM monitoring.

To allow infrastructure administrators to easily replace the IaaS Cloud Manager, a generic API encapsulates all the operations done by the IaaS Cloud Manager. Each component of our system interacts with the IaaS Cloud Manager through this API.

### 6.1.2 Merkat-User Interaction

To give users the possibility to design their own application management and resource demand adaptation policies, Merkat provides an API for each of its components. Besides this API, Merkat also provides CLI tools to access each of its components. To run applications on the cloud, users need to use the authentication methods provided by the Cloud Manager.

### 6.1.3 Virtual Platform Template

To deploy applications, users need to submit a request containing a virtual platform template to the Applications Manager. This template has two parts: (i) a part describing the SLO policies and more generic information regarding the application execution; (ii) and a part describing the virtual clusters (or components) of the application. This example defines a virtual platform used to run an MPI application, Zephyr [195].

#### 6.1.3.1 Generic Information

Figure 6.2 illustrates the generic content of a virtual platform template. Users need to specify the following information:

- budgeting information (Lines 5-6);
- the type of application controller to load (Line 3); the placement of the application controller is decided by the user by specifying the virtual cluster in which it should be deployed (Line 7).
- the virtual cluster configurations (Lines 10-12);
- the application resource demand policy (Lines 13-20).

In this example, the application controller uses a policy to scale the application resource demand to meet a given deadline (10800 seconds from the submission time in our case). The user assigns to its application an initial amount of 80000 credits that is renewed with 80000 credits at each scheduling period. If the application hasn’t started or already finished, the application controller keeps the VMs idle a maximum time of 600 seconds. During the application execution, the application controller gets the estimated execution time of the application from the virtual cluster monitor at every 60 seconds. To support multiple SLOs users can also specify in the configuration file any parameters needed in the development of their resource demand adaptation policies. As additional parameters, the user specifies a profile file used by the application controller to select the number of processors with which the application is started and the application reconfiguration time (i.e., the time required to restart the application with a different number of processors) used to increase the number of processors if the deadline is not met.
The virtual clusters composing the virtual platform might have dependencies between them that establish the order in which they need to be started. For example, some resource management frameworks (e.g. Condor [105], Torque [160]) require starting first the master node and then the worker nodes by communicating to them the master hostname and IP address. As another example, in the case of an MPI application, the MPI master process needs to know the IP addresses of the VMs to start application processes in them. For simplicity we support only a one-level dependency: a "slave" virtual cluster can depend on only one "master" virtual cluster. However, there are no constraints regarding the number of virtual clusters.

To describe a virtual cluster, a user needs to detail its configuration in the virtual platform template file. Figure 6.3 illustrates the configuration of a virtual cluster for a MPI application. A virtual cluster configuration includes the following information:

- commands to manage application components, i.e., start, suspend, resume, stop (Lines 12-25); in our example the user uses one script for all the commands, but with different parameters. These commands could use the internal parameters of the virtual clusters, that would be created or modified at runtime: VM IPs, names or an application controller id;
- files to be copied in/from the VMs before/after the application is started/stopped (Lines 6-11);
- VM bids per resource unit (Line 2); if the user has defined a policy for the virtual platform, these bids will be replaced by the ones computed with the policy;
- VM template in a format interpreted by the IaaS Cloud Manager (Line 27);
- additional log files (Line 5); these files will be periodically read by the virtual cluster monitor;
- any virtual cluster on which the current virtual cluster depends on (Line 1);
virtual cluster name, that will be assigned as a hostname to its VMs, together with the number of the VM in the virtual cluster (Line 1).

− if an application controller or virtual cluster monitor should be deployed in the virtual cluster or not, and the name of the process to be monitored (Line 1).

In our example, the user specified a script, "init.sh" to be used for all operations regarding the application. This script takes as input for both start and restart the number of processors on which the application starts, and the application controller identifier, used for naming the directory in which the application output will be stored. A virtual cluster monitor reads the application progress information from a log file, called "PIPE". The same virtual cluster monitor detects the end of the application execution by monitoring the MPI process, "mpirun". When this process finishes, the application controller assumes that the application ended (successfully or not) its execution and tells the Applications Manager to shut down the virtual platform.

### 6.1.4 Application Monitoring

As previously stated, each virtual cluster has its own monitor, which is a daemon process started in the first VM of the virtual cluster. This monitor keeps the states for its application component, which can be: (i) **RUNNING**: the application process is running; (ii) **SUSPENDED**: the application process was suspended; (iii) or **DONE**: the application process finished its execution. This state is transmitted to the application controller together with the performance metrics. Based on this state, the application controller can issue commands regarding virtual platform shutdown or suspend to the Applications Manager. For example, the user might want to gracefully shut down, or suspend her application. In both cases, the application controller forwards this command to the application and waits for the application to save any useful data and stop its execution. When the application

![Figure 6.3: Virtual cluster configuration example.](image-url)

```bash
```
controller receives a \textit{DONE} state from the monitor, it informs the Applications Manager to shut down the VMs.

### 6.1.5 The Application Controller’s Life-cycle

During its lifecycle, an application controller passes through different states and performs different actions. Figure 6.4 describes the states of the application controller. Figure 6.5 illustrates how users and our system services interact in order to manage an application during its life-time. In this figure, a user interacts with our system through the use of a client program, i.e., a CLI tool.

![Application controller states](image)

**Figure 6.4: Application controller states.**

#### 6.1.5.1 Application Bootstrap

To start their applications, users submit a virtual platform template as described in Section 6.1.3.1, to the Applications Manager. The Applications Manager can deploy virtual platforms on different clusters managed by our system. An Applications Manager can be aware of the different clusters on which Merkat was deployed by specifying in its configuration the address of what VM Schedulers to use. If there is more than one VM Scheduler, than the Applications Manager will perform load balancing between them by submitting virtual platforms to the cluster with the smallest price, as shown in Figure 6.6.

When the user submits a request, the Applications Manager creates an application controller, registers it with the virtual currency manager and puts it in a \textit{PENDING} state. If the user specified any initial deployment conditions, the Applications Manager checks them. If these conditions are not met (e.g., the controller might check if the price is too high for the user given budget), the deployment of the application controller is postponed. If no postponing is possible (e.g., the application needs to execute before a user given deadline, and the deadline will be missed due to the high price), the Applications Manager deletes any application controller information and puts it in a \textit{DONE} state.

Based on the virtual platform template, the Applications Manager requests one initial VM from the VM Scheduler and starts an application controller in it. During the VM initial deployment the application controller is marked in a \textit{START} state. After the VM is started the Applications Manager transfers the application controller files in it, starts
Figure 6.5: Typical application execution flow.
the application controller and puts it in the \textit{INSTALLING} state. If any of these steps fail to execute, the application controller is marked as \textit{FAILED}. The application controller then starts the application components in all the provisioned VMs and communicates the Applications Manager that it is in \textit{RUNNING} state.

6.1.5.2 Monitoring and Elastic Scaling

During the application runtime the application controller periodically receives performance values (e.g., number of tasks, progress) from the monitors running in the controller’s provisioned virtual clusters and retrieves information about current price and budget. Based on this information, it scales the application resource demand by expanding or shrinking its virtual clusters or it modifies the virtual cluster bid to ensure the virtual cluster receives the right allocation. During its lifetime, the application controller periodically sends heartbeat messages to the Applications Manager. When the Applications Manager detects that a controller hasn’t sent a heartbeat for given a period of time, it marks it as \textit{FAILED}. It is up to the user to implement the correct policies to manage failed VMs during the application runtime. For example, the user can extend the application controller to test periodically all running VMs and, if they are timeouted, to mark them as failed. Failed VMs can be replaced and application components can be started in the new VMs.

6.1.5.3 Suspend and Resume

To stop the application execution due to resource scheduling constraints, application controllers might use suspend/resume mechanisms. In our case, as resources have a dynamic price, the application might be suspended if its execution cost becomes too high for the user and resumed afterwards, when this cost becomes lower.

The suspend mechanism is implemented as follows. The application controller suspends the application and then announces the Applications Manager to stop the virtual clusters (we assume that a shared file system exists so that this state can be saved on it). When the Applications Manager receives this decision it sets the controller state to \textit{SUSPEND} and destroys its virtual clusters.

When the user conditions to resume her application are met, the Applications Manager re-starts the application controller. This process is identical to the application controller bootstrap. When this operation is performed the application controller is marked in a
RESUME state. Nevertheless, if there is no possibility for the resume conditions to be met in the future, the Applications Manager deletes any application controller information and puts the application controller in a DONE state.

6.1.5.4 Migrate

Virtual platform migration can be done through "cold" migration: the virtual platform is stopped on the source cluster and re-started on the destination cluster. Virtual platform migration can be performed by the user or by her application controller when some predefined condition is broken, i.e., the allocation the application gets on a cluster is too small at the current price. When the virtual platform is migrating, the application controller is marked in a MIGRATE state. If the process fails, the application controller is marked in a FAILED state.

6.1.5.5 Shutdown

There are several cases when the application controller shuts down: (i) when the application finishes its execution; (ii) when the user requests a shutdown; (iii) when there is not enough budget to keep the application running at the current price and the user doesn’t want to suspend the application. In the first case the controller asks the Applications Manager to release all provisioned VMs. In the other cases, the controller first shuts down the application components and then it asks the applications manager to release the virtual machines.

6.2 Implementation

We have implemented Merkat in Python. Merkat depends on the Twisted [170], paramiko [133] and ZeroMq [196] libraries. The Twisted framework is used to develop the XML-RPC services. Paramiko is used for the VM connection: the application management system needs to test and configure the VMs in which the application runs and it does so through SSH. ZeroMq is used for the internal communication between various components of Merkat (e.g., the Applications Manager and application controllers, or the application controllers and virtual cluster monitors). Merkat’s services store their state in a database storage for which we have used a MySQL server. The VM connections are done in parallel, by using a thread pool with a size defined in the configuration file. As a IaaS Cloud Manager we use OpenNebula [158]. Merkat’s services communicate with OpenNebula through its XML-RPC API. We also shut down OpenNebula’s default scheduler, and replaced it with our VM Scheduler. We summarize next some implementation details for the Merkat components and describe how Merkat can be configured.

6.2.1 Component Implementation

The Merkat’s services are materialized through a set of daemons. Let us describe them next:

Application Management System The application management system is materialized by the following daemons: (i) Merkat_frontend, which runs the Applications Manager service; (ii) Merkat_backend, which runs the application controller; (iii) Merkat_monitor, which runs the virtual cluster monitor. Each application controller
and virtual cluster monitor has a ZeroMq channel. The application controller listens on this channel for commands and forwards its own commands and heartbeat messages to the Applications Manager. The virtual cluster monitor uses its channel to send performance metrics and the application state to the application controller. Users have access to functionalities regarding VM provisioning and configuration and they only have to write their scaling policies.

**VM Scheduler** The VM Scheduler is implemented in two daemons called *Merkat_scheduler* and *Merkat_local_scheduler*. *Merkat_scheduler* runs on the cloud frontend and performs the VM allocation. *Merkat_local_scheduler* runs on each node and performs the VM resource allocation. The VM Scheduler retrieves periodically information from the database regarding pending VMs, VMs to be deleted and updates regarding their bids. Based on this information it computes the VM allocations, migration and deployment plans. Each *Merkat_local_scheduler* daemon has a ZeroMq channel on which it receives allocation information from the VM scheduler, and optionally, it sends back utilization information. Whenever it receives new allocations, the daemon enforces them through the `cgroups` interface. To improve the application performance, the VM VCPU cores are pined to the physical cores. KVM [95] is used as hypervisor on each node together with `cgroups` for resource capping.

**Virtual Currency Manager** The Virtual Currency Manager is implemented in a daemon called *Merkat_vbank*. The IaaS Cloud administrator uses this service to set user "weights", which are used afterwards by the currency distribution policy to give credits to users.

### 6.2.2 Information Management

Each system component stores information regarding its state in its data storage. We implemented an API to store this information in a storage backend and a large variety of storage backends (e.g., MySQL, MongoDB) can be integrated. The stored information is the following:

- the Applications Manager stores information regarding submitted requests (running and suspended) and their current virtual clusters and state;
- the VM Scheduler stores information regarding virtual cluster identifiers, their associated application controller, their VM ids and their bids;
- the Virtual Currency Manager stores information regarding application controller and user accounts.

### 6.2.3 Merkat Configuration

The service configuration is done through a Python file. We mention here some important parameters: (i) addresses (hostname and port) for all the Merkat and additional services, i.e., the MySQL server and IaaS cloud manager, and ZeroMq ports; (ii) additional configuration parameters, infrastructure budget, type of VM allocation policy, thresholds; (iii) SSH configuration parameters: each VM connection is retried several times after waiting
for a predefined timeout interval; (iv) path to a shared file system, if any \(^2\); (v) application controller heartbeat interval.

6.3 Supported Applications

Merkat currently supports two types of applications: (i) static MPI applications; (ii) and malleable applications (e.g., task processing frameworks). To illustrate the use of Merkat for each of these applications, we implemented a controller to scale the resource demand according to an user objective.

6.3.1 Static MPI applications

To illustrate Merkat’s support for static applications, we designed an application controller for MPI applications. We tested this controller with Zephyr [195], an open source software used for fluid dynamics simulations. Zephyr is a typical application used at EDF R&D.

![Figure 6.7: Zephyr profile.](image)

6.3.1.1 Zephyr

The implementation of Zephyr is done by using MPI. Zephyr receives as input a configuration file and it simulates a volume filled by fluid for a specified simulated time, \( t_{\text{physical}} \). The computation is done iteratively: at each iteration a set of equations is solved, e.g., Navier–Stokes equations, using a discretization step \( \tau \). The simulated time and the discretization step can be specified as input in Zephyr’s configuration file. Zephyr provides the CPU time for each computed simulation step together with the total elapsed time, i.e., the time from the execution start, and the total amount of time spent in I/O.

As the execution time for each iteration remains quite the same, the total execution time of the application can be computed as a product of the total number of iterations and the average iteration execution time. The total number of iterations performed by the application depends on the discretization step, \( \tau \), used in solving the equations:

\[
N_{\text{iterations}} = \frac{t_{\text{physical}}}{\tau} \quad (6.1)
\]

\(^2\)This file system is mounted in each started VM and any application files are not transferred to the VM, but instead are copied from the file system.
We use the simulated time and the discretization step to model the execution time of Zephyr. This gives us the opportunity to run a workload of applications with different execution times, starting from the same application and the same input data. We model the Zephyr’s execution time based on an execution profile of the application. Figure 6.7 shows this profile. To obtain this profile we ran Zephyr with a different number of VMs, i.e., one Zephyr process per VM, on the genepi cluster from Grenoble and we measured the computation time for each iteration together with the percentage of time spent in I/O. We performed the experiments 10 times and we computed an average over the obtained values.

To make Zephyr run for a given execution time, \( t_{exec} \) on a specified number of processors, by knowing the discretization step we compute the simulated time and feed it as an input to Zephyr. The simulated time is computed as follows:

\[
t_{physical} = \tau \cdot \frac{t_{exec} - t_{io}}{t_{timestep}}
\]

where \( t_{timestep} \) is the iteration execution time and \( t_{io} \) is the I/O time for the specified number of processors. First, we need to compute the total number of iterations that the application needs to perform. For this, we subtract from the given execution time, the time spent in I/O, and divide the result with the execution time per time step. Now, to obtain the simulated time, it is enough to multiply the total number of iterations with the discretization step.

![Figure 6.8: Merkat controller - Zephyr interaction.](image)

### 6.3.1.2 Application Controller

Figure 6.8 describes the interaction between an application controller and a Zephyr application. The application controller is generic enough to support other MPI applications in addition to Zephyr. In fact we have also written plugins for Code_Saturne [48], another fluid dynamics simulator, and Gromacs [82], a molecular dynamics simulator.

The application controller can apply three resource demand adaptation policies:

- **best-effort** To run the application in best-effort mode we implemented a "dummy" policy.
the application controller starts the application when the price is low enough and then doesn’t react at all to changes in the application’s performance or infrastructure price.

**SLO-driven vertical scaling** To run the application in SLO-driven mode, the application controller uses Algorithm 4.6, described in Section 4.4.5. This ensures that in contention periods the application consumes just as much resource to meet its SLO. This fact has two advantages: (i) first it keeps a low price leaving resources for other applications; (ii) it optimizes the budget spent by the user for its application.

This algorithm tries to keep the application performance between two thresholds: \(v_{\text{low}}\) and \(v_{\text{high}}\). In our experiments we set \(v_{\text{low}}\) at \(0.75 \cdot v_{\text{ref}}\) and \(v_{\text{high}}\) at \(0.95 \cdot v_{\text{ref}}\), where \(v_{\text{ref}}\) is the application performance reference. We have also experimented with different values for these thresholds. However, we found that setting a small \(v_{\text{low}}\) leads to an aggressive bid increase, as the "gap" between the reference performance value and the actual one is also large. Also, when setting a high \(v_{\text{high}}\) might lead to more deadline misses, as the controller doesn’t have time to adapt.

The performance metrics are fed to the application controller by a virtual cluster monitor which runs in the same VM as the MPI master process. Zephyr dumps periodically information about its current iteration step, past iteration execution time and total number of steps in a log file. The virtual cluster monitor uses a plugin to read this log file.

**SLO-driven hybrid scaling** We also wanted to be able to reconfigure the applications with more processors, dynamically during its execution, when its deadline cannot be met. In this case, the application controller reads a profile file, specified in the virtual platform template, containing the number of processors and the application execution time, and selects the smallest number of processors with which the application can meet its deadline. The application runs initially on this number of processors. Then, when the deadline is not met, the application controller adds more VMs and reconfigures the application to run with more processors.

However, in the case of Zephyr it is not possible to change the number of processors during its runtime, as the processed data needs to be redistributed between the new processors too. Thus, when the number of processors needs to be changed, two steps are performed. First, the application controller informs the application to save its data in a file and to stop its execution, i.e., it suspends the application. Then, when the application stopped executing, the application controller provisions/releases VMs, configures them, i.e., it adds their IPs in the hostname file needed by MPI, and restarts the application.

In all cases the application controller uses a monitoring period of 60 seconds. This period needs to be larger than the VM Scheduler scheduling period due to two reasons: (i) to give time to the market scheduler to change the application allocation; (ii) to give time to the application to reflect this change.

### 6.3.2 Malleable Applications

To illustrate the support for malleable applications, we implemented controllers that scale two frameworks: Condor [168] and Torque [160]. We implemented a scaling policy for each framework. Each framework has its own scheduler that manages the framework’s resources. Users can submit their applications to these frameworks instead of Merkat. In this case,
Merkat is capable of allocating to frameworks shares of the infrastructure proportional to the framework-assigned budget and current workload.

Figure 6.9: Merkat controller - framework interaction.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the interaction of a Merkat controller with the framework. A virtual cluster monitors uses the framework provided commands to get the number of running and queued jobs, i.e., for Torque we use the `qstat` command while for Condor we use `condor_q`. For the Torque framework we also compute the wait time for each queued task. The application controller uses a modified version of Algorithm 4.7 from Section 4.4.6 to provision VMs as long as the total wait time of Torque jobs or the number of queued jobs in Condor is above a threshold.

We use a modified version of Algorithm 4.7 as provisioning one VM at each time interval would have made the scaling process too slow. For example, if the application controller would have used a monitoring period of 60 seconds, it would have required 160 minutes to reach 160 VMs. Thus, the application controller provisions a random number of VMs between a minimum and a maximum limit, set by the user according to the infrastructure size. If the infrastructure is large it makes more sense to provision more VMs at once, otherwise, a smaller number would suffice.

In both scaling policies, the application controller copes with fluctuations in price in two ways. First, it avoids requesting a large number of VMs per time period, as provisioning them is wasteful if the price increases in the next period. Second it avoids starting new VMs if some VMs were released due to a price increase in the previous period.

Based on this newly computed VM number, the application controller provisions new VMs, releases them or changes the bid for them. If VMs are provisioned, the application controller also configures them using user-defined scripts, i.e., for the Torque framework it starts a `pbs_mom` daemon which connects to the Torque master node, while for the Condor framework it starts a `condor` daemon which connects to the Condor master node. After VMs are configured, they join the framework’s resource pool. If VMs are to be released, the application controller runs a shut-down script on them, stopping the framework daemons.
6.4 Experimental Setup

All the experiments presented in this chapter were run on the Grenoble site of the Grid’5000 testbed [23]. We used 20 nodes from the genepi cluster to set up a cloud. Each cluster node has 2 Intel Xeon E5420 QC processors (4 cores) and 8GB of memory. The VM Scheduler assigns for each node an available capacity of $c = 800\text{units}$, $m = 7000\text{units}$ and it distributes it among the VMs running on the node.

All nodes are connected through a Gigabit Ethernet link. Unless otherwise specified, all VMs have a maximum capacity of 1 core and 900MB of RAM, and thus, 100 CPU units and 900 memory units, each. Each VM is configured with a Debian Squeeze 6.0.1 OS and KVM as a hypervisor on each node. One node is dedicated to the OpenNebula frontend and the Merkat services. A second node is configured to act as an NFS server for storing the VM images. To speed-up the VM deployment we use copy-on-write VM images.

In all experiments, the VM scheduler uses a scheduling period of 40 seconds. We choose this period to be large enough for a small infrastructure in order to allow VM operations like migration and boot to finish before the start of the next scheduling period. In the same time, we choose the period to be small enough to give time to controllers to adapt to changes.

The reserve price is set at 1 credit for CPU unit and memory unit.

6.5 Experiments

We evaluate Merkat in two ways. First we analyze the behavior of the designed controllers. We illustrate the controller behavior through five examples: three examples for the static MPI application controller and two examples for the malleable application controller. For the static MPI applications we show how:

- Merkat can provide vertical scaling to applications and prioritize urgent applications;
- Merkat can react to changes in the application SLO according to user-defined policies.

For the malleable applications we show how:

- Merkat can provide horizontal scaling to applications.
- Merkat can adapt the application resource demand by considering budget changes. In this way, budgets act like priorities which can be tuned dynamically during the application execution.

Finally, we measure the capacity of Merkat to manage multiple SLO-driven applications.

6.5.1 Highly Urgent Application Execution

To show how Merkat can tune vertically the application allocation, we run a straightforward scenario. We start 13 best effort Zephyr applications on a single physical node, and, later during the experiment, we start an urgent Zephyr application. We say the application is urgent as it needs to finish fast its execution and the user assigns a high budget to it. The best-effort applications have 1 task each and run in a VM with 1 core and 900 MB RAM. The urgent application has 4 tasks and runs in a VM with 4 cores and 900 MB RAM. The best-effort applications are started at the beginning of the experiment, while the urgent application is started after 1300 seconds. Each best-effort application submits a bid of 100 CPU credits and 900 memory credits for its VM, expecting to receive the
maximum resource allocation at the reserve price, while the urgent application, although it starts with a budget of 60000 credits, it adapts its bid to the resource availability.

Figure 6.10 shows the variation in price for each allocated resource. The increase in price marks the moment when the urgent application runs on the node while the decrease in price marks the moment when the urgent application finishes its execution. The variation in price is due to the variation in performance metrics received by the application controller.

Figure 6.10: Price variation when a highly urgent application is submitted.

Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the variation in resource allocation for each application running on the infrastructure. Figure 6.11 shows the CPU utilization variation. At the beginning of the experiment, although all applications submit the same bid for CPU, three of them receive twice as much as the others. This comes from the fact that virtual machine CPUs are pinned to the physical cores. Thus, three applications receive one core for themselves while the other applications receive half of a core. As the scheduling algorithms employed by the hypervisor do not support capping, all the core capacity is given to the application running on it. Finally, it can be easily noticed that the best-effort applications

Figure 6.11: CPU utilization variation when a highly urgent application is submitted.
Figure 6.12: Memory allocation variation when a highly urgent application is submitted.

have their allocation reduced, to make space for the urgent application. In this case, the urgent application needs the maximum VM allocation, i.e., 400 CPU units, to finish fast. Figure 6.12 shows the memory allocation variation. As the urgent application requires less memory than CPU, the memory allocations for the best-effort applications are reduced less.

6.5.2 Controller Behavior for MPI Static Applications

In this section we analyze the application controller behavior for MPI applications. We first test the application controller behavior when additional applications are submitted to the infrastructure and then when the user changes its SLO during its runtime.

We imagine a scenario in which a user would want to run its application on the proportional-share market implemented by Merkat. The user would want some guarantees that the execution of his application finishes before his deadline and her given budget. He expects that these guarantees should be met as long as the infrastructure is not too overloaded.

6.5.2.1 Controller Adaptation at Infrastructure Resource Demand Fluctuations

To show how an application controller can adapt to changes in application resource allocation due to price variation, we ran a micro-benchmark using Zephyr applications: we started an SLO-driven application and four best-effort applications on a node, each in a VM with 4 cores. The SLO-driven application has a budget of 60000 credits, from which it can spend as much as it wants, while the other best-effort applications start with a bid of 100 CPU credits and 900 memory credits which remains unchanged during their execution. For this setup we used a node from our cloud. The SLO-driven application was started at the beginning of the experiment, while the other four applications were started during its execution. The last best-effort application was submitted after 20 minutes from the experiment start. The SLO-driven application has an ideal execution time of 77.5 minutes.

For clarity, we first run the SLO-driven application with a best-effort controller instead of a SLO-driven one. Figure 6.13 shows the progress the application makes over time, i.e., its iteration execution time, in two cases: (i) when it runs alone on the node; (ii) and after the other applications are submitted. The performance difference in this case is highly
noticeable: after all applications started executing, the iteration execution time increased almost 10 times. This degradation is not only due to its reduced resource allocation but also due to the other applications.

Figure 6.13: Application execution time variation with a best-effort controller.

Then we ran the application with three different deadlines: 12000 seconds, 9000 seconds and 6000 seconds. We repeated each experiment three times and computed the average of the obtained values.

Figure 6.14 shows the bid of the SLO-driven controller for CPU resource for the different application deadlines. The bid stabilizes after all the applications were submitted. The application with the smallest deadline demands a maximum allocation and thus, the submitted bid is also much higher than in the other two cases.

Figure 6.14: CPU bid variation for three different deadlines.

Figure 6.15 shows the variation in the VM resource share and utilization. Remember that the VM resource share is the proportional-share the VM gets according to its bid. The resource utilization is how much the application inside the VM consumes. The left axis shows the CPU resource, i.e., percentage of total CPU time, while the right axis shows the memory resource, i.e., in MBs. The best-effort application arrivals can be noticed by looking at the changes in the SLO-driven VM resource share. In this case, the memory share
reflects the best these arrivals. When the application started alone on the node the VM’s share is the entire node capacity. After each application arrival, this share decreases until it equalizes the VM allocation. After all the best-effort applications started running, the SLO-driven controller keeps a reduced resource allocation, depending on the application deadline. In the case of the 6000-deadline application, the application controller keeps maximum allocation.

Figure 6.16 describes the SLO-driven MPI application iteration execution time. To see the behavior of the vertical scaling algorithm, Figure 6.16 also describes the lower and upper scaling thresholds, $v_{low}$ and $v_{high}$. We notice that after all the best-effort applications started running, the application controller manages fairly well to keep the iteration execution time between these two thresholds. However, there are cases in which the iteration execution time oscillates. We think that one cause for this variation is the sharing of physical cores between more VM processes. The SLO-driven application receives more CPU than the best-effort applications, and thus less VMs get scheduled on the same physical cores as its own.

A case in which the deadline cannot be met by our system is the 6000-deadline application. In this case, obtaining the maximum allocation does not help the application to meet its deadline, due to performance interference of other applications.

6.5.2.2 Controller Adaptation at SLO Modification

We also analyze the capacity of the application controller to react to a user imposed condition. For this, we ran the same experiment but changed the deadline of the SLO-driven application during its execution. The application is started with an initial deadline of 12000 seconds. After 64 minutes from the application start the deadline is changed to 9000 seconds.

Figure 6.17 shows the application controller behavior and the variations in the estimated application execution time due to allocation and bid fluctuations. the application controller’s bid adaptation and the allocation changes can be noticed in Figure 6.18. The additional submitted workload leads to a decrease in application allocation and thus an increase in its execution time. However, the application controller doesn’t react aggressively as its allocation, in this case 266 CPU units, is enough to meet the application deadline. When we decrease the application’s deadline, the application controller also adjusts the bid aggressively, leading to an increased resource allocation, in this case close to 400 CPU units, which is the maximum VM allocation. This increase allows the application to meet its deadline.

6.5.2.3 Discussion

We have seen from these experiments that the application controller reacts fairly well to both changes in system workload and user requirements. Given that the system is not highly dynamic, and the application controller has time to adapt, the application can run with a smaller resource allocation and optimize its budget. While the application controller optimizes the application execution cost, it allows other applications with less budget to use resources. However, our policy does not cover all the possible cases. For example, the user’s deadline might be too strict for the current price. In this case, the application controller might need to predict the future infrastructure load and send feedback to the user regarding the minimum deadline it can meet. Starting from the simple mechanisms presented here, to improve the SLO support more complex policies can be developed, based on application profiling and price prediction.
Figure 6.15: Application CPU and memory allocation for: (a) a deadline of 12000 seconds; (b) a deadline of 9000 seconds; (c) a deadline of 6000 seconds.
Figure 6.16: Application iteration execution time for: (a) a deadline of 12000 seconds; (b) a deadline of 9000 seconds; (c) a deadline of 6000 seconds.
Figure 6.17: Application iteration execution time.

Figure 6.18: Application allocation.
Regarding the sharing of the node with other applications, we make the following observations:

- We also notice that there is a difference between the allocated share that the application should receive and the real utilization (e.g., like in the case of the memory allocation). As the other applications don’t use all their allocated shares, resources are redistributed. Thus, the application’s VMs use more resources at the same cost for the user.

- There are cases in which the system cannot ensure allocations ideally proportional to the bids, especially when pinning VCPUs to CPU cores. Thus, the application receives more resources than its share from the hypervisor. This leads in performance changes which cannot be adjusted properly by changing the bids.

- There are cases in which the performance interference from the incoming workloads could lead to deadline misses, e.g., like in the 6000-deadline application case, even if the application receives its full resource allocation. For this case, the VM maximum allocation might be set to the node capacity. The application controller could then increase the bid at a high enough value, leading to the migration of the other workload to different nodes. Then, to further increase the chances of the application to finish on time, more VMs can be added and the application can be reconfigured to take advantage of them.

### 6.5.3 Controller Behavior for Malleable Applications

In this section we analyze the application controller behavior for malleable applications. We consider as malleable applications two task processing frameworks: Condor and Torque. The SLO for each framework is to minimize the number of queued tasks. We first show how resources are shared fairly and dynamically between these frameworks and then how the changes in application budget are reflected in its allocation.

The use of these frameworks allows us to model a scenario in which Merkat can be used to set and change the limits on resources consumed by different departments sharing the same infrastructure. Each department wants to use its own framework. Merkat acts as a dynamic priority system: the frameworks can be started by an administrator with a pre-defined budget representing the initial framework priority. Then, if needed, the priority of one framework can be boosted by increasing its budget during its runtime.

#### 6.5.3.1 Infrastructure Fair-sharing

To show how Merkat is used to share the infrastructure between these two frameworks we deployed them on a cloud of 20 physical nodes. We deployed the Condor framework to process parameter sweep applications and the Torque framework to process MPI applications. To each framework we assign a budget which allows it to provision as many VMs as to fill the infrastructure at a reserve price, i.e., 160 VMs. Thus, when the infrastructure is free a framework can use 160 VMs. When both frameworks have maximum a resource demand, they get half of the infrastructure. We submitted 33 Zephyr applications to Torque with execution parameters taken from a trace generated using a Lublin model [106]: the number of processors was generated between 1 and 8 and the execution time had an average of 2479 seconds with a standard deviation of 1243.5. We submitted 5000 jobs to Condor, simulating a parameter sweep application. As we did not have access to a real parameter sweep application, we used the stress benchmark, which ran a CPU intensive worker for different
time intervals, generated with a Gaussian distribution. The average task execution time was 478 seconds, with a standard deviation of 363.

Figure 6.19: The provisioned number of VMs for the Torque framework.

Figure 6.20: The provisioned number of VMs for the Condor framework.

Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 show the VM allocation variation in time. Figure 6.19 shows how the Torque controller provisions VMs while Figure 6.20 shows the provisioning made by Condor. For clarification, both figures include the number of queued jobs in the framework’s queue, i.e., on the right axis (for Torque we measured the number of jobs and not the total number of demanded processors). It can be noticed how both controllers adapt the framework’s resource demand to the variations in the number of queued jobs. If each framework would be assigned an equal share of the infrastructure, it would be able to provision a maximum of 80 VMs. However, in our case, the Condor framework is capable to take advantage of the under-utilization periods of the infrastructure.

We noticed a significant delay in provisioning VMs, as seen in Figure 6.19. During the experiment runtime, we had issues with many VMs which were booting slow, or the sshd daemon failed to start, making the SSH connection to them to fail, after a timeout period.
Our controller does not shut down the VM when the SSH connection fails, but it retries it. This retry period, although it proved to be useful, it also slows down the provisioning process.

6.5.3.2 Dynamic Priority Management

We show how Merkat can also be used to boost dynamically the priority of a framework in case of urgent requests. For this scenario we keep the previous setup. After 268 minutes from the experiment start we double the budget allocated to the Torque framework. Figure 6.21 shows the relation between the number of provisioned VMs and the number of jobs in queue. Initially, the Torque controller can provision a maximum of 80 VMs. When its budget is increased the application controller provisions 107 VMs and processes more jobs.

![Figure 6.21: The influence of the budget change on the Torque processing performance.](image)

Figure 6.22 shows the total CPU cluster share acquired by both Torque and Condor frameworks over time. The priority boost given by the budget increase can be noticed after 268 minutes from the experiment start, when the cluster share allocated to the Torque framework increases to up to 61%.

![Figure 6.22: The influence of the budget change on the framework CPU allocation.](image)
6.5.3.3 Discussion

We have seen from this experiment how an application controller can be designed to respond in application workload variations by adjusting dynamically the number of VMs. In our experiments we assigned an equal share of the cluster to each framework. In cases in which the framework’s share needed to be increased during its runtime, the application controllers adjusted their demands to the priority change. In cases in which the frameworks receive different amounts of budgets, the allocation for each framework might oscillate, leading to many task resubmissions. However, the framework’s controller can select which VMs to release to minimize the execution time loss for its jobs. Moreover, in cases in which the frameworks support suspend/resume mechanisms for their jobs, this cost reduces to the time to suspend/resume the jobs.

6.5.4 System Performance

To analyze the dynamic market behavior, we compare Merkat with a traditional batch scheduler, i.e., Maui [112]. We wanted to measure the satisfaction our system can provide to users. For this, we considered users which have the full-deadline utility functions detailed in Chapter 5: these users value the execution of their application at the assigned budget if the application finishes before deadline and at the negative budget value if the application doesn’t meet its deadline. The satisfaction provided by the system is computed as the sum of the utilities.

We deployed a cloud on 4 nodes and we run 30 Zephyr applications, with 1 to 8 processes, each process in one VM, in two situations: (i) when the cloud is managed by Merkat; (ii) and then when it is managed by Torque and Maui. In the later case, we deploy VMs on each node and add them to Torque as physical nodes. As using a real workload trace would have lead to longer experiment execution time, which would not have been possible on Grid5000, we used a Lublin model to generate the workload. We chose this model as it is realistic and easy to tune. The application execution time had an average of 2601 seconds with a standard deviation of 1133. All applications were submitted in an interval of 1311 seconds.

In Merkat each application ran with a SLO-driven controller, and had a budget inversely proportional to its deadline, reflecting the user’s valuation for her application. The minimum assigned budget was 1022 credits (the minimum bid of a VM is 1000 credits) while the maximum assigned budget was 31910 credits. When executing applications, we counted 18 suspend and 15 resume commands. From the 30 submitted applications, 2 of them did not start their execution. Regarding the number of migrations, we counted in average 7 migrations per scheduling interval.

In Maui applications were submitted to the scheduler’s queue. Maui used FCFS and backfilling algorithms to schedule applications to nodes. However, Maui is not aware of user budgets and application deadlines.

We counted 7 applications which did not finish successfully both in Maui and in Merkat. However, when we measured the total satisfaction we obtained that Merkat provides 2.79 times more value to users than Maui. The reason is that Maui does not know about user valuations, i.e., budgets in our case, and thus some of the most important applications failed to reach their time target, due to queue wait times. Nevertheless, in Merkat, applications which missed their deadlines were less valuable to their users, i.e., had a budget less than 1301 credits.
6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the implementation and evaluation of Merkat, our market-based PaaS prototype. We implemented in Merkat controllers for two application types: static MPI and malleable applications. Currently, these controllers can scale both application types vertically and horizontally, according to the application performance and infrastructure resource availability. We ran Merkat on the Grid’5000 testbed and evaluated the application controller behavior. We submitted these results to an international conference [54].

Our evaluation shows that Merkat meets our three requirements stated in Introduction:

**SLO support flexibility:** Merkat is a decentralized system that runs applications in virtual environments capable of adapting automatically to users’ SLOs. This opens up the possibility to support different application types and user SLOs. Users, or developers, can take advantage of the mechanisms provided by Merkat to implement their own resource demand adaptation policies. The core of Merkat can be applied in different scenarios, from sharing resources between isolated applications to sharing resources between frameworks. We have shown through several examples that Merkat application controllers can apply our policies to adapt to dynamic changes in application requirements and resource availability. Nevertheless, an open issue remains the design of mechanisms that can be applied to provide stronger SLO guarantees and give users the possibility to negotiate the execution cost and time with the system.

**Maximum resource utilization:** Merkat currently uses a proportional-share policy to allocate fine-grained amounts of CPU and memory to VMs. This mechanism ensures maximum resource utilization of the infrastructure by automatically distributing all available resources among the running VMs. Nevertheless, in contention periods stronger guarantees might be needed, thus combining the proportional-share mechanism with other auction types could be desirable.

**Fair resource utilization:** Merkat implements a market. In contrast to a weight/priority-based systems, markets introduce the notion of resource cost and lead to a fair resource utilization. Resources have a dynamic price that, together with currency distribution policies, regulate the user behavior. To that extent, we have shown that, compared to traditional systems, the performance of Merkat is good, even in a context in which applications compete for resources and adapt in an uncoordinated fashion.
Conclusion

Organizations owning HPC infrastructures are facing a difficulty in managing their resources. This difficulty comes from the need to provide concurrent resource access to different application types considering that users might have different performance objectives for them. These organizations usually use batch schedulers to manage their resources. As until recently applications were having mostly static resource needs and did not require complex environments to run, these systems became popular. Nevertheless, as applications have become more dynamic and users have become more demanding regarding their execution environment or application performance objectives, such systems also proved to be inefficient in satisfying all these demands.

The emergence of the cloud computing paradigm, which promotes an "on-demand access" model to virtual resources, decreases the resource management complexity through its ability to manage elastic customized software environments for individual users. The organization can efficiently share its physical resources between different application types (e.g. MapReduce, MPI, or other legacy applications) by allowing each application to run in its own virtual cluster with limited interference from the infrastructure’s administrator. The on-demand resource access is useful for applications which have time-varying resource demands as it ensures the right amount of resources with minimum delays.

Nevertheless, even in a context in which the infrastructure capacity is limited, cloud resource management models are simplistic and rely on the "infinite capacity" illusion. First, at the IaaS level, cloud providers offer virtual machines with static resource configurations, forcing applications to wait in queues while resources remain idle. Then, they provide poor resource regulation among users and their applications. The implemented resource quotas mechanisms are not sufficient to ensure a rational user behavior. More advanced PaaS solutions, which ensure automatic application management, use the interfaces provided by the IaaS cloud providers and fall in the same trap. Thus, a remaining challenge is to multiplex the limited infrastructure capacity between different application types while satisfying the users who execute them.

Contributions

As a step towards solving the previously mentioned challenge we defined a set of requirements for designing a resource management system: flexible application adaptation, efficient resource allocation and fair resource utilization. To provide flexible SLO support, a resource management system should meet four characteristics: (i) it should allow applications to run in isolated environments customized according to their required software configuration (isolation); (ii) it should allow applications to change their resource allocations dynamically over time (dynamic resource allocation); (iii) it should give applications the possibility to take decisions regarding the amount of allocated resources (decentralized resource control); (iv) it should also provide support for monitoring applications during
their runtime, as simply running applications on the acquired resources does not guarantee that they will meet their SLOs, due to unpredictable factors, such as performance interference, slow nodes or failures. To provide maximum resource utilization, resources should be allocated in a fine-grained manner and to provide fair resource utilization regulation mechanisms that guide users to value resources should be enforced. We analyzed the current state of the art in resource management systems and found a variety of solutions, which have the potential to address these stated requirements. Nevertheless, solutions that address at least one of the two requirements fail to meet the last one. In the same time, solutions that target fair resource utilization do not provide SLO support, dynamic resource allocation or isolation, and, thus, they don’t meet the first requirement.

To meet all these previously stated requirements this dissertation proposes the design of a platform for application and resource management in private clouds. Our system applies an unique approach to multiplex the limited infrastructure capacity between different application types while maximizing the infrastructure utilization and providing support to meet different SLOs. By virtualizing resources, we give control to users over their software requirements. Our platform provides per-application isolation: each application runs in an environment customized to its needs. This environment, which we call virtual platform, can autonomously adapt its resource demand to meet the application SLO. The resource management is decentralized: each virtual platform can take resource demand adaptation decisions independently from the others. Thus, the platform becomes flexible and can support multiple application types and SLOs. To regulate user’s access to resources we use a market mechanism. This market relies on a proportional-share policy, providing efficient resource allocation: resources in terms of CPU and memory are allocated in a fine-grained manner to the provisioned VMs. A unique aspect of this approach comes from the resource management decentralization mechanism. Basically, the acquired resources have a price that acts as a control mechanism to ensure that resources are distributed to applications according to the user’s value for them. The market’s currency distribution policy ensures that users receive limited budgets and value truthfully the execution of their applications. The combination of currency distribution and dynamic resource pricing ensures fair resource utilization. The proportional-share market approach was validated in a simulation-based prototype, called Themis, and with a real prototype, called Merkat, deployed on the Grid’5000 testbed.

This dissertation brings the following contributions:

A proportional-share model for dynamic VM resource allocation We implemented an algorithm which allocates proportional shares of CPU and memory to the running virtual machines and performs load balancing between physical nodes. This proportional-share model ensures fine-grained resource allocation among applications.

Two predefined resource demand adaptation policies We propose two resource demand adaptation policies to be used by applications running on the proportional-share market: (i) a policy that adapts the application resource demand per VM to the current resource availability and resource price; (ii) a policy that adapts the application resource demand in terms of number of VMs to the current resource availability and resource price. These policies can also be combined for better application execution.

A generic platform for application and resource management We designed a platform which uses the previously mentioned approach to provide users with
generic automatic application management mechanisms, allowing them to implement their own resource demand policies. The platform is extensible, allowing new scheduling algorithms to be developed and new application types to be integrated on the infrastructure.

**An evaluation of the proposed approach** We evaluated the proposed approach by simulation and in a real environment. We implemented the proportional-share market in CloudSim, in a system called Themis. We evaluated the performance of the proportional-share market in terms of total user satisfaction when applications adapt their resource demands per VM to track a user-given SLO [53, 55]. Our results show that, despite its decentralized nature, compared to a centralized system, the system performs well in light load periods, while its performance degrades in high load periods. The performance degradation, also known as the Price of Anarchy, is caused by the decentralized nature and the application selfish behavior. We also implemented our approach in a prototype, called Merkat [54]. We have tested Merkat with two application types: static MPI applications and malleable task processing frameworks. We have shown in both cases that resources can be allocated dynamically among applications which are SLO-driven. Our results show that: (i) Merkat is flexible, allowing the co-habitation of different applications and policies on the infrastructure; (ii) despite application continuous adaptation, application co-location and VM operations, Merkat can achieve better user satisfaction than a traditional resource management system.

**Perspectives**

The obtained results make us believe that the platform we propose, materialized through Merkat, is easy to adapt to a variety of scenarios. We plan to release Merkat as an Open Source Software for the community. Merkat could be useful for commodity clusters, used by users with various software configuration requirements. Infrastructure administrators could benefit from Merkat due to its flexible resource allocation mechanisms. Users could also benefit from its automatic resource demand capabilities. We envision that Merkat can be applied not only by an organization to manage its internal resources, but also by a cloud provider. In the last case, Merkat provides the building blocks for further research in the area of resource demand adaptation policies for providing stronger SLO guarantees to different application types.

We present next some concrete perspectives to improve and extend our approach.

**Scalability**

The scalability of Merkat should be evaluated and improved. As the current scale on which Merkat was tested was quite limited, also due to limitations in the underlying third party software stack, we could not identify the upper limit on the performance of Merkat when the scale increases. It would be interesting to see the efficiency limitations of the VM Scheduler in performing allocations when it has to cope with adaptation requests from a large number of applications. To allow Merkat to be deployed on a larger scale we plan to use the scalable and autonomic cloud manager developed in the Myriads team [67].
High Availability

To provide users with a production system, Merkat services require self-healing capabilities to make the platform highly available. This characteristic is important, as users might be dissatisfied if the system is not reliable. For example, if the Applications Management service would become unavailable, users could not deploy their applications. Or, if the VM Scheduler would become unavailable, VMs could not be deployed on the nodes and the application controllers could not adapt their resource demands. Finally, in the case of the Virtual Currency Manager, applications could not run as budget management operations would be unaccessible. We are currently investigating the possibility to use replication techniques [87] to achieve these goals.

Support for Evolving Applications

A future work direction is to add support in Merkat for evolving applications. As a concrete example, in the context of the collaboration with EDF, we are working with two researchers from EDF to reconfigure dynamically a scientific application [48], according to its computational needs. This application performs a computational fluid dynamics simulation used to analyze the fluid flow inside the reactor of a nuclear plant. When the temperature increases, turbulence appears in the fluid and additional computational modules are started to model this phenomenon. With traditional resource management systems, to run this application, a scientist needs to estimate the maximum amount of resources and start the application with this amount. When the additional computational modules are not used, however, the application performance is poor, as the communication cost is higher than the computation amount. In this case, the challenge is to run the application as efficiently as possible. As a first step towards solving this challenge, we want to develop an application controller that acquires and releases the needed resources dynamically during the application runtime. First, we want to create a performance profile of the application on its given data set. Then, we can change the resource demand adaptation policies currently implemented in our controller for MPI static applications as follows. When the application starts, the application controller selects the maximum number of resources on which the application will run efficiently. Then, when the turbulence starts, i.e., the execution time per iteration increases significantly, the application controller will use the application profile to select the new number of VMs and will reconfigure the application to use them. We have already implemented a simple policy to reconfigure the application. However, we lacked a valid data input to validate the proposed policy.

Sharing Virtual Platforms among Trusted User Groups

Currently, Merkat provides isolation between applications: each application runs in its own virtual platform. In the case of task processing frameworks, users submit applications to the framework’s scheduler directly, with no knowledge of the Merkat’s existence. After receiving feedback from EDF researchers, however, we discovered that users might want different isolation levels for their applications. Some users might want to keep a virtual platform idle and re-use it for the execution of the same application. Others might want to share a running virtual platform with users belonging to a trusted group. To support these cases Merkat needs to start virtual platforms with different sharing options. Depending on the sharing option, users can be allowed or not to submit multiple applications to the same virtual platform by interacting with Merkat. Application controllers can be designed to manage requests coming from different users and enforce access restrictions.
Improving the Current Resource Management Policies

We envision several research directions to improve the resource management algorithms.

Placement and migration preferences. A first direction would be to provide the capability to express placement and migration preferences for the applications. The advantage in this case would be the use of the price to take into account application preferences. Some applications might want to have their virtual machines kept continuously on the same nodes instead of having them migrated while paying a higher resource price. Other applications might have placement constraints: their tasks could run better on specific nodes as these nodes might store the data they need to process. Critical applications might have preferences regarding the node availability: they could pay a higher price to run on the most reliable nodes driving away poor applications which were already running on them. Extending the current API to allow expressing these preferences and modifying the current algorithms is an open challenge.

SLO guarantees. Currently, users still have to cope with a certain level of uncertainty when executing their applications on our market. When facing the need to specify a cost for their application execution, users consider it a difficult task as the resource price is volatile. Given a large scale of the system, price prediction algorithms can be implemented in the application controller code to provide better guarantees. These algorithms can be used to answer questions like: what is the maximum amount I need to pay to meet a certain deadline? or what is the deadline that can be met with this budget?.

Multi-cloud VM provisioning. Merkat can also be extended to provision VMs from public clouds, if specific users belonging to the organization request it. Leaving up to the user the choice to get VMs from the public cloud is beneficial, as some users might have critical applications and might require to run them specifically on the organization’s cluster.

I/O resources. The current resource allocation algorithms could be extended to consider network or storage resources. Such resources can become a bottleneck when network or data intensive applications are executed. Thus, it is normal to make them available at a price that reflects the total resource demand. Regarding the network resource, software tools can be used to limit the bandwidth available to each virtual machine and ensure a proportional share. We envision that similar mechanisms can be applied for storage too.

Virtual Currency Management. The virtual currency distribution policies should be further investigated. Currently, there is no mean of setting the total currency amount that the system has available and we rely on the knowledge of the administrator to set the user budget limits. The administrator has to cope with difficult decisions in this case. If she sets the total currency amount too high, prices will become inflated and users will not meet their SLOs. If she sets the total currency amount too low, users will starve as they could not buy resources. An automatic system to help the administrator take these decisions could be designed. This system could use as feedback past price fluctuations and reports from users regarding their SLO violations.

A Double Auction-based Resource Allocation Protocol

A direction parallel with the previous ones would be to make the application controllers more aware of the other infrastructure occupants. In our system each application controller
changes its bid independently and makes decisions to suspend and resume the application based only on the current price. As these decisions are not coordinated with each other, they might lead to non-necessary price fluctuations. A double auction can be implemented to allow applications to communicate their value for resources and decide the resource allocations. This auction would be applied when the infrastructure is full. Running application controllers would have the chance to sell their resources at a price which reflects the value of not finishing their application on time, by posting a resource offer. In this case, users might gain credits by giving up resources to more urgent applications. Receiving currency for their decision to relinquish resources provides users with incentives to collaborate. Starting application controllers will then decide if it’s worth buying their resources and running their applications based on the importance users assign to them. Developing price computation policies for the application controllers and algorithms to answer to the SLO guarantee questions is an open research direction. Merkat can support this model with few modifications, as the VM Scheduler can act as an auctioneer between the sellers and the buyers. It would be interesting to compare such a model with the currently implemented one, in terms of scalability and application performance.

Evaluation of Merkat in a Real-world Environment

It would be interesting to run our system in a real-world environment over long-term periods. The obtained results will help answering the question: How much satisfaction will users get from running their applications on a market-based cloud, compared to the previously-used batch schedulers? Currently, to our knowledge, although market-based solutions were thoroughly investigated, only a few of them were deployed in a real setting. Given a choice between a market-based system and a traditional one, users sharing distributed resources preferred using the latter, due to its ease of use. This was the case of Bellagio, a market-based system deployed on PlanetLab [17]. We hope that getting real data from users running applications on our system will help in establishing the practical benefits, or disadvantages, in using a market.

To this end, EDF can provide a large user-base. Efforts were successfully made to unify the access to resources through a software, similar to a PaaS solution, called VISHNU [99]. This middleware consists in deploying a set of services on the top of the HPC infrastructure. A user or an application can easily interact with the services through an API or a web portal. Nevertheless, on the long term, a migration to a private cloud infrastructure is envisioned. This migration will provide internal EDF researchers and developers, thus hundreds of users, with even more flexibility by allowing them to run their applications in controlled software environments and scale them "on-demand". Connecting VISHNU with Merkat’s capabilities will give users a choice of running their applications on the Merkat managed cloud and will provide us with real feedback regarding the satisfaction users can get when using a market-based system.
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Appendix A

Merkat API

This chapter describes how users can interact with the Merkat services by using their provided APIs and CLI tools.

<price>
得到价格

\[\text{getPrice()}\]

vclusterId createVCluster(controllerId, nvms, template, b, extra)

\[(\text{success}, <vmsIds>)\]

editVCluster(controllerId, vclusterId, nvms, <vmsIds>, b, extra)

\[\text{success suspendVCluster(vclusterId)}\]

\[\text{success resumeVCluster(vclusterId)}\]

\[\text{success deleteVCluster(vclusterId)}\]

\[\text{cost getCost(allocation)}\]

\[\text{<vclusters> listVClusters()}\]

Table A.1: VM Scheduler API.

The VM Scheduler Table A.1 details the VM Scheduler’s API. The functions composing the API are:

− createVCluster: this function creates \(nvms\) VMs from an IaaS cloud template \(template\) at a bid \(b\). The time duration for which the virtual cluster should run is specified by the parameter \(extra\). The VMs are not deployed on the nodes but put in the VM scheduler’s queue. The VM scheduler calls a periodic auction to compute the resource allocations and deploy the VMs on the nodes. For resource charging, the VM scheduler keeps a mapping of virtual cluster-to-application controller.

− editVCluster: this function allows changing virtual cluster parameters. The virtual cluster can be shrinked/expanded, its time duration changed, or the value of its bid modified. The \(nvms\) parameter gives the new number of VMs. If the virtual cluster is shrinked, the \(<vmsIds>\) vector specifies the VMs to be shutdown. When the virtual cluster is expanded, this function returns the VMs that were created. If \(nvms\) is not changed and VMs are to be deleted, new VMs are created to replace them.

− suspendVCluster: this function suspends all the VMs from the virtual cluster. The suspend process is not synchronized, i.e., the VMs might not be suspended exactly at the same time.

− resumeVCluster: this function resumes all the VMs from the virtual cluster. Similar to suspendVCluster, the resume process is not synchronized.
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- `deleteVCluster`: this function destroys all the running or suspended VMs.
- `listVClusters`: this function lists all the existing virtual clusters.
- `getPrice` and `getCost`: these two functions provide information about the current resource price and the estimated cost of getting a virtual cluster with a resource allocation `<allocation>`.

Users can interact directly with the scheduler through a command line interface client, called *Merkat_lease*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Success call (controllerId, amount)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>success register(controllerId, amount)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success charge(&lt;controllerId, amount&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success renew(controllerId, amount)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success delete(controllerId)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success edit(controllerId, amount)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success edit(controllerId, amount)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success editUser(user, weight)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Virtual Currency Manager API

The Virtual Currency Manager provides six main functions, as illustrated in Table A.2:

- `charge`: this function substracts from the application controller account the specified amount of credits. This function is actually called by the VM Scheduler to charge the application controller accounts.
- `register`: this function is called by the Applications Manager to register the application controller with the Virtual Currency Manager. The Virtual Currency Manager creates an account for it and transfers the specified amount of credits from the user’s account to it.
- `renew`: this function, called by the Applications Manager on behalf of the user, transfers an amount of credits from the user’s account to the application controller account. The transfer is done if the accumulated amount of credits in the account is not higher than the value specified at submission time.
- `edit`: this function, called by the Applications Manager on behalf of the user, increases the value of the application controller account to the new specified amount. Any renew call made after this function will transfer credits up to this new amount.
- `delete`: the Applications Manager calls this function to delete the application controller account.
- `editUser`: this function changes the current weight of the user. This weight is set by the administrator and is used to distribute budget among users. Initially, all users in the system receive the same weight. The infrastructure administrator calls this function to change a weight and give more/less importance to a specific user.

Users can interact with the Virtual Currency Manager through the *Merkat_users* client.
controllerId createPlatform(template)
controllerId submitApplication(template)
success editPlatform(controllerId, <parameter, value>)
success suspendPlatform(controllerId)
success resumePlatform(controllerId)
platformState getPlatformInfo(controllerId)
success deletePlatform(controllerId)

Table A.3: Applications Manager API

The Applications Manager has the following interface, as illustrated in Table A.3:

- **createPlatform**: this function creates a new virtual platform from the specified template. The Applications Manager initiates the deployment of an application controller and delegates the virtual cluster and application management to it.

- **submitApplication**: this function creates a new virtual platform from an existing virtual platform template. For example, a virtual platform template for static MPI applications can be re-used for different MPI applications by changing the application input files, execution commands and the SLO value. This function receives a higher-level template, containing the previously mentioned information together with an existing virtual platform template. It basically performs the same steps as the previous call but it also fills the existing virtual platform template with the high level application description information.

- **editPlatform**: this function allows editing of user defined SLOs, policy parameters or budget. These parameters are sent to the application controller that will perform the actions specified in the user-defined policies.

- **suspendPlatform** and **resumePlatform**: these functions suspend and, respectively resume all the virtual clusters composing this virtual platform.

- **deletePlatform**: this function deletes the virtual platform. Basically the Applications Manager sends a message to the application controller to shut down the application.

- **getPlatformInfo**: this function lists all existing virtual platforms from the infrastructure.

Users interact with the application management system through the *Merkat_platform* client, which provides user access to all the previously mentioned functionalities.
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Résumé en français

Les organisations qui possèdent des infrastructures de calcul à haute performance (HPC) font souvent face à certaines difficultés dans la gestion de leurs ressources. En particulier, ces difficultés peuvent provenir du fait que des applications de différents types doivent pouvoir accéder concurremment aux ressources tandis que les utilisateurs peuvent avoir des objectifs de performance variés pour leurs applications. Les nuages informatiques (Clouds) apportent plus de flexibilité et un meilleur contrôle des ressources qui laissent espérer une amélioration de la satisfaction des utilisateurs en terme de qualité de service perçue. Cependant, les solutions de nuage informatique actuelles fournissent un support limité aux utilisateurs pour l’expression ou l’utilisation de politiques de gestion de ressources et elles n’offrent aucun support pour atteindre les objectifs de performance et de temps de restitution des applications. Dans cette thèse nous proposons de relever ce défi par la conception d’une plate-forme de nuage informatique souple, efficace et équitable.

B.1 Motivation

La motivation principale de cette thèse s’illustre par le cas d’une organisation effectuant du calcul à haute performance, telle que Electricité de France (EDF). En tant que premier producteur mondial d’électricité, EDF mise sur la simulation numérique sur des ressources de calcul à haute performance depuis plus de 30 ans. Les résultats de simulation sont, notamment, utilisés pour optimiser la production au jour le jour, ou pour déterminer les configurations les plus sûres et les plus efficaces pour le rechargement des combustibles nucléaires. À plus long terme, d’autres résultats s’avèrent très précieux pour expliquer des phénomènes physiques complexes, afin de mieux planifier les opérations de maintenance ou pour évaluer l’impact des modifications éventuelles ou des nouvelles technologies de fournisseurs. Ces simulations numériques sont réalisées dans une grande variété de domaines. Entre autres, des études sont menées en neutronique, en dynamique des fluides, en mécanique ou en thermodynamique. Une partie se compose d’applications MPI qui sont constituées d’un ensemble fixe de processus, tandis que d’autres sont composées de milliers de tâches indépendantes, exécutant le même code avec des paramètres différents. En outre, pour prévoir la demande en énergie des utilisateurs pour la période suivante, un grand nombre de données doit être analysé. Ces études sont réalisées avec des environnements spécifiques (par exemple, Hadoop) qui utilisent leurs propres mécanismes d’ordonnancement. Dans ce contexte, comme ces études doivent être réalisées dans un contexte sécurisé, EDF s’astreint à n’utiliser que ses propres grappes de calcul.

Au fur et à mesure de l’évolution des modèles de programmation et des besoins des utilisateurs, les applications développées ont également des demandes de ressources de plus
en plus dynamiques. Prenons l’exemple d’une simulation menée en dynamique des fluides, souvent utilisée pour analyser l’écoulement d’un fluide dans certaines configurations. Lorsque certaines conditions sont satisfaites, un écoulement turbulent fait son apparition. Pour le simuler, cela demande la résolution d’un ensemble supplémentaire d’équations que l’on ajoute au modèle initial. Dès cet instant, le calcul est plus consommateur en temps CPU et l’application bénéficierait de la mobilisation de plus de ressources pour améliorer sa vitesse de calcul. D’autres applications peuvent également profiter de la disponibilité variable des ressources. Par exemple, les applications de type groupe de tâches [40] peuvent utiliser l’ensemble des ressources disponibles lorsque l’infrastructure est sous-utilisée, et restituer une partie de ces ressources quand la demande des autres applications augmente.

En dehors du caractère dynamique de la demande de ressources par les applications, un autre problème tient à l’exigence des utilisateurs en termes d’objectifs de performance ou de facilité de configuration, de déploiement tout en conservant toute la disponibilité possible de leurs environnements logiciels. Certains d’entre eux désirent obtenir les résultats de l’application en un délai très précis (par exemple, un utilisateur doit envoyer à son responsable hiérarchique les résultats d’une simulation à sept heures du matin le lendemain) ou dès que possible (par exemple, un développeur veut tester un nouvel algorithme). D’autres veulent exprimer des politiques d’exécution simples, comme: "Je désire arrêter mon application lorsqu’une certaine condition de performance est satisfaite.", ou "J’ai besoin d’ajouter un module de visualisation à mon application et j’ai besoin de plus de ressources maintenant".

En outre, les études réalisées par EDF peuvent nécessiter l’installation de divers logiciels. Incombe alors à l’administrateur de l’infrastructure la difficile tâche de gérer la configuration logicielle pour chacun sur l’ensemble des nœuds physiques.

Même si la virtualisation de l’infrastructure et la transformation en un nuage privé peuvent améliorer la gestion des ressources de l’infrastructure, elles ne couvrent pas entièrement les exigences mentionnées précédemment. Bien que les plates-formes logicielles développées récemment offrent aux utilisateurs une interface pour développer et exécuter leurs applications sans aucune préoccupation concernant la complexité de gestion des ressources, elles sont encore limitées. Plus précisément, elles offrent un support limité d’expression ou d’utilisation de politiques de gestion des ressources et elles ne fournissent aucun outil pour atteindre des objectifs de performance.

Enfin, comme la capacité de l’infrastructure est limitée, le véritable défi réside dans la façon de partager les ressources entre les applications des utilisateurs. Cela ne serait pas un problème si la capacité de l’infrastructure était assez importante pour couvrir l’ensemble des demandes des utilisateurs dans les périodes de plus forte demande. Cependant, c’est rarement le cas, car l’élargissement de la grappe de calcul est coûteux. Ainsi, il est préférable de réserver les périodes de contention au cas par cas, lorsqu’elles apparaissent à des périodes ponctuelles, (par exemple, une conférence ou un livrable de projet), plutôt que d’acquérir plus de ressources pour satisfaire cette augmentation de la demande. Cependant, il n’y a pas de mécanismes sociaux pour que les utilisateurs adaptent la demande de ressources de leurs applications dans des périodes de contention, d’une manière qui profite à tous les utilisateurs de l’infrastructure.

**B.2 Objectifs**

Étant donné la complexité croissante des applications, la dynamicité des demande de ressources et la variété des besoins des utilisateurs, les objectifs de cette thèse sont de concevoir, de mettre en œuvre et d’évaluer une plate-forme qui alloue des ressources en-
tre les applications d’une manière flexible, efficace et équitable. Cette plate-forme doit satisfaire trois besoins:

**Mécanismes flexibles d’adaptation de l’application:** Les utilisateurs d’une organisation exécutant des applications scientifiques ont des exigences variées en terme de types d’applications qui doivent être exécutées sur l’infrastructure et de garantie de performance ou de droit d’accès qui doivent leur être associés. Pour répondre à toutes ces exigences avec un effort minimum de l’utilisateur, il faut concevoir des mécanismes flexibles qui adaptent automatiquement les applications et leurs demandes de ressources à des objectifs définis par l’utilisateur. Ces mécanismes flexibles doivent avoir quatre caractéristiques: (i) ils doivent permettre aux applications de s’exécuter dans des environnements isolés et personnalisés en fonction de la configuration logicielle requise; (ii) ils doivent permettre aux applications de modifier leurs allocations de ressources dynamiquement; (iii) ils doivent donner aux applications la possibilité de prendre des décisions concernant la quantité des ressources allouées; (iv) ils doivent également offrir des garanties de performance aux applications, simplement parce qu’exécuter des applications sur les ressources acquises ne garantit pas qu’elles vont atteindre leurs objectifs de performance, en raison de facteurs imprévisibles, comme par exemple, des interférences impactant les performances, des noeuds lents ou des défaillances.

**Répartition efficace des ressources:** En fournissant un accès concurrent aux ressources, il existe deux façons de partager les ressources: (i) à grain grossier, et (ii) à grain fin. Dans le cas d’allocation de ressources à grain grossier, soit les applications ont l’accès exclusif aux noeuds physiques, soit elles s’exécutent dans des machines virtuelles avec une configuration choisie à partir d’une classe spécifique, comme pour Amazon EC2 [7]. Cette méthode d’allocation des ressources conduit à une mauvaise utilisation des ressources : tandis que certaines applications n’utilisent pas toutes leurs ressources provisionnées, d’autres applications peuvent attendre dans les files d’attente. Avec l’allocation des ressources à grain fin, les applications peuvent demander des quantités arbitraires de ressources et l’utilisation de l’infrastructure est améliorée. Ainsi, des mécanismes doivent être conçus pour fournir l’allocation des ressources à grain fin.

**Utilisation équitable des ressources:** Généralement, une organisation dispose d’une infrastructure qui doit être partagée entre les utilisateurs venant de différents départements et ayant des préférences différentes concernant l’exécution de leurs applications. Pour l’administrateur, la réglementation de l’accès aux ressources de ces utilisateurs peut être une tâche complexe: il doit décider des critères utilisés pour accorder un accès aux ressources le plus équitable possible pour les utilisateurs. Un critère serait d’assigner des priorités aux utilisateurs. Même si l’administrateur décide des priorités des utilisateurs, il ne peut pas décider quelle application est la plus urgente à exécuter à la place de l’utilisateur et quand elle doit être exécutée. Par exemple, dans un centre de calcul, l’infrastructure peut connaître des pics de charge à l’approche de conférences importantes, car les chercheurs peuvent vouloir utiliser les ressources pour obtenir aussi rapidement que possible les résultats de leurs simulations. Dans ce cas, un utilisateur avec une priorité élevée pourrait abuser de ses droits et d’exécuter une simulation moins urgente, en prenant des ressources aux utilisateurs qui en ont vraiment besoin. Nous ne pouvons pas supposer que tous les utilisateurs sont coopératifs et qu’ils libèrent spontanément l’accès aux ressources que demandent d’autres utilisateurs. Ainsi, des mécanismes doivent être conçus pour assurer une répartition
équitable en affectant des ressources aux utilisateurs qui sauront les apprécier à leur juste valeur.

B.3 Contributions

Pour atteindre ces objectifs, cette thèse propose un cadre générique et extensible pour la gestion autonome des applications et l’allocation dynamique des ressources. Nous avons conçu ce cadre pour des infrastructures partagées privées. Il offre un contrôle des ressources entièrement décentralisé en les allouant suivant un grain fin en se fondant sur un marché à pourcentage proportionnel. Le contrôle de ressources décentralisé permet aux applications de s’exécuter dans des environnements virtuels autonomes, capables de faire évoluer la demande en ressources de l’application en fonction des objectifs de performance de l’utilisateur. Le marché fixe dynamiquement un prix aux ressources, ce qui, combiné avec une politique de distribution de monnaie entre les utilisateurs, en garantit une utilisation équitable.

B.3.1 Conception

Notre système utilise un nuage informatique de type IaaS pour gérer les nœuds de l'infrastructure privée de l'organisation. Le nuage informatique de type IaaS fournit aux utilisateurs des environnements logiciels isolés et contrôlés, leur permettant d’installer toutes les dépendances logicielles requises pour leurs applications sans l’intervention de l’administrateur. Du point de vue de l’architecture, nous positionnons notre système au-dessus de la couche de nuages de type IaaS, car il offre une solution PaaS pour les applications scientifiques.

La conception de notre système repose sur quatre principes:

Des plates-formes virtuelles privées et autonomes: Pour supporter différents types d’applications et des objectifs définis par l’utilisateur, chaque application s’exécute dans son propre environnement virtuel, appelé plate-forme virtuelle. Une plate-forme virtuelle est une entité autonome composée d’une ou plusieurs grappes de ressources virtuelles et d’un contrôleur qui gère les ressources au nom de l’application. Une grappe de ressources virtuelles est un groupe de machines virtuelles qui ont la même configuration et sont démarrées à partir du même disque de base. Pour atteindre les objectifs définis par l’utilisateur, le contrôleur interagit avec l’application, adapte dynamiquement la demande de ressources à la charge de l’infrastructure et aux performances de l’application quitte à reconfigurer l’application. Chaque grappe des ressources virtuelles a un moniteur qui envoie les métriques de performance de l’application au contrôleur. Les utilisateurs ont la possibilité d’automatiser et de personnaliser le déploiement et la gestion de leurs applications en écrivant des contrôleurs d’applications. Ces contrôleurs peuvent utiliser des politiques sophistiquées, par exemple, de prédiction, de profilage et des modules d’apprentissage pour déterminer l’allocation de ressources dont l’application a besoin pour son exécution et utiliser cette information pour modifier le nombre de machines virtuelles provisionnées.

Des mécanismes fondés sur un marché pour partager l’accès aux ressources: La principale caractéristique de notre système est l’utilisation d’un mécanisme fondé sur un marché pour fournir des machines virtuelles et réguler la quantité de ressources que les applications peuvent obtenir. Les approches fondées sur un marché ont été appliquées dans une variété de contextes dans les systèmes distribués
tels que grappes, des grilles, des réseaux pairs à pair et des nuages informatiques. Chaque utilisateur reçoit un certain montant en devises, qui reflète la priorité qu’il a dans le système. Le utilisateur peut distribuer ce montant entre ses applications, ce qui traduit la véritable importance qui il accorde a sa exécution.

Pour exécuter ses applications sur l’infrastructure, l’utilisateur dispose de deux possibilités: (i) soumettre un paiement pour chaque machine virtuelle, et démarrer manuellement son application; (ii) estimer le budget dont l’application a besoin pour s’exécuter et démarrer une plate-forme virtuelle. Le contrôle de la plate-forme virtuelle gère au nom de l’utilisateur le coût total d’exécution et la soumission des paiements pour les machines virtuelles au cours de l’exécution de l’application.

L’utilisation d’un marché présente deux avantages. Premièrement, elle permet aux utilisateurs de prendre de meilleures décisions concernant le volume de ressources que leur application utilise, conduisant à une amélioration de la satisfaction globale des utilisateurs. Deuxièmement, le marché prévoit un mécanisme de régulation décentralisée des ressources qui permet à chaque application de contrôler sa propre allocation de ressources en fonction de la priorité assignée par l’utilisateur. Des politiques d’adaptation de la demande de ressources peuvent être conçues en utilisant le prix comme un signal alors que les politiques de distribution de la monnaie virtuelle assurent une adaptation équitable.

L’allocation des ressources à grain fin: Pour assurer une allocation des ressources à grain fin avec une faible complexité, notre système utilise une politique de type pourcentage proportionnel. Cette politique est également appliquée par l’ordonnanceur du système d’exploitation pour allouer du temps de processeur aux tâches proportionnellement aux priorités données aux utilisateurs. Dans notre système, cette politique est utilisée pour l’allocation de mémoire et du temps de processeur aux machines virtuelles.

En utilisant cette politique, les machines virtuelles peuvent recevoir une partie de la capacité de l’infrastructure proportionnelle à leurs paiements et inversement proportionnelle à la somme de tous les paiements en cours. Ces allocations de ressources sont fractionnaires et dynamiques car elles varient dans le temps en fonction de la demande totale d’infrastructure. La migration à chaud des machines virtuelles est utilisée pour équilibrer la charge entre les nœuds et pour s’assurer que chaque machine virtuelle reçoit une part de ressources proportionnelle au montant payé à cet effet.

L’extensibilité et la facilité d’utilisation: Nous avons conçu notre système pour qu’il soit suffisamment modulaire pour permettre aux développeurs de mettre en œuvre d’autres mécanismes de régulation de la demande de ressources avec un minimum de modifications. Pour faciliter l’exécution d’une application et les changements de demande de ressources, notre système offre deux politiques d’adaptation prédéfinies qui tiennent compte d’un objectif de performance et d’un budget défini par l’utilisateur et adaptent la demande de ressources à leur prix observé sur le marché: (i) une politique qui adapte la demande de ressources pour chaque machine virtuelle (élasticité verticale); (ii) une politique qui adapte le nombre de machines virtuelles (élasticité horizontale). Ces politiques peuvent être combinées pour améliorer les performances des applications. Par ailleurs, une API simple et générique permet aux utilisateurs de concevoir leurs propres contrôleurs avec des politiques différentes de celles fournies.
B.3.2 Mise en œuvre et évaluation

Nous avons mis en œuvre et évalué notre proposition dans deux contextes:

**Simulation** Nous avons simulé notre système en Java, en utilisant CloudSim [27]. Le prototype resultant s’appelle Themis. Nous avons utilisé Themis pour évaluer la performance du marché fondé sur un pourcentage proportionnel et la politique de élasticite verticale vis à vis de divers objectifs de performance des applications.

Nous avons modélisé trois types d’utilisateurs, en fonction des types de résultats qu’ils attendent de leurs applications (résultats potentiellement partiels ou obligatoirement complets), et suivant diverses échéances (le plus tôt possible ou obligatoirement avant une date fixée d’avance). Nous avons attribué à chaque utilisateur une fonction d’utilité exprimant la satisfaction qu’il obtient après l’exécution de son application. Nous avons mesuré la satisfaction totale que le système peut fournir à chaque type d’utilisateur, le nombre d’opérations effectuées par les machines virtuelles et nous avons analysé le comportement global des applications.

Nos résultats ont montré que: (i) malgré un comportement égoïste non coordonné, comparé à des politiques centralisées de gestion de ressources, notre système peut atteindre une performance raisonnable, mesurée en termes de satisfaction des utilisateurs; (ii) étant donné l’ampleur du système, le nombre d’opérations effectuées par les machines virtuelles reste dans des limites raisonnables.

**Déploiement sur une infrastructure distribuée** Nous avons implémenté un prototype, appelé Merkat. Dans ce prototype, nous avons mis en œuvre deux contrôleurs: (i) un contrôleur pour les applications statiques de type MPI; (ii) et un contrôleur des applications malléables. Nous avons déployé Merkat sur l’infrastructure Grid’5000 et nous l’avons testé avec plusieurs applications scientifiques représentatives pour EDF.

Nos résultats ont montré que: (i) Merkat permet une utilisation efficace des ressources en partageant les ressources entre les applications à grain fin; (ii) Merkat est fle- xible en permettant aux utilisateurs de spécifier différents objectifs de performance pour différents types d’applications; (iii) Merkat fournit une différenciation équitable entre les utilisateurs, conduisant à une meilleure satisfaction des utilisateurs que la satisfaction obtenue avec les systèmes traditionnels de gestion de ressources.

B.4 Organisation du document

Market-based Autonomous Application and Resource Management in the Cloud

Organizations owning HPC infrastructures are facing difficulties in managing their infrastructures. These difficulties come from the need to provide concurrent resource access to applications with different resource requirements while considering that users might have different performance objectives, or Service Level Objectives (SLOs) for executing them. To address these challenges this thesis proposes a market-based SLO-driven cloud platform. This platform relies on a market-based model to allocate resources to applications while taking advantage of cloud flexibility to maximize resource utilization. The combination of currency distribution and dynamic resource pricing ensures fair resource distribution. In the same time, autonomous controllers apply adaptation policies to scale the application resource demand according to user SLOs. The adaptation policies can: (i) dynamically tune the amount of CPU and memory provisioned for the virtual machines in contention periods; (ii) dynamically change the number of virtual machines. We evaluated this proposed platform in simulation and on the Grid’5000 testbed. Results show that: (i) the platform provides flexible support for different application types and different SLOs; (ii) the platform is capable to provide good user satisfaction achieving acceptable performance degradation compared to existing centralized solutions.
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Gestion autonome des ressources et des applications dans un nuage informatique selon une approche fondée sur un marché

Les organisations qui possèdent des infrastructures de calcul à haute performance (HPC) font souvent face à certaines difficultés dans la gestion de leurs ressources. En particulier, ces difficultés peuvent provenir du fait que des applications de différents types doivent pouvoir accéder concurremment aux ressources tandis que les utilisateurs peuvent avoir des objectifs de performance (SLOs) variés. Pour atteindre ces difficultés, cette thèse propose un cadre générique et extensible pour la gestion autonome des applications et l’allocation dynamique des ressources. L’allocation des ressources et l’exécution des applications est régie par une économie de marché observant au mieux des objectifs de niveau de service (SLO) tout en tirant avantage de la flexibilité d’une nuage informatique et en maximisant l’utilisation de de ressources. Le marché fixe dynamiquement un prix aux ressources, ce qui, combiné avec une politique de distribution de monnaie entre les utilisateurs, en garantit une utilisation équitable. Simultanément, des contrôleurs autonomes mettent en œuvre des politiques d’adaptation pour faire évoluer la demande en ressource de leur application en accord avec la SLO requise par l’utilisateur. Les politiques d’adaptation peuvent : (i) adapter dynamiquement leur demande en terme de CPU et de mémoire demandés en période de contention de ressource aux machines virtuelles (ii) et changer dynamiquement le nombre de machines virtuelle. Nous avons évalué cette plateforme au moyen de la simulation et sur l’infrastructure Grid’5000. Nos résultats ont montré que cette solution: (i) offre un support plus flexible aux applications de type différent demandant divers niveaux de service; (ii) conduit à une bonne satisfaction des utilisateurs moyennant une dégradation acceptable des performances comparées aux solutions centralisées existantes.

Mots clés: nuages informatiques, allocation de ressources, systèmes autonomes